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ABSTRACT
Human mechanisms for control of posture and motion are normally optimized to perform in Earth's 1-G
environment. The mechanisms by which the central nervous system controls and integrates posture and movement
are the subject of considerable controversy and ongoing study. The control of jump landings is particularly
interesting: (1) the control algorithm involves elements of preplanned trajectory formulation and sensory feedback;
(2) dynamic interaction with the environment must be addressed; and (3) the controller exhibits rapid adaptation when
exposed to changes in environmental or perturbation conditions. When modeling the human motor control
mechanisms, these issues must all be accounted for at various levels of detail.
Exposure to microgravity in astronaut subjects provide a novel opportunity to test models of human
motion control. Microgravity alters the body dynamics, placing considerably different demands on the controller.
When astronauts adapt to space flight, they exhibit quantitatively different control strategies, often measured as
postflight degradation in performance for balance, locomotion, and jumping. The research described here centers on
the development of dynamic models of motor control for human jumping to provide a framework for testing three
hypotheses:
1. Postflight changes in astronaut jump landings result from alterations in commanded impedance.
2. The experimentally observed characteristics of downward jumps in humans can be captured by a control model
based on an equilibrium point formulation.
3. An optimization procedure based on a set of physically and biomechanically plausible variables is sufficient to
reconstruct key features of the experimentally observed trajectories for jump landings.
Three experiments are designed to test these hypotheses, and are performed at Johnson Space Center, MIT,
and the Massachusetts General Hospital. Several astronaut subjects are tested before and after space flight to
determine the effects of microgravity adaptation on jump landing performance. A "moonwalker" experiment
simulates short term partial gravity exposure to supplement the astronaut tests. A novel "false platform" protocol
assesses virtual trajectory generation and impedance modulation during jump landings by measuring free limb
trajectories when subjects unexpectedly fall through the landing surface.
Three models for the control of jump landings are developed: (1) A linear second order model of center of
mass (CM) vertical motion; (2) A second order model of CM vertical motion using a knee joint; and (3) A planar
three link inverted pendulum model. The false platform data are used in concert with these models to estimate body
stiffness and damping properties immediately following the time of impact. Optimization techniques are used to
interpret modeled jump landing trajectories.
Astronaut results indicate that reduced inflight postural control demands result in one of two responses
postflight. Postflight-Compliant (5/9) subjects retain somewhat reduced leg stiffnesses after space flight, while
Postflight-Stiff (2/9) subjects exhibit an overcompensatory increase in leg stiffness. Moonwalker subjects follow
the Postflight-Compliant group, indicating that partial weight unloading provides a useful analogue for certain
aspects of microgravity adaptation. Impedance estimates using the false platform data indicate negative stiffnesses
during the period immediately following impact. This implied instability suggests that such simple equilibrium
point models cannot adequately describe jump landings. Optimization results capture the general features of the
jump landing trajectories and indicate that controller requirements include impact force reduction as well as joint
coordination to ensure appropriate mass center motion.
Thesis Supervisor: Dava J. Newman
Title: Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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This work is dedicated to my grandparents
Henry and Juanita Brodersen
"Papa" Robert and "Tutu" Janet Jackson
And in the twelfth year, on the seventh day of Ielool,
the month of reaping, he climbed the hill without the city walls
and looked seaward; and he beheld his ship coming with the mist.
Then the gates of his heart were flung open, and his joy flew far out to sea.
And he closed his eyes and prayed in the silences of his soul.
But as he descended the hill, a sadness came upon him,
and he thought in his heart: How shall I go in peace and without sorrow?
Nay, not without a wound in the sprit shall I leave this city.
Long were the days of pain I have spent within its walls, and aloneness;
and who can depart from his pain and his aloneness without regret?
Too many fragments of the spirit have I scattered in these streets,
and too many are the children of my longing that walk naked among these hills,
and I cannot withdraw from them without a burden and an ache.
It is not a garment I cast off this day,
but a skin that I tear with my own hands.
Nor is it a thought I leave behind me,
but a heart made sweet with hunger and with thirst.
Yet I cannot tarry longer.
The sea that calls all things unto her calls me, and I must embark.
For to stay, though the hours burn in the night,
is to freeze and crystallize and be bound in a mould.
Fain would I take with me all that is here. But how shall I?
A voice cannot carry the tongue and the lips that gave it wings.
Alone it must seek the ether.
And alone and without his nest shall the eagle fly across the sun.
Kahlil Gibran
The Prophet
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1 INTRODUCTION
Investigation of human postural and full-body motion behavior has largely focused
on the descriptive aspects: data on body kinematics, electromyogram (EMG) measures of
muscle activation, and ground reaction forces have been collected for a variety of human
movements including voluntary actions and reflex motions. In the midst of this profusion
of data, however, there is still little agreement on questions as fundamental as whether
posture and movement should be considered as independent or integrated control problems.
Patterns of movement and muscle synergies have been identified, and the issue of which
different sensory modalities contribute to postural corrections has been addressed, yet the
answers to very basic questions remain elusive: how are postural and movement
commands formulated from motor programs and sensory input? Perhaps more important,
why does the central nervous system (CNS) command certain motions and corrections but
not others?
The study of jump landings is no exception. Patterns of muscle activation have
been studied for both voluntary jumps and unexpected falls. The body kinematic behavior
has been recorded and joint torques have been computed. Experimental conditions such as
the height of the jump, the visual surround motion and the composition of the landing
surface have been varied, and the effects on muscle and motion patterns have been
described. However, the underlying processes by which the CNS generates commands to
actuate the joints and control the landing have not been adequately modeled.
Given the ongoing debate about the mechanisms of motor control in tasks ranging
from simple single joint arm motions to full-body, multiple joint activities such as
locomotion, it is not surprising that many aspects of motor control adaptation in
microgravity and readaptation upon return to earth are not well understood. The effects of
gravity in the normal terrestrial environment are pervasive, and control of posture and
movement has evolved in tandem with the structure of the body to take advantage of life in
the gravitational potential field. Even so, the structure of the nervous system permits a
marvelous level of adaptability, and astronauts quickly learn to enhance their performance
in microgravity during space flight, potentially at the expense of modifying or eliminating
patterns of motor control optimized for the I-g environment. Exposure to microgravity has
a substantial effect on human postural control during jump landings, locomotion and even
quiet standing upon return to earth-normal gravity.
The central goal of this thesis is to advance the understanding of human motor
control by investigating the way humans land from downward jumps. This thesis makes
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contributions in three particular areas. First, the problem of explaining changes in
downward jumping in astronauts following microgravity exposure is addressed, and a
simple model based on adaptive control of limb stiffness is formulated to clarify key
features of astronaut postflight jumping performance.
Second, the possibility that stiffness may contribute more fundamentally to the
motor control of jump landings is considered. The equilibrium point hypothesis for motor
control states that posture and movement may be controlled by a common process [Bizzi et
al., 1992a] that relies on springlike properties of the muscles and their stretch reflexes.
Appropriate choices of muscle length-tension curves may define equilibrium limb positions
and simultaneously set impedance properties, allowing the CNS to generate limb
trajectories via a control signal that defines a series of equilibrium points in time.
Under the equilibrium point hypothesis, the springlike properties of the
neuromuscular system cause torques based on the difference between the actual limb
position and the equilibrium point, resulting in limb trajectories that follow the equilibrium
trajectory. The actual trajectory depends on the commanded impedance, limb dynamics and
environmental perturbations as well as the virtual trajectory. It has been suggested that
equilibrium point control could equally well subserve free motions and tasks requiring
interaction with the environment. By definition, jump landings require interaction between
the body and the environment and are used here to test the applicability of the equilibrium
point hypothesis to this class of problems.
Third, an optimization approach is used to evaluate the trajectories observed
experimentally in jump landings. Optimal control approaches have been applied
successfully to the problem of understanding the takeoff phase in maximum height
jumping, but have not yet been applied to the impact absorption phase of jump landings.
This thesis considers the possible optimality of jump landings to gain insight into the
factors that shape jump landing trajectories.
Initially, the landing control problem might seem relatively simple, requiring only
that the kinetic energy developed during the flight phase of the jump be dissipated while
moving the body center of mass (CM) to lie over the base of support (the feet). However,
the problem is both interesting and complicated for several reasons. The role of sensory
feedback from muscle spindles, tendon organs and vestibular and visual modalities must be
considered, but the system response is not simply that of a regulator reacting to a
disturbance input. Instead, the body trajectory and limb impedance are actively controlled
in flight and at impact, indicating some level of motor pre-programming and feedforward
trajectory generation. Furthermore, the controller must maintain stability both in free flight
and in the face of coupling with the physical environment (the ground). Finally, the CNS
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controller exhibits adaptive behavior upon exposure to changes in environmental or
perturbation conditions.
Currently, better dynamic models are needed to explore the control of downward
jumping in humans and provide a theoretical base to address the changes in jump
performance following microgravity exposure. Models of the motor control laws that
enable successful stable landing from jumps in humans must incorporate the human body
dynamics at varying degrees of complexity. The control models described here attempt to
replicate the key features found in experimental observations of jump landings, and are
used to explicate the effects of microgravity adaptation and evaluate the equilibrium point
hypothesis. This thesis describes three experiments and associated dynamic models
designed to validate or disprove three hypotheses concerning the way humans control
landings from downward jumps. These three hypotheses are detailed in the next section,
and followed by an overview of the remainder of the thesis, including the experiments,
analysis, modeling and discussion.
1.1. HYPOTHESES
Hypothesis 1: Posoflight changes in astronaut jump landings result from alterations in
commanded impedance characteristics which derive from motor adaptation appropriate
to the demands of microgravity.
Upon returning to earth and its gravity field following space flight, astronauts often
show remarkable decrements in the performance of everyday tasks. Examples include
exaggerated postural sway during standing (especially in the dark, or in the presence of
moving visual displays), wide foot placement and difficulty in negotiating turns during
walking, and instability during the landing phase of "drop" experiments [Nicogossian et
al., 1994]. Recently, research on NASA astronauts has targeted postflight decrements in
coordination between eye and head movements, evaluated pre- and postflight muscle
activation patterns during gait, and investigated adaptive changes in single-joint kinematics
through phase-plane and intersegmental energy transfer analysis [Bloomberg et al., 1997;
Layne et al., 1996; McDonald et al., 1996].
However, little quantitative analysis has been performed to explain the underlying
adaptive physiological mechanisms, especially in terms of dynamic whole-body motor
control. It is believed that motor programs evolved for the control of body motion and
limb-environment interactions under Earth-normal l-g conditions are often inappropriate in
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microgravity, and astronauts adapt accordingly during space flight. These adaptations
appropriate to O-g prove maladaptive upon return to 1-g, and the astronauts exhibit
musculoskeletal responses that result in quantifiable differences from preflight in body
posture, locomotion and jumping performance. The hypothesized dependence of postflight
jumping changes on leg impedance characteristics is tested using body kinematic data and a
simple model of the CM motion.
While the CNS adaptation to the reduced demands on the postural control system in
microgravity likely plays an important role in postflight changes, many other effects related
to space flight may also take part. For this reason, a ground-based partial weight unloading
experiment is designed to supplement the astronaut data. Its aim is to show that simply
reducing the support requirements on the legs for a short time can induce changes
analogous to those seen in astronauts following space flight, while avoiding potentially
confounding issues such as muscular atrophy and vestibular reinterpretation.
Hypothesis 2: The experimentally observed characteristics of downward jumps in humans
can be captured by a control model which defines a "virtual trajectory"for the limbs
during the flight and impact absorption phases of the jump landing. The impedance of
the limbs with respect to the commanded trajectory is also specified by this model,
determining the perturbation response and the actual trajectory of the limbs upon
landing.
Various studies of single and multijoint movement have provided evidence for the
equilibrium point hypothesis of motor control [Bizzi et al., 1992]. The majority of studies
to date have considered single joint arm motions or planar reaching arm motions involving
two joints. Use of a comparable paradigm in the control of robot manipulators has
demonstrated stable performance during free motion, motion during contact with a rigid
surface, and transitions between the two conditions [Hogan, 1987]. To date, equilibrium
point approaches have not been seriously attempted for lower extremity or full-body
motion. Furthermore, few attempts have been made to apply the virtual trajectory
hypothesis to intact motor control in tasks dealing with substantial environmental
interaction.
Extension of this theory to the control of jump landings requires experimentally
derived knowledge of the commanded virtual trajectory as well as models of the human
body dynamics, the CNS control of limb impedance and the interaction with the
environment. Using an experimental protocol previously not applied in human subjects, a
false platform landing test is designed to reveal whether or not the CNS commands an
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attractive virtual trajectory. The equilibrium point hypothesis is interpreted using three
models of increasing complexity, from a single degree of freedom linear model of vertical
CM motion to a nonlinear three link inverted pendulum model of the human body.
Hypothesis 3: A trajectory optimization procedure based on a set of physically and
biomechanically plausible variables is sufficient to reproduce key features of the
experimentally observed trajectories for jump landings. Specific optimization criteria
include CM excursions, joint motion, joint torques and impact forces.
An important goal of this thesis is understanding why certain trajectories are
selected by the CNS. Prior work has focused on the optimality of takeoffs in maximum
height jumping [Pandy et al., 1990; Pandy and Zajac, 1991; Selbie and Caldwell, 1996].
In this thesis, objective functions are formulated for two models of jump landing dynamics
to generate optimal trajectories that closely match the actual trajectories seen in the impact
absorption phase of the jump landing. Weights in the cost functions are varied to gain
insight into the tradeoffs made by the CNS in selecting appropriate landing trajectories.
1.2. THESIS OVER VI EW
The remainder of this thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides
additional background and a literature review of topics relevant to this thesis. Chapters 3
and 4 are devoted to descriptions of the thesis experiments and their results. Chapter 5
develops dynamic models of jump landings, and applies these models to the equilibrium
point hypothesis. Optimality properties for the models are also considered in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions from the thesis work and provides
recommendations for future study. The chapter contents are summarized below.
Chapter 2: This chapter presents relevant prior work described in the literature. Specific
areas of focus include (1) studies of downward jumping in humans and animals; (2)
microgravity adaptation effects on human motor performance; (3) theories of motor
control, with emphasis on equilibrium point hypotheses; and (4) optimality in motor
performance.
Chapter 3: The experiments dealing with adaptation effects on downward jumping are
detailed here. The astronaut pre- and postflight tests are presented first, followed
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by the "moonwalker" partial weight unloading experiments. A second order model
of vertical CM motion is developed and applied to both data sets. The results from
the two experiments are compared.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, the false platform jumping experiments are described.
Processing and analysis of the kinematic data is covered. The results of the
platform (P) and no-platform (NO-P) jumps are compared, and the significance of
the NO-P results is discussed.
Chapter 5: Three models are developed for the impact absorption phase of jump landings.
The first two models consider only the vertical motion of the full body CM. In one
model, the CM is supported by a linear spring and damper. In the second, a knee
joint is incorporated about which a torsional spring and damper act, providing a
vertical stiffness which depends on the knee joint angle. The third model consists
of a planar, three link inverted pendulum pinned to the ground at the ankle. Using
the data from the false platform experiment, the equilibrium point hypothesis is
assessed for each model. Best fit stiffness and damping values are calculated, and
virtual trajectories are computed for suitable stiffness and damping fits. The
viability of the equilibrium point hypothesis for the jump landing task is discussed.
Also, objective functions are developed for the first and third models to derive
optimal trajectories which match the experimental data. The weights in the objective
functions are varied, and the results are discussed.
Chapter 6: The conclusions from the experimental and modeling sections are summarized.
Based on these conclusions, possible topics for future work are proposed.
1.3. ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in this thesis:
foot
inch
0-g zero gravity or microgravity
1-g Earth normal gravity
ANOVA analysis of variance
BML Biomotion Laboratory
BW body weight
cm centimeter
CM center of mass
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CNS
EC
EMG
EO
FAS
FIR
GRF
HAT
JSC
kg
LED
LQR
MANOVA
MGH
m
mm
ms
NASA
N-C
NO-P
P
P-C
POST
PREl
PRE2
P-S
RMS
ROT
RTS
SS
TA
TRACK
TRANS
VT
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central nervous system
eyes closed (astronaut jumping experiment)
electromyogram
eyes open (astronaut jumping experiment)
feasible acceleration set
finite impulse response
ground reaction force
head, arms and trunk
Johnson Space Center
kilogram
light emitting diode
linear quadratic regulator
multivariate analysis of variance
Massachusetts General Hospital
meter
millimeter
millisecond
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
no change (subjects in the astronaut jumping experiment)
no platform (jumps where the subject falls through the paper target)
platform (jumps where the landing platform is present under the paper)
postflight-compliant (subjects in the astronaut jumping experiment)
postflight test session (astronaut jumping experiment)
first preflight test session (astronaut jumping experiment)
last preflight test session (astronaut jumping experiment)
postflight-stiff (subjects in the astronaut jumping experiment)
root mean square
postural support dorsiflexion rotations
Rauch-Tung-Striebel (filter)
sum of squares
tibialis anterior
Telemetered Real-time Acquisition of Kinematics
postural support backward translations
virtual trajectory
2 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews some of the major relevant work in the fields of biomechanics,
posture and movement control, robot control and human space flight adaptation. Literature
on jumping and landing from unexpected falls is covered first. Results dealing with the
effects of microgravity exposure during space flight on the control of posture and
movement are considered next. Posture control and applicable models are discussed in the
third section, and further issues relevant to motor control are presented last.
2.1. JUMPING
2.1.1. Voluntary Downward Jumps
Study of jump landings has largely been limited to descriptions of the joint
kinematics, EMG activation patterns and lower extremity joint moments. McNitt-Gray
[1993] examines the leg kinematics and kinetics for jump landings from three different
heights. She finds that ankle moments are plantarflexor throughout the landing phase, and
hip and knee moments are also extensor except during the early landing phase. During the
first quarter of the landing phase the knee and hip moments tend to oscillate out of phase
with each other. Although joint moments tend to peak earlier with increased landing
velocity, overall the kinematic and kinetic events are consistent across velocities. Knee and
hip flexion (but not ankle flexion) increase for larger drops, as do all three joint angular
velocities and joint moments. The relative increase in moment for higher drops is largest
for the knee, followed by the hip and ankle respectively, indicating that relatively greater
demands are placed on the knee for energy absorption at higher landing velocities. At
higher impact velocities, recreational athletes use more hip flexion, lower peak extensor
moments and longer landing phases than gymnasts, who favor less hip flexion and higher
peak extensor moments. She suggests that a common landing strategy is used for different
height jumps, and is progressively adjusted by selectively changing joint moment gains.
McKinley and Pedotti [1992] study changes in joint kinematics and EMG patterns
for jump landings on rigid and compliant surfaces. In general they find that the lower limb
reaches its largest extension prior to landing, and that the limbs are already slightly flexed at
impact. The early part of ground contact is characterized by simultaneous flexion of the
ankle, knee and hip joints, while only the knee and hip continue to flex during the latter part
of the impact phase. A consistent muscle pattern is also observed. A burst of the biceps
femoris in flight corresponds to the slight flexion of the limb before impact. The rectus
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femoris and vastus lateralis become active slightly before touchdown and remain active
throughout the ground contact phase. The ankle extensors are continuously active from
mid-flight, while the tibialis anterior activity begins within 150 ms prior to impact, is more
burst-like, and peaks during the ground contact.
Skilled subjects exhibit larger ankle extension at impact when landing on the rigid
surface as compared to foam surface landings, combined with greater ankle range of
motion during impact absorption. Unskilled subjects choose a single "default" angle for
both landing conditions in the middle of the range of angles used by skilled subjects on the
two surfaces. Both skilled and unskilled subjects show a global shift of muscle activation
to onsets closer to impact for landings on the compliant surface. The onset of leg
musculature activation in a distal to proximal sequence prior to landing indicates advance
preplanning of the motion. Other investigators demonstrate that EMG onset is closely
linked to expected time of impact, by using false paper platforms and changing the height
of jumps for blindfolded animals [McKinley and Smith, 1983; Dyhre-Poulsen and
Laursen, 1984]. The observation that knowledge of the landing surface compliance
overrides visual cues regarding time to impact hints that the muscle synergies may well be
preprogrammed before flight.
2.1.2. Sudden Falls
In addition to the variable muscle activation patterns seen for voluntary jumps,
reflex reactions occur in subjects exposed to sudden drops. The otolith-spinal reflex
elicited by sudden falls has been studied by Melvill Jones and Watt [197 lb] and Watt et aL.
[1986]. This involuntary response is triggered by otolith excitation and can be observed in
many flexor and extensor muscles throughout the body. In the ankle extensors, the
reaction takes the form of two bursts of EMG activity. The early burst, which occurs from
50 to 150 ms after fall onset, is fixed relative to the time of release and is independent of
fall height. It is proportional to the acceleration stimulus magnitude and is reduced by
rotating the gravity vector 900 relative to the body. Furthermore, it does not habituate with
repeated testing. It appears that the earliest phase of this early burst is not susceptible to
voluntary control, while the later phase is influenced by mental set.
2.1.3. Jump Takeoff Control
Pandy, Zajac and others have applied optimal control techniques to the problem of
maximum height jumping [Zajac, 1993; Pandy and Zajac, 1991; Pandy et aL., 1990; Selbie
and Caldwell, 1996]. They model the body as a four segment planar linkage with
frictionless hinge joints. Eight musculotendon actuators incorporate elastic tendons and
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Hill-type muscle models driven by a first order representation of activation dynamics.
Because the derivatives of the states are linear in the controls, the formulation of the
problem leads to bang-bang optimal controls. The solution to the optimal control problem
then depends on finding the switching times for the controls. The authors also address the
issue of the discontinuity in the system dynamics in the transition from the flat-footed part
of the jump to the heel-off portion. They succeed in replicating the major features of
maximum height jumps, including muscle activation sequences, limb kinematics and
ground reaction forces. Findings indicate that jump height is relatively insensitive to
musculotendon compliance, and that uniarticular muscles (gluteus maximus and vastus
lateralis) generate the propulsive energy while biarticular muscles fine-tune the
coordination.
2.2. SPACE FLIGHT EFFECTS
A wide variety of tests have been performed on astronauts since the beginning of
the space age to assess the effects of microgravity on human performance [Nicogossian et
al., 1994]. Experiments by Young, Oman and others have demonstrated significant
changes in the interpretation of sensory cues following adaptation to microgravity: utricular
otolith signals are apparently reinterpreted to indicate head linear acceleration rather than tilt,
and increased weighting is placed on visual and tactile cues for posture control and the
perception of orientation [Young et al., 1986]. Following space flight, subjects exhibit
difficulty maintaining erect posture with eyes closed except within a narrow "cone of
stability."
Gurfinkel [1994] reviews some of the results relevant to motor and posture control
from two Franco-Soviet space flights. In space, the astronaut tends to maintain the typical
erect postural configuration, although he leans forward to a greater extent than on earth for
the first 2-3 days of space flight. The distribution of tonic antigravity muscle activity is
also altered: the high soleus activity found in earth conditions is replaced by activity in the
antagonist tibialis anterior, and increased EMG responses are found in the quadriceps.
Interestingly, counterphase motions of the trunk and lower limbs that maintain the mass
center over the base of support during significant body tilts are retained in space even
though the functional balance requirement have been removed. Rapid arm raising
movements which produce anticipatory suppression of soleus activity in 1-g instead cause
suppression of tibialis anterior activity in space. Even some low-level postural responses
are changed: the stretch reflex of the tibialis anterior is shown to be considerably weakened
following 2-3 days of flight.
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Experiments conducted by Watt et al. [1986] find alterations in the vestibulo-spinal
reflex under microgravity conditions. The earliest subcomponent of the "early" phase of
the otolith-spinal reflex response to a sudden fall is shown to diminish immediately upon
reaching orbit. It continues to decrease during the flight, and stimuli that elicited strong
responses preflight are found to be close to or below the response threshold after the first
mission day. This result suggests that otolith information is gradually ignored by the
nervous system in weightlessness. However, responses found postflight are not
significantly different from preflight, indicating that the readaptation process takes place
very quickly. All subjects are unsteady postflight, and one falls over backwards
consistently, commenting that his legs are always further forward than he expects them to
be. Another subject states postflight that he feels the floor is coming up to meet him, and is
there before he is ready for it on the way down. Such comments point to altered perception
of both vestibular and proprioceptive cues.
Bloomberg et al. [1997] observe a "head-locking" strategy during gait in some
astronauts postflight, a strategy often adopted by patients with defective vestibular systems.
Similarly, astronauts demonstrate abnormal postural sway oscillations and drift
immediately postflight for a sway-referenced support surface; the data are almost identical
to tests of a patient with reduced vestibular function [Paloski et al., 1993].
2.3. EQUILIBRIUM POINT HYPOTHESIS FOR MOTOR CONTROL
The spatial features of voluntary body and limb movements in extrinsic coordinates
appear to be represented and planned at some high level of the CNS such as the motor
cortex. An important area of motor control research involves the transformation of desired
trajectories into appropriate muscle activations. Some investigators propose that the CNS
solves the inverse kinematics problem to determine joint trajectories from the desired limb
endpoint trajectory, then explicitly derives the necessary muscle forces using an inverse
dynamics solution [Hollerbach and Atkeson, 1987]. Such computations imply internal
estimates of body segment inertial parameters and dimensions and muscle moment arms.
Slotine [1985] has shown that small errors in the estimates of inertial properties may result
in instability. The apparent computational complexity and sensitivity to model errors in this
approach has led to a quest for simpler solutions to the inverse kinematics and inverse
dynamics problems.
The equilibrium point hypothesis was first proposed by Feldman [1966] and has
been the subject of several reviews [Feldman, 1986; Bizzi et al., 1992a; McIntyre and
Bizzi, 1993; Feldman and Levin, 1995]. This hypothesis is based on the idea that the
neuromuscular system exhibits position-dependent properties which tend to restore the
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limbs to a commanded equilibrium posture. A key point of the hypothesis is that muscles
exhibit spring-like behavior, and somewhat resemble tunable springs with force generation
that depends on both length and neural activation [Rack and Westbury, 1974]. Control of
relative activation of the relative agonist and antagonist muscles acting about a joint results
in the specification of an equilibrium posture for the joint as well as the stiffness about the
equilibrium position. A study of perturbations from static arm posture in humans [Mussa-
Ivaldi et al., 1985] shows that the conservative components of the elastic force field are
much larger than the non-conservative components, indicating that the neuromuscular
properties are largely spring-like in the multiarticular arm.
Central commands may generate a sequence of equilibrium positions for a limb, and
the spring-like properties of the system will tend to drive it along a trajectory which follows
these intermediate equilibrium postures. Hence, the same mechanism applies to the control
of both static posture and voluntary movement. Because the equilibrium position is defined
as the position which the limbs would attain in the absence of external forces if central
commands were frozen at a particular moment, the actual equilibrium point is generally
different from the commanded equilibrium in the presence of static loads. Hence, the
commanded equilibrium position is often referred to as a virtual position, and a time
sequence of commands gives rise to a set of virtual positions known as a virtual trajectory.
It has been noted that the virtual trajectory need not remain within the feasible workspace of
the limb, and may pass into solid objects or surfaces [Bizzi et al., 1992a].
The equilibrium point hypothesis has two especially attractive features: simplicity
and stability. First, the centrally commanded equilibrium trajectory resembles the desired
actual trajectory, avoiding explicit solution of the inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics
problems. Second, passive stiffness and damping properties of the neuromuscular system
provide stability for free motions and movement during contact with the environment. Two
main versions of the equilibrium point hypothesis exist, and are known as the "alpha" and
"lambda" models.
2.3.1. Lambda Model of Equilibrium Point Hypothesis
The lambda model of the equilibrium point hypothesis is based on the idea that
shifts in the equilibrium state of the motor system can be generated by changing the
threshold (X) of the stretch reflex [Feldman, 1986]. When lambda remains constant, an
invariant characteristic relates muscle length and force, so that the muscle in concert with
central and reflex commands acts like a nonlinear spring (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. Invariant characteristics in lambda equilibrium point model.
This family of invariant characteristics (ICs) relates joint angle and joint
torque for elbow flexors (upper curves) and extensors (lower curves).
The dashed line indicates passive joint characteristics when both muscles
are relaxed. The parameter X for a given IC corresponds to the muscle
length where the active IC deviates from the passive curve [from Feldman
and Levin, 1995].
Muscle recruitment F is given by
F = F(x - A*)
where
{ 0 V X-A* O
a(x- 2*) -V x - *< O
x = muscle length
v = rate of change of muscle length
= static threshold muscle length for stretch reflex
= damping factor
c(s) = monotonically increasing function of s
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Muscles are activated reflexively due to perturbations in x or centrally due to changes in A.
Feldman and Levin [1995] suggest that the threshold lengths A for antagonist muscles
acting about a joint are set by descending reciprocal (R) and coactivation (C) commands.
Ramp changes in the R and C commands generate shifts in the joint equilibrium position,
causing movement of the limb. Movement speed is controlled by varying the duration of
the ramp changes.
Three main criticisms have been leveled against the lambda model [reviewed by
Bizzi et al., 1992a]. First, its reliance on reflex pathways for the generation of movement
is inconsistent with experimental demonstration of the ability of deafferented monkeys to
make goal-directed movements in the absence of proprioceptive or visual position
feedback. Second, the gain of the stretch reflex during movement appears to be too small
to contribute significantly to force generation. Third, time delays in the reflex loops may
contribute to instability.
2.3.2. Alpha Model of Equilibrium Point Hypothesis
The alpha model is based on the inherent mechanical properties of muscle. In this
model, central commands set rest lengths and stiffnesses for the muscles. For two or more
muscles acting in opposition about a joint, combined muscle settings result in an
equilibrium position of the joint at which net torques are zero. Displacement of the limb
from this position generates restoring torques, and movements can be generated by
adjusting muscle activation levels to vary the equilibrium point along the desired path.
Appropriate values of muscle stiffness and damping will cause the actual path of the limb to
approximate closely the equilibrium point trajectory.
The reliance on intrinsic muscle properties in this model avoids difficulties with
time delays in neural feedback, and is consistent with the ability of deafferented monkeys to
perform pointing movements in the absence of feedback [Bizzi et al., 1984]. The
experiments with deafferented monkeys do show decrements in performance in the absence
of feedback, however, and Figure 2.2 shows a formulation of the alpha model which
incorporates both intrinsic muscle properties and stretch reflex pathways. Because the
inherent stiffness properties of the muscles are essential to the alpha formulation, the
validity of the alpha model has been questioned on the basis of negative stiffness
measurements in individual muscles and about joints in portions of the normal operating
range [Hasan, 1992]. The impact of this criticism is unclear, however, as the force-
position relationship need only be positive definite throughout a region which includes the
equilibrium point [Bizzi et al., 1992b]. Won and Hogan [1995] demonstrate strong
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positional stability properties in the arm during perturbed point-to-point arm movements,
reinforcing the idea that an attractive virtual trajectory underlies such movements.
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This model includes intrinsic muscle properties (stiffness K and damping
B) and reflex function (position gain G, and velocity gain Gve). I
represents the limb inertia, and s is the Laplace transform variable.
[From McIntyre and Bizzi, 1993.]
2.3.3. Virtual Trajectories in Voluntary Arm Movements
One of the most attractive properties of the equilibrium point hypothesis is the
potential ability to use simple virtual trajectories which can be planned without complex
computation. Flash [1987] demonstrates that the equilibrium point hypothesis can be used
to model two-joint planar reaching movements in the arm at moderate speeds. She
simulates straight-line virtual trajectories with between the two endpoints with unimodal
velocity profiles. Using joint stiffness parameters derived from experimentally measured
static values, she shows that her model captures both qualitative features and quantitative
kinematic details of the experimentally measured trajectories.
However, the simple trajectories found by her and others [McIntyre and Bizzi,
1993] depend on adequate stiffness values. More complex "N-shaped" virtual trajectories
have been found necessary by other investigators [Hogan, 1984; Latash and Gottlieb,
1991]. This effect becomes more severe as movement speed is increased. The stiffness
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required by the simple virtual trajectories would increase with the square of the movement
velocity, a possibility that is not supported by experimental results. Gomi and Kawato
[1996] perturb reaching arm movements to determine stiffness and damping values during
motion, and estimate complex virtual trajectories with multiple velocity peaks.
Such virtual trajectories of greater complexity indicate that servo models of motor
control may be inadequate, since the actual trajectories no longer closely resemble the
inputs. Furthermore, complex virtual trajectories imply that the CNS must acquire internal
models of the limb dynamics. McIntyre and Bizzi [1993] propose augmenting the position
trajectory command with a velocity command to allow use of simple virtual trajectories for
fast movements in the absence of large stiffness increases. However, Gomi and Kawato
[1996] indicate that this modification does not result in appreciably simpler virtual
trajectories based on their impedance estimates during movement.
A more fundamental difficulty with the equilibrium point hypothesis is
demonstrated in a study by Lackner and DiZio [1994], who use Coriolis forces imposed by
a rotating room to perturb reaching arm movements. According to the equilibrium point
hypothesis, the movement endpoint should be unaffected as the velocity-dependent Coriolis
forces vanish at the static final position. Interestingly, the results show a significant
residual deviation in endpoint position during room rotation, a finding that is difficult to
explain with a virtual trajectory formulation.
2.4. ADDITIONAL ISSUES IN POSTURE AND MOTION CONTROL
2.4.1. Impedance Control
Impedance control is so named because it monitors the dynamic relationship
between force and position, rather than controlling force and position separately [Asada and
Slotine, 1986; Hogan et al., 1985]. It permits modulation of the desired apparent
"stiffness" and "damping" of a robot manipulator as seen from the environment. In its
simplest form, impedance control may be thought of as an extension of a local joint control
philosophy, in the sense that manipulator dynamics are not explicitly modeled, but are
treated as disturbances. Thus, it shares the advantages of such local schemes, including
simplicity and robustness to parameter uncertainty. The limited dynamic performance
inherent in local control schemes can be ameliorated with explicit models of the manipulator
dynamics.
Impedance control has advantages which make it an attractive option under certain
circumstances. It permits a unified treatment of both free motions and motions made
during contact with other objects in the environment. Impedance control can serve as a
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position control scheme with a supplemental disturbance response to deviations through the
tracking of a "virtual trajectory" that need not even lie within the manipulator workspace.
Interestingly, impedance control allows position control without the explicit solution of the
manipulator inverse kinematic equations, which are particularly difficult in the case of
redundant manipulators (such as human limbs). In principle, impedance control can even
be extended to obtain a desired apparent mass or inertia [Hogan, 1987b], but care must be
taken to address stability issues.
Furthermore, robustness to disturbances and parametric uncertainty can be achieved
by casting the impedance control law in the form of a sliding surface controller. The
controller will then maintain the system as close to the desired impedance as possible within
the available control bandwidth. The drawback is that the interaction forces must be
explicitly measured.
Impedance control techniques offer important insights into strategies for human
motor control. Viewed from an interaction port with the environment, the human
neuromuscular system is properly considered an impedance, which takes position inputs
and returns force outputs. Likewise, the environment with which the body interacts should
be modeled as an admittance, taking force inputs and returning displacements. Synergistic
coactivation of antagonist muscles serves to modulate the mechanical impedance about a
joint without imposing a net torque; increasing antagonist contractions about a joint yields
greater stiffness and viscous damping. In principle, multiarticular muscles (which exert
torque about more than one joint) permit control over all the components of the endpoint
stiffness and viscous properties of a limb. However, some experimental evidence indicates
that the directional properties of the arm stiffness are difficult to modify, and it appears that
the stiffness is more nearly invariant in joint rather than endpoint coordinates [Hogan et al.,
1987].
The endpoint impedance, as well as the apparent inertia, also depends on the limb
configuration. Redundant degrees of freedom in a limb permit multiple limb configurations
for a specified endpoint position, permitting modulation of the effective endpoint inertial
properties as well as additional control over the endpoint impedance as seen from the
environment. As discussed above, musculoskeletal impedance control may be
implemented through feedback loops. At least as important, however, is open-loop
modulation of impedance, since open-loop behavior dominates at high frequencies
(characterizing fast events such as landing or heel strike).
Hogan et al. [1987] review results which indicate increased antagonist coactivation
levels for unstable loads with greater magnitude of the instability, as well as progressive
increases in coactivation as the frequency of perturbations grew higher. Grillner [1972]
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demonstrates that the earliest response of the lower limb muscles to the disturbances
encountered in walking is due to the intrinsic properties of muscle, which can be modulated
by appropriate coactivation strategies. In the jumping study cited above [McKinley and
Pedotti, 1992], pre-impact changes in lower-limb configuration for different landing
surface compliances imply purposeful modulation of endpoint impedance to accommodate
surface properties. In a study of space shuttle astronauts, McDonald et al. [1996] cite
postflight changes in the phase-plane description of knee joint kinematics during gait (most
pronounced at heel strike and toe off) as preliminary evidence for changes in leg impedance
and intersegmental energy transfer resulting from microgravity exposure.
2.4.2. Posture Control
There has been a considerable amount of research on the postural responses to
perturbations during erect quiet standing, largely because of clinical interest in diagnostic
posturography. This study of static posture control has yielded considerable information
on the motion patterns and muscle synergies seen following various perturbations. To a
certain extent a jump landing may be considered a perturbation response, so the posture
control findings may well shed insight into the motion coordination and muscular
responses involved in jumping.
2.4.2.1. Movement Patterns and Muscle Synergies
Nashner and McCollum [1985] report that muscle synergies in response to postural
perturbations tend to move the ankle and hip joints while maintaining the knee in its
equilibrium position. They identify two distinct "strategies" (more accurately patterns of
motion and muscle activation). The ankle synergy moves the body toward an erect posture
by contracting ankle, thigh and trunk muscles on the same dorsal or ventral aspect of body
in a distal to proximal sequence, effectively controlling the body as a rigid inverted
pendulum. The hip synergy moves the body toward non-erect balanced positions by
contracting a thigh and trunk muscle pair on the aspect opposite to the ankle synergy
muscles, and the body behaves as a two-link inverted pendulum. While the ankle synergy
is most commonly observed, shortening the support surface to limit the achievable ankle
torque forces subjects to employ the hip strategy. Likewise, reducing the friction between
foot and support would presumably limit the use of the hip strategy.
Following a change to a shortened support surface, all subjects sequentially mix
ankle and hip synergies during the first several trials. Interestingly, the timing of ankle and
hip synergies remains distinct within EMG patterns, but adjustments in the relative
amplitude of the two components are continuous. They hypothesize that the CNS selects a
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discrete, preprogrammed control sequence or combination of sequences based upon
advance knowledge about body location within distinct regions of the position space, rather
than controlling stance by firing all postural muscles in continuously graded amounts.
Once selected, sequences can be modulated to vary the magnitude, aim and curvature of the
corrective movement within the ankle-hip joint space. They theorize that movement
patterns are selected to (1) minimize the number of muscles used, and (2) minimize the
necessary calculation accuracy for frequently used controls.
Allum and his coworkers have conducted a series of similar postural studies on
both normal subjects and vestibular patients [Allum et al., 1985, 1992, 1993]. By using
support dorsiflexion rotations (ROT) or backward translations (TRANS), or combinations
of the two, they are able to generate postural disturbances that produce similar initial
patterns of ankle dorsiflexion yet result in different upper leg, trunk and head movements
requiring different corrective motions (support dorsiflexion tends to cause backward falls,
while backward translation results in forward falling). These researchers also report
stereotyped timing synergies in response to perturbations, although the synergies are
somewhat different from those reported by Nashner et al. [1985] They find a stiffened
two-link synergy (similar to the hip synergy above) in response to ROT stimuli. However,
they report aflexible multilink synergy in response to TRANS stimuli which includes a
significant degree of hip and knee flexion, in contrast to the inverted pendulum sway of the
ankle synergy described earlier. They also report evidence for locking of the head with
respect to the trunk in response to ROT, but stabilization of the head in space following
TRANS.
Unlike Nashner, however, Allum et al. postulate that all balance corrections result
from the selection of one of the two synergies, and that mixing of the timing synergies does
not occur. They present evidence that the CNS uses proprioceptive information acquired
over the first 100 ms following the stimulus onset to select the appropriate synergy; muscle
stretch from ankle joint rotation appears to select for the ROT synergy, while additional
sensory information on ankle and knee rotations triggers the TRANS synergy. Once
selected, intersegmental timing appears fixed, although the amplitude of this synergy is
modulated in a continuous manner based on joint and link velocities and vestibular inputs.
In particular, a study involving vestibular patients indicates that vestibular afferent signals
enhance the responses in the tibialis anterior, quadriceps and soleus muscles while
inhibiting paraspinal activity [Allum et al., 1994].
Horstmann and Dietz [1990] also utilize translational perturbations to the support
surface to explore postural control of the center of gravity location. Partial gravity
simulation through water immersion indicates that the amplitudes of muscular responses are
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approximately linearly related to the effective body weight. A supplementary test out of the
water unloads the subjects using a parachute harness and counterweight, then reloads them
with weights at either the knees, hips, or shoulders. The responses to the support
perturbation increase with increasing height of the reloading weights, leading the
investigators to conclude that the center of gravity is the controlled quantity, and to
hypothesize that inputs from pressure sensors distributed throughout the joints and
vertebral column combine with other proprioceptive information to transduce the center of
gravity location.
MacKinnon and Winter [1993] observe postural adjustments in the frontal plane
during gait similar to the static postural synergies described by Nashner and McCollum
[1985]: small perturbations are controlled almost solely by torques about the ankle joint,
while larger disturbances invoke a combination of responses at both the ankle and hip.
2.4.2.2. Anticipatory Postural Reactions and the "Body Scheme"
Gurfinkel [1994] reviews work on the anticipatory and compensatory postural
reactions to voluntary movements. Anticipatory components appear to accompany only
those movements which lead to displacement of the center of gravity; they precede the
muscle activation associated with the voluntary movement and act to decrease the effect of
the oncoming disturbance. He notes that anticipatory postural components, while
apparently centrally organized and exhibiting a distinct correlation with the oncoming
movement, depend on variables including the character of the movement and the subject's
initial posture. For example, anticipatory reactions to rapid arm movements are not found
when the standing subject is fixed to an immovable support. Further tests on the effect of
head turning on postural muscle activity demonstrate that information derived from
interaction of the foot with different support surfaces can suppress or enhance postural
muscle reflex activity. He concludes that "an internal representation of the body, abstracted
from the primary sources of information, can be used ... for motor control, including
movement reactions directed toward maintaining stable body position." He also reasons
that the internal representation is not necessarily a direct reflection of various afferent
activity, but depends on a body scheme--an internal model of the body configuration and its
spatial orientation.
2.4.2.3. Simplified Inverted Pendulum Models
Hemami and colleagues [Hemami and Katbab, 1982; Camana et al., 1977] use
linearized dynamics from one and two link inverted pendulum models to study the use of
constant gain feedback controllers for postural stabilization. They find that reasonable
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predictions of behavior can be made, and compute minimal gains for stable feedback.
Barin [1989] uses a multiple regression to compute state feedback gains from
experimentally determined kinematics for a two segment model, and is able to predict
center-of-pressure excursions. McCollum and Leen [1989] consider the unstable time
constants associated with linearized one and two link inverted pendulum models, and
conclude that the longer time constant associated with the simple pendulum (comparable to
the ankle strategy) requires a lower bandwidth controller than the faster modes of the two
link pendulum.
2.4.2.4. Performance Constraints and Optimization
Kuo and Zajac [1992] provide a more mathematically rigorous examination of the
postural synergies exhibited in response to perturbations of erect stance. They utilize a
four-segment model (foot, shank, thigh and head-arms-trunk) constrained to move in the
sagittal plane. The linkage incorporates frictionless hinge joints and is actuated by 14
muscle groups; each musculotendon actuator is a scaled Hill-type model. Quasistatic
conditions are assumed, and velocity terms in the dynamic equations and muscle model are
neglected. They map the 14 dimensional cube of feasible muscle activations to a
polyhedron in the three-dimensional joint acceleration space (ankle, knee and hip). The
volume contained by this polyhedron is termed the feasible acceleration set (FAS); the
surface of the polyhedron comprises the outer bound on all accelerations for a given body
configuration. The ratio of a given desired acceleration to the maximum feasible
acceleration in that direction provides a measure of neural effort for that acceleration.
Based on Nashner and McCollum's observation that the knees generally remain
fixed in postural corrections, they find the intersection of the FAS with the plane defined by
zero angular acceleration of the knee. The resulting polygon describes the ankle-hip FAS.
A "flat-foot" constraint corresponds to the maximum joint accelerations that do not cause
lifting of either the toes or heels. Postures at the boundaries of stable balance
configurations (defined as configurations where the CM lies above the feet, between the
heels and toes) also define a "stable balance" constraint on possible accelerations. Based
on the configuration of the FAS, Kuo determines that the hip strategy requires considerably
less neural effort than the ankle strategy for a given amount of horizontal center of mass
acceleration.. Furthermore, at the stable balance boundaries or under a shortened support
surface condition, an ankle strategy is insufficient to maintain balance. They conclude that
considerations other than neural effort, such as maintenance of erect stance or minimization
of head motion, contribute to selection of an ankle strategy when permitted by toe- and
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heel-off constraints. When necessary, further accelerations can be achieved by
combinations of ankle and hip strategies.
Kuo [1992] then develops a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) control model to test
the hypothesis that optimal control and state estimation can explain the responses to
perturbations of stable upright balance; he concentrates on the LQR model and does not
address the estimation problem. The LQR methodology provides a means for determining
feedback gains which produce an optimal return function--that is, a state trajectory which
minimizes a set of performance objectives. The controls are weighted in the cost function
to reflect the different neural efforts associated with the ankle and hip strategies. The cost
functions associated with the states are selected to compare three objectives: (1)
minimization of the CM deviation, (2) minimization of deviation from erect posture, and (3)
minimization of head (actually trunk) angle. Kuo concludes that regulation of the CM
position with the additional objective of maintaining upright stance reproduces the main
features of the hip strategy. He also finds that the hip strategy shows more robustness to
time delays.
2.4.3. Hierarchical Control Design
Much of the motor control capability of the vertebrate central nervous system is
organized functionally and physiologically into a series of levels which govern successively
more complex behaviors [McMahon, 1984]. These blocks are sufficiently autonomous that
severing the neural pathways to higher levels permits lower levels of control to continue
functioning. Transecting the spinal cord at the first cervical vertebra preserves the stretch
reflex. If an animal is placed on its feet the limb extensors contract, and the hind limbs will
even "walk" on a moving treadmill if the animal is supported. Section higher up at the level
of the midbrain adds righting reflexes which depend on the vestibular apparatus. Removal
of the cerebral cortex alone leaves an animal which performs many common motor
functions almost completely normally, but cannot learn new skills. The cerebellum is a
major center for integration of muscle, skin and joint afferents. While decerebellate animals
exhibit a nearly normal range of motor behavior, they are awkward and clumsy. Thus, the
cerebellum appears to depend on sensory input below the conscious level to integrate and
smooth motor behaviors.
Raibert [1990] also uses a hierarchical design in his ambulatory robots which
decomposes the gait control system into separate parts for the control of hopping height,
forward running velocity and body attitude. Research into neural network control of a
mobile robot show that a hierarchical arrangement of networks decreases network size to
enable real time control and reduces the number of required training patterns [Nagata et al.,
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1990]. The robot behaves according to a "reason" network when sensory information is
available to determine actions, and relies on an "instinct" network in the absence of such
information.
Much of the work on control of static posture cited above implies a hierarchical
structure for the control of posture and full body motion. Both Nashner and Allum argue
for a central selection of appropriate muscle synergies, which are then modulated at a lower
level based on incoming sensory data. In his optimal control model for standing posture,
Kuo also incorporates a "control selection center" which selects a synergy by setting
parameters which determine the controller bandwidth and the relative proportions of
various goals in the cost functional.
Results reported by Nashner and McCollum [1985] indicate that lower levels of
control may maintain stability while higher level motor programs are adaptively tuned. For
example, when confronted with sudden transitions between perturbations requiring
suspensory and sway synergies, subjects immediately select the appropriate synergy.
However, the subjects also demonstrate high antagonist muscle coactivation levels
initially, which are reduced in subsequent trials. It may be that coactivation is used to
increase the system stiffness and damping while the higher level of control is being tuned.
Another relevant example of apparent hierarchical control is seen by Bloomberg et al.
[1992], who document reductions in vertical head motion during gait with near visual
targets. Such fixation distance-specific modulation of ankle and knee joint excursions may
indicate the activation of higher-level control mechanisms devoted to gaze stability.
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JUMPING ADAPTATION VIA
3 MICROGRAVITY AND PARTIAL WEIGHT UNLOADING
This chapter describes two experiments that explore the adaptive effects of
microgravity and reduced load bearing requirements on jump landing performance. These
experiments examine the hypothesis that the reduced load bearing demands experienced
during space flight result in adaptive changes to the control of leg impedance properties.
The first experiment tests astronaut subjects before and after space flight, while the second
investigation attempts to replicate some of the effects of weightlessness by using partial
weight unloading to simulate partial gravity exposure.
3.1. ASTRONAUT JUMPING FOLLOWING MICROGRAVITY EXPOSURE
A variety of studies of astronaut performance following space flight indicate that
exposure to microgravity can cause profound changes in human balance, posture control
and locomotion. Kenyon and Young [1986] find decrements in standing ability with the
eyes closed for several days following space flight; subjects are only able to maintain
upright posture if they stay within a very narrow cone of static stability near the vertical
[Young et al., 1986]. In posture platform tests, astronauts demonstrate abnormal postural
sway oscillations and drift immediately postflight when the support is sway-referenced to
eliminate ankle proprioception cues [Paloski et al., 1993]. Watt et al. [1986] test astronauts
subjected to sudden drops and report that all subjects are unsteady postflight, and that one
subject falls over backwards consistently.
Anecdotal descriptions of astronaut locomotion postflight reveal abnormalities in
walking, including adopting a wide stance during gait and difficulty in rounding corners
[Homick and Reschke, 1977]. Chekirda et al. [1971] also report a "stamping" gait, shift of
the body toward the support leg and deviations from straight paths while walking on the
first day following space flight. Bloomberg et al. [1997] observe alterations in head-trunk
coordination during locomotion that may contribute to postflight postural and locomotion
disturbances.
Such performance decrements may result from various changes in the sensorimotor
complex due to microgravity exposure. Parker et al. [1985] find direct evidence for
reinterpretation of graviceptor inputs during space flight. Young et al. [1986] also provide
evidence for sensory compensation during space flight resulting in interpretation of
utricular otolith signals as linear acceleration rather than head tilt, as well as increased
dependence on visual cues for perception of orientation. The otolith-spinal reflex, which
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helps prepare the leg musculature for impact in response to sudden falls, is dramatically
reduced during space flight [Watt et al., 1986]. However, postflight results are not
significantly different from preflight responses, indicating a rapid course of readaptation
upon return to earth. Other work indicates that space flight may affect proprioception of
limb position: Watt et al. [1985] find a considerable decline in arm pointing accuracy while
blindfolded during and immediately following space flight. Furthermore, the subject who
falls consistently in the drop test reports that his legs are always further forward than he
expects them to be.
Other possible explanations for postflight postural instability include atrophy of the
antigravity muscles [Riley and Ellis, 1983; Martin et al., 1988; LeBlanc et al., 1995],
inflight changes in tonic leg muscle activation patterns, or microgravity-induced alterations
in stretch reflexes [Gurfinkel, 1994; Layne et al., 1995]. Gurfinkel also reports
reorganization of higher-level anticipatory postural responses to rapid movements during
space flight. Altered patterns of leg muscle coactivation may result in changes in the
modulation of limb impedance that controls the dynamic interaction of the limb with the
environment. McDonald et al. [1996] cite postflight changes in the phase-plane description
of knee joint kinematics during gait as preliminary evidence for changes in joint impedance
resulting from exposure to weightlessness.
The aim of the present study is to determine the effects of microgravity exposure on
the astronauts' performance of two-footed jump landings. This study is intended to
elucidate how exposure to an altered gravitational environment affects control of lower limb
impedance and preprogrammed motor strategies for impact absorption. The joint
kinematics of the lower extremity during the jump landings, as well as the kinematics of the
whole-body mass center, are of particular interest. The results suggest that different
subjects adopt one of two response modes upon return to 1-g following space flight, and
that postflight performance differences may result largely from adaptive changes in open-
loop lower limb impedance modulation. The altered jumping kinematics seen postflight
may reflect decrements in limb proprioception, altered interpretation of otolith acceleration
cues, and reduced requirements for maintenance of posture under microgravity conditions.
3.1.1. Astronaut Jumping Experiment Methods
3.1.1.1. Astronaut Jumping Experiment Design
The subject pool for this study consists of 9 NASA Space Shuttle astronauts. In
order to protect the subjects' anonymity, they are designated by letter codes (S-1, S-2,...S-
9). Informed consent is obtained for all experiments, human use approval is granted for
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the study by the NASA Johnson Space Center Institutional Review Board for Human
Research, and the tests are therefore performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid
down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects are permitted to withdraw from the
study at any time and for any reason. The subjects range in age from 36 to 50 years. The
astronauts are in good health and show no signs of vestibular or postural control deficits.
Of the 9 subjects, 8 are male and 1 is female. The first preflight testing (PREl) takes place
2-6 months before launch. Another preflight test (PRE2) occurs 9-15 days prior to launch,
while the postflight tests (POST) are performed within 4 hours of Shuttle landing. Mission
lengths vary between 7 and 14 days. Preflight tests are performed in the Neuroscience
Laboratory at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. Postflight testing takes place
at the landing site (either Edwards Air Force Base, California or the Kennedy Space
Center, Florida).
At each data collection session, the jumping protocol consists of 6 voluntary two-
footed downward hops from a 30 cm platform. Three jumps are performed while fixating
continuously on a ground target 1 meter forward of the subject's initial toe position. The
other three jumps are performed with the eyes closed, and subjects are instructed to look at
the ground target, then close their eyes and fixate on the imagined ground target position
during the jump. Eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) trials are alternated. Because of
safety concerns related to subject instability postflight, the first jump is always performed
with the eyes open. The subjects are instructed to land on both feet at the same time,
although no specific instructions are given regarding the jump takeoff. A safety harness
connected to an overhead frame prevents subjects from falling to the floor, but does not
interfere with mobility during a normal jump.
Full-body kinematics data are collected with a video-based motion analysis system
(Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA). This system tracks the three-dimensional
position of 14 passive reflective markers placed on the body. Markers are placed on the
right side of the body at the toe, ankle, malleolus, knee, hip, shoulder, elbow, wrist, and
ear. The remaining markers are located at the left heel and along the body centerline at the
sacral bone, seventh cervical vertebra, occipital prominence and head vertex. For some of
the subjects, foot switches located in the shoes underneath the heel and great toe of both
feet are used to record the times when the feet are in contact with the ground.
3.1.1.2. Astronaut Data Analysis
The motion analysis system provides the marker positions in three dimensions at a
sampling rate of 60 Hz. The ankle, knee and hip joint angles in the right leg are computed
using the positions of the markers at the toe, ankle, knee, hip and shoulder (Figure 3.1).
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These calculations assume that the foot, shank, thigh and trunk are rigid segments. For all
three joints, larger positive joint angles represent greater joint flexion while negative values
denote joint extension. In order to account for the possibility of variation in marker
placement from session to session, average resting joint angles during quiet standing are
calculated for each data collection session. These average resting angles are subtracted
from the joint angle time series data for that session. Hence, the data shown here represent
deviations from quiet standing posture, and positive joint angles indicate increased flexion
from the rest position. Joint angular velocities are found by numerically differentiating the
joint angle data using a four point centered difference. Before differentiating, the angle data
are smoothed by filtering forward and backward (to eliminate phase shift) using a 3rd order
Butterworth filter with a corner frequency of 15 Hz. Impact results in large and nearly
instantaneous increases in the joint angular velocities. In order to avoid excessive
smoothing of this feature, the data segments prior to and following impact are filtered and
differentiated separately. Care is taken to minimize startup and ending filter transients by
matching initial conditions.
The time of foot impact with the ground is extracted from the foot switch data for
those subjects who are tested using the switches. For the other subjects, the impact time is
calculated by determining when the downward velocity of the toe marker drops to less than
10 mm/s. Comparisons of the two methods for finding impact time in the subjects with
foot switch data yields excellent agreement. For each jump, peak flexion angles and
flexion rates after impact are computed for the ankle, knee and hip joints as well as joint
angles at the time of impact.
The position of the full-body center of mass (CM) in the sagittal plane is estimated
from the marker positions, using an 8-segment body model (feet, shanks, thighs, trunk,
upper arms, forearms, neck and head). Lateral symmetry is assumed, allowing
combination of the left and right segments in the arms and legs. The approximate
distribution of the body mass among the body segments is found using a regression model
based on the subject's weight and height [McConville et al., 1980; Young et al., 1983].
CM position is computed in an X-Z coordinate system, where the X value represents the
fore-aft position and the Z direction corresponds to the gravitational vertical. Positive
values for X and Z correspond to forward and upward, respectively. The velocity of the
CM is found using the same numerical differentiation procedure described above for the
joint angular velocities.
Initial analysis of the joint and CM kinematics indicates a non-uniform pattern of
postflight responses across the subject pool. Therefore, preflight and postflight data sets
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Figure 3.1. Astronaut subject sagittal plane body model.
Reflective marker placement (denoted by "o") and eight segments used for
CM calculation (feet, shanks, thighs, trunk, forearms, upper arms, neck
and head) are shown at left. The joint angle convention is shown at right.
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are compared for each subject individually for peak joint flexion angles, peak joint flexion
rates, and 3 CM-related measures: (1) maximum downward deflection, (2) time from
impact to maximum downward deflection, and (3) peak upward recovery velocity. A two-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to examine the effects of test session (PRE 1,
PRE2, POST) and vision (EO, EC). Test session effect is computed two ways: (1) PREl
vs. PRE2, and (2) PREl and PRE2 together vs. POST. Tests yielding p<0.05 are
considered statistically significant.
Changes preflight to postflight in 9 measures (3 peak joint angles, 3 peak joint
rates, and 3 CM quantities) are considered for classification of the subjects into groups
based on postflight performance. For each quantity, the number of subjects showing a
significant change between the two preflight sessions is compared with the number
demonstrating a significant difference between preflight and postflight (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1. Significant test session effects in measures pre- and postflight.
# Subjects Exhibiting Significant Change Ratio of # changes
Measure Preflight: PREl vs. PRE1&PRE2 vs. (PRE1&PRE2 vs.
PRE2 POST POST) / (PRE1 vs.
PRE2)
Peak Hip Angle 4 3 0.75
Peak Knee Angle 3 8 2.67
Peak Ankle Angle 5 6 1.20
Peak Hip Rate 2 7 3.50
Peak Knee Rate 2 6 3.00
Peak Ankle Rate 1 1 1.00
Peak CM Deflection 2 4 2.00
Time from Impact to 0 4 -0
Peak CM Deflection
Peak CM Upward 3 3 1.00
Recovery Velocity
Of the 9 measures, 5 are selected for classification purposes because they prove
relatively insensitive to day-to-day variations. These measures (peak knee angle; peak hip
and knee rates; peak CM deflection and time to peak CM deflection) show differences
between pre- and postflight in at least twice as many subjects as they did between the two
preflight sessions. The 5 variables are tested together for the effects of test session and
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vision, using a two-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). Again, the contrast
for test session effect is computed for pre- vs. postflight. Probabilities are based on Wilks'
Lambda (likelihood ratio criterion) and Rao's corresponding approximate (sometimes
exact) F-statistic. Subjects who do not exhibit significant differences between pre- and
postflight for the multivariate measure are classified as "No Change" (N-C).
The other subjects are classified as either "Postflight Compliant" (P-C) or
"Postflight Stiff' (P-S) by scoring the 5 individual measures used in the MANOVA. For
each measure, the subject receives a [+1] for a significant change toward greater
compliance postflight, a [-1] for a significant change toward lower compliance postflight,
and a [0] for no significant change. The results for the individual measures are summed to
get an overall score ranging from -5 to +5. Subjects with positive scores are designated P-
C, while negative scores are labeled P-S. All statistical computations are performed using
SYSTAT [Wilkinson, 1989].
3.1.1.3. Model of CM Vertical Motion
A simple mechanical body model is developed to investigate the vertical motion of
the CM following impact with the ground. In this single degree-of-freedom model (Figure
3.2), the vertical (Z) motion is assumed to decouple from the horizontal motion, which is
neglected. The entire body mass is concentrated at the CM, supported by a massless,
constant stiffness Hookean spring representing the legs. Similar models have been used by
Alexander and Vernon [1975] and McMahon and Cheng [1990] to examine hopping and
running. The upward restoring force exerted by the spring is proportional to the
downward displacement of the CM from the uncompressed spring length ZO (nominally the
height of the CM at the moment of impact). Energy dissipation, or damping, is modeled by
a linear dashpot in parallel with the leg spring, which opposes the CM motion with a force
proportional to CM velocity.
This model leads to a second order linear differential equation that describes the CM
motion:
M +Bi+K(z-ZD) = Mg (3-1a)
B K
z+-i+-(z-Zo) = g (3-1b)
M M
where z,i, = CM vertical position, velocity, acceleration respectively
g= gravitational acceleration
M= body mass
K = spring stiffness
B = damping.
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Figure 3.2. Second order model of CM vertical (Z) motion following impact.
Body mass (M), located at the CM, is supported by linear spring (K) and
dashpot (B). The unloaded length of the spring is Zo (nominally the
height of the CM at impact), minimum spring length is Zn, and the
spring length at the final equilibrium is Ze-.
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The initial conditions needed to find the time solution of the equations are given by the
vertical position and velocity of the CM at the moment of impact. In order to compare the
pre- and postflight limb impedance properties for each subject, best fit values for each jump
K B
are determined for the coefficients - and - (the stiffness and damping, respectively,M M
normalized by subject body mass). The best fit values are found using the MatLab System
Identification Toolbox (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). Model fitting is accomplished
by minimizing a quadratic prediction error criterion using an iterative Gauss-Newton
algorithm [Ljung, 1993]. The best fit for the rest spring length ZO is determined
concurrently, although this parameter is nominally set by the height of the CM at impact.
Unfortunately, the sampling rate is too low to provide an adequate estimate of the ZO value:
with CM velocities greater than 2 m/s at impact, an uncertainty of one sampling interval in
the time of impact can result in errors in ZO exceeding 3 cm. Since peak deflection of the
CM following impact typically ranges from 8-15 cm, this level of uncertainty requires
simultaneous estimation of the spring length using the MatLab identification routines.
Equation 3-1 can be rewritten in canonical second order form:
S+ 2{wz + 2 (z -Zo) = g (3-2)
where ), = = natural frequency
B_B= damping ratio
2- KM-
The natural frequency is roughly equivalent to the bandwidth of the system and provides a
measure of the speed of response, since higher natural frequencies correspond to faster
transient responses. Clearly, increasing the stiffness K leads to a higher natural frequency.
The damping ratio measures how oscillatory the transient response is, with lower damping
ratios indicating more overshoot and oscillation or "ringing" in the system behavior.
Increasing the stiffness K decreases the damping ratio, as does reducing the damping
coefficient B.
3.1.2. Astronaut Jumping Results
3.1.2.1. Astronaut Joint Kinematics
Phase plane plots, where joint angular velocities (degrees per second) are plotted
against the joint angles (degrees), yield the best format for comparing the joint kinematics
of several jumps. Figure 3.3a shows phase portraits for subject S- 1 comparing a time
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Comparison of pre- and postflight joint phase-plane portraits.
Preflight (dashed) and postflight (solid) results are shown for the
hip, knee and ankle. (a) Upper plots. For subject S-1, the
postflight phase diagram is expanded with respect to the preflight
diagram. (b) Lower plots. In contrast, subject S-9 demonstrates
postflight contraction of the phase portrait in comparison to
preflight results.
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synchronized average of 12 preflight and 6 postflight jumps for the hip, knee and ankle
joints. The time of impact is marked by an open circle (o) on each plot, and the plots are
traversed in the clockwise direction through the impact absorption and recovery to an
upright posture. In general, after impact the peak flexion rate is reached rapidly; the peak
flexion rate is the uppermost point on the phase portrait. Moving further along the phase
diagram, the joint angular velocities drop to zero as the muscles act to decelerate the body's
downward motion. When the joint flexion rate reaches zero, the joint is at its peak flexion
angle, the rightmost point on the plot. After this point, the flexion rate becomes negative,
indicating joint extension as the subject recovers to the upright resting posture. These plots
depict averages of the jumps for the preflight and postflight sessions, with the time scales
for each data series synchronized at the time of foot impact with the ground.
The plots for subject S-I clearly illustrate expanded postflight phase diagrams for
each joint with respect to the preflight measurements. Postflight, this subject exhibits
greater peak joint flexion angles than during the preflight jump landings, indicating that the
subject reached a more crouched body position postflight while absorbing the impact from
the jump. Furthermore, the peak joint angular velocities seen postflight are greater than the
joint rates observed preflight. In contrast, the phase-plane diagrams for subject S-9 in
Figure 3.3b demonstrate the opposite effect; the postflight portraits are consistently smaller
than the plots of the preflight jumps. This postflight contraction of the phase diagrams
denotes a decrease in peak joint flexion postflight, indicating that this subject retains a more
upright posture while absorbing the impact. In addition, this subject shows smaller peak
joint flexion rates in postflight testing than in the preflight jumps.
3.1.2.2. Center of Mass (CM) Kinematics
As with the joint angle data, the kinematics of the CM are plotted in a phase-plane
format. Figure 3.4 shows the CM motion for subject S-1. Once again, the plots depict
averages of the 12 preflight and 6 postflight trials. Figure 3.4a shows the average motions
of the CM in the X-Z (sagittal) plane. Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.4c present the phase-plane
trajectories in the X (fore-aft) and Z (vertical) directions traversed in the clockwise
direction, respectively. The open circles (o) denote the moment of impact coinciding with
peak downward CM velocity. Deceleration of the CM downward motion takes place until
the CM is at its lowest point and the Z velocity is zero. Then the Z velocity becomes
positive as the CM recovers to the steady-state value for standing posture. The peak
upward velocity occurs at the uppermost point on the trajectory. The trajectory may spiral
in around the equilibrium point if there is oscillation about the final steady-state position.
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Comparison of pre- and postflight CM motion for P-C subject
S-I. (a) The CM trajectory in the sagittal (X-Z) plane; peak
deflection of the CM is greater postflight. (b) Phase-plane
motion of the CM in the horizontal (X) difection. (c) Phase-
plane motion of the CM in the vertical (Z) direction indicates
greater downward deflection and slower upward recovery
postflight.
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3.1.2.3. Subject Classification
The joint angle phase diagrams for these two astronauts suggest that the subjects
who exhibit postflight changes in joint kinematics compared to preflight values may be
divided into two distinct groups. Using the analogy of a spring of variable stiffness, the
first group is denoted "postflight compliant", or P-C. Just as a more compliant spring
compresses more under a given load, this group generally exhibits greater joint flexion
postflight than preflight, accompanied by increased postflight flexion rates. The second
group is labeled "postflight-stiff', or P-S, indicating lower peak flexion and flexion rates
for the jump landings following space flight.
The CM kinematics provide complementary information for classification of subject
performance following space flight. If the legs are considered to be roughly springlike in
supporting the mass of the upper body, the maximum downward deflection of the CM
following impact gives a measure of the stiffness of the lower limb "spring" (e.g., an
increase in the downward deflection of the mass center indicates a decrease in the spring
stiffness). The time from impact to the point of peak downward deflection also provides an
indicator of the effective stiffness of the lower limbs. A decrease in the time between
impact and maximum deflection implies an increase in the stiffness.
Table 3.2 contains the scoring of the 5 measures used to classify each subject.
Positive entries indicate significant changes toward greater compliance postflight,
corresponding to increases in peak joint angles or peak joint flexion rates, greater
downward CM deflection, or longer times from impact to maximum CM vertical deflection.
Negative entries represent significant differences in these quantities that indicate greater
stiffness postflight. The statistical significance for the preflight/postflight MANOVA
contrast of the 5 measures are shown for each subject. As previously mentioned, subjects
with significant MANOVA results are denoted P-C or P-S based on positive or negative
overall scores respectively for the 5 classification measures; the remainder are designated
"No Change" (N-C).
Four subjects (S-1, S-2, S-3 , S-4) are classified P-C. All four have significantly
increased peak knee flexion combined with significantly greater peak knee and hip flexion
rates postflight; for 3 of the 4 (all except S-4) CM downward deflection and the time from
impact to peak CM downward deflection also increase postflight. Both of the subjects
designated P-S (S-8 and S-9) exhibit significantly decreased peak knee flexion postflight.
Subject S-9 also shows significant decreases in peak hip and knee flexion rates after space
flight, as well as a decrease in the average time from impact to peak CM downward
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Table 3.2. Subject classification based on kinematic measurements.
ubject S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 S-5 S-6 S-7 S-8 S-9
eak Knee +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1
xexion
Peak Knee +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1
Flexion Rate
Peak Hip +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1
Flexion Rate
Peak CM +1 .+1 +1 -1
flection
ime to Peak +1 +1 +1 -1
Deflection
veraliScore +5 +5 +5 +3 +3 0 +1 -2 -4
value 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.277 0.275 0.051 0.002 4x0T
lassification P-C P-C P-C P-C N-C N-C N-C P-S P-S
deflection. Peak CM downward deflection is significantly reduced for subject S-8. The
remaining three subjects (S-5, S-6, S-7) do not show a significant change between
preflight and postflight based on the multivariate criterion.
Because the measures of peak joint angle, peak joint rate and maximum CM vertical
deflection are affected by the magnitude of the impact force as well as lower limb stiffness,
the changes observed cannot be attributed to limb impedance changes unless the impact
loading is the same pre- and postflight. For this reason, the CM vertical velocity at the
moment of impact is compared for each subject's pre- and postflight jumps. Only two
subjects (S-9 and S-2) show significant differences between pre- and postflight impact
velocities at the p<0 .0 5 level. For subject S-9, the average postflight impact velocity is
reduced by almost 20% compared to the preflight jumps. This change probably contributes
to the decrease in knee flexion, joint rates and CM displacement observed for this subject.
Subject S-2 also exhibits a significant postflight decrease of about 5% in impact velocity.
In spite of the postflight reduction in impact loading, subject S-2 exhibits consistent
increases in peak joint flexion, flexion rate and CM downward deflection. Thus, the
impact velocity result actually adds support to the P-C classification for S-2. All other P-C
and P-S subjects showed small, non-significant differences between pre- and postflight
CM impact velocity.
In summary, the P-C subjects exhibit significant increases in postflight joint flexion
and flexion rates; the P-S subjects show the opposite effect, although the trend is less
apparent in subject S-8. Figure 3.5 compares the average preflight and postflight values
for maximum knee flexion, based on two preflight sessions of six jumps each and one
postflight session of six jumps. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 contain pre- and postflight peak
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Figure 3.5. Peak knee flexion after impact for all subjects. Average preflight
and postflight values shown with error bars indicating standard
errors of the mean. Statistical significance for preflight-postflight
comparison (p<0.05) is indicated by "*", while a "t" denotes
significant test day effect for the two preflight sessions.
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Peak knee flexion rate after impact for all subjects.
Average preflight and postflight values shown with error bars
indicating standard errors of the mean. Statistical significance for
preflight-postflight comparison (p<0.05) is indicated by "*", while a
"t" denotes significant test day effect for the two preflight sessions.
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Figure 3.7. Peak hip flexion rate after impact for all subjects.
Average preflight and postflight values shown with error bars
indicating standard errors of the mean. Statistical significance for
preflight-postflight comparison (p<0.05) is indicated by "*", while a
"t" denotes significant test day effect for the two preflight sessions.
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Figure 3.8. Peak CM downward displacement for all subjects.
Average preflight and postflight values shown with error bars
indicating standard errors of the mean. Statistical significance for
preflight-postflight comparison (p<0.05) is indicated by "*", while a
"t" denotes significant test day effect for the two preflight sessions.
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flexion rates for the knee and hip joints, respectively. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the
preflight and postflight values for the two CM-related measures: peak downward CM
deflection and time from impact to peak deflection. With the exception of subject S-4, all
of the P-C and P-S subjects demonstrate a significant change in one or both of the CM
measures, supporting their classification.
The error bars are standard errors, and significant differences between the pre- and
postflight data are denoted with asterisks (*). Cases marked by a "t" indicate a significant
test day effect for the contrast between the two preflight sessions. Group averages for pre-
and postflight data are also calculated for the P-S subjects, the P-C subjects, and all
subjects taken together, and are shown at the right in Figure 3.5 - Figure 3.9. Taken as a
group, the P-C subjects show significant increases in all 5 measures. Grouping the two P-
S subjects reveals significant decreases in peak knee flexion and maximum CM downward
deflection.
3.1.2.4. Modeled CM Vertical Motion
Figure 3.10 shows predicted CM model responses using parameters estimated for
representative pre- and postflight jumps for P-C subject S-1. Model fits for the 12 preflight
(Figure 1Oa upper) and 6 postflight (Figure 3.1Oa lower) trials are staggered along the
vertical axis. Figure 3. 1Ob shows preflight (upper) and postflight (lower) average CM
vertical trajectories; the shaded region indicates ± 1 standard deviation. Simulated model
results using the pre- and postflight stiffness and damping averages are included as well.
The CM motion in the preflight jump exhibits a substantial overshoot above the final
equilibrium posture, indicating a fairly low damping ratio. The postflight jump shows a
much slower response with little overshoot. Thus, the postflight response is consistent
with a decreased natural frequency and increased damping ratio in comparison to the
preflight jump. P-S subjects, in contrast, demonstrate the opposite trend toward faster
responses postflight with greater overshoot.
Table 3.3 summarizes the stiffness and damping coefficients that were estimated for
each subject and show an excellent match with the subject classification based on
kinematics. Note that these values have been normalized by the subject body mass. The
modeled stiffnesses are shown in Figure 11. All four P-C subjects (S-1, S-2 , S-3, and S-
4) and S-5 show large (23%-55%), statistically significant decreases in postflight stiffness
compared to preflight values. Stiffness increases for P-S subjects S-8 and S-9 were not
significant. The surprising lack of a significant postflight stiffness increase for subject S-9
(considering the consistent P-S changes in the joint and CM kinematics) may be due to this
subject's postflight decrease in impact velocity. The change in impact loading is explicitly
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Figure 3.10. Modeled CM vertical motion for representative subject.
CM motion is simulated using estimated stiffness and damping for pre-
and postflight jumps for P-C subject S-1. Dashed lines are experimental
data and solid lines represent model fits. (a) Left plots. 12 individual
preflight trials (upper) and 6 postflight trials (lower). (b) Right plots.
Corresponding averages for trials shown in (a). Trials are synchronized
at impact, shown as t=O. Shaded areas denote ±1 standard deviation.
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Table 3.3. Stiffness and Damping in Second Order Model
STIFFNESS (K/M) (1/s') 11 DAMPING (B/M) (1/s)
Pre- Post- Percent p-value Pre- Postflight Percent p-value
ubjec1 flight flight change flight change
S-1 217. 98.3 -54.7% 0.0001 14. 12.8 -9.7% 0.1490
S- 132. 76.6 -42.0% 0.0007 14. 14. +0.1% 0.7150
S- 247. 150.7 -39.1% 0.0001 16. 12.5 -22.9% 0.0030
S- 208. 159.9 -23.2% 0.024C 13.7 12.5 -8.6% 0.0740
S- 178. 108.9 -39.0% 0.010 12.3 13. +9.5% 0.2630
S- 158.3 106.3 -32.8% 0.199 14. 14.8 +1.8% 0.6590
S- 247.1 265.4 +7.4% 0.323 15. 16. +6.5% 0.3030
S- 170.5 207.8 +21.9% 0.051 14. 13. -5.9% 0.2280
S- 101. 150.4 +48.3% 0.172C 12.8 13.7 +7.1% 0.4620
accounted for in the CM motion model. In contrast with the changes in stiffness,
examination of the damping coefficients reveals few differences between pre- and postflight
performance, with only subject S-3 exhibiting a significant change (decrease).
Furthermore, there is no apparent pattern of increases or decreases in the level of damping
that corresponds to either subject classification or the changes in stiffness.
From the definitions of con and ( in Equation 3-2, a decrease in stiffness for a
constant damping level should result in a lower natural frequency and a higher damping
ratio. The calculated values for ow and ( are shown in Table 3.4. As anticipated, the four
P-C subjects all exhibit significant decreases of 13%-33% in the natural frequency as well
as S-5, and hence reduced bandwidth postflight. Four of these subjects have increased
damping ratios postflight as well, although significant changes are seen only for subjects S-
1, S-2. and S-5. The P-S subjects demonstrate the opposite trend: increased natural
frequency postflight, combined with decreases in the damping ratio (significant only for S-
8 damping ratio).
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Table 3.4. Second Order Response Parameters
NATURAL FREQUENCY, won DAMPING RATIO,
Pre- Post- % p-value Pre- Post- % p-value
ubjecj flight flight change flight flight change
S-1 14.7 9.8 -33.3% 0.0001 0.49 0.6 +36.5% 0.0004
S- 11. 8. -24.6% 0.0003 0.61 0.83 +35.4% 0.0010
S- 15.7 12.3 -21.8% 0.0001 0.52 0.51 -2.5% 0.7600
14. 12. -12.7% 0.0200 0.48 0.5 +5.6% 0.2850
S-5 13.3 10.3 -22.5% 0.0090 0.47 0.67 +43.0% 0.0100
S- 14.3 10.1 -18.0% 0.1870 0.61 0.7 +20.7% 0.1020
S-7 15.7 16. +3.4% 0.3260 0.49 0.5 +3.0% 0.5920
S- 13. 14. +10.5% 0.0540 0.56 0.48 -14.7% 0.0090
S-9 9.8 11.7 +20.0% 0.1500 0.68 0.61 -10.4% 0.2600
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3.2. PARTIAL WEIGHT UNLOADING EXPERIMENTS
The results of the pre- and postflight comparison of astronaut jumps suggest that
adaptive changes in the controlled leg impedance account for altered performance in jump
landings after space flight. In particular, the responses of the P-C group indicate that the
reduced demands on the postural control system in microgravity permit reduction of the leg
stiffness, altering the kinematics of the postflight jumps. However, a variety of
explanations exist for the hypothesized changes in leg impedance, including altered central
control of leg stiffness, deconditioning of the postural muscles, and changes in vestibular
feedback or spinal stretch reflexes.
Short term unloading of the leg anti-gravity muscles provides an opportunity to test
the possibility that adaptive changes in leg impedance control can occur as a consequence of
reduced requirements for load bearing by the lower limbs. With adaptation periods limited
to approximately 2 minutes, muscle atrophy is not a concern. Moreover, vestibular sensing
is not affected during unloading in a terrestrial 1-g environment. For these reasons, a test
of jumping following short term exposure to simulated partial gravity was devised to
investigate further the results of the astronaut experiments.
The following sections describe the adaptation experiments that are designed to
imitate the astronaut jumping tests, using short term exposure to partial body weight
unloading as a model of the reduced demands of the postural control system in
microgravity. The experimental design is covered first, followed by an explanation of the
processing and analysis of the data. Finally, the results of the experiments are detailed.
3.2.1 "Moonwalker" Partial Weight Unloading Experiment Design
3.2.1.1. Experimental Apparatus
This section describes the equipment used to perform the partial weight unloading
adaptation tests. The partial gravity simulator, known as the "moonwalker," is described
first. The data acquisition hardware is then reviewed. Measurements taken in this
experiment include ground reaction forces and body segment kinematic data. A single-
camera video tracking system was designed and implemented to track body segment
motion.
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Figure 3.12. Moonwalker suspension system and jump apparatus.
The subject is suspended by a harness attached to steel cables. Unloading
is controlled by varying the spring tension with the electric winch. The
camera views the subject's left side. The marker locations are indicated in
the side view.
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"Moonwalker" Partial Gravity Simulator
The moonwalker apparatus is derived from a design used at the Harvard Field
Station [He et al., 1991]. The moonwalker uses an overhead suspension system to
partially or fully unload the legs, and is depicted in Figure 3.12. The subject wears a safety
harness (Mori Safety Products, Toronto) of nylon webbing. The harness consists of two
loops that buckle snugly about each thigh and connect to straps that pass over the
shoulders.
When a subject is suspended in the harness, the main upward force is applied along
the region where the leg loops contact the inner thighs and buttocks. A horizontal force is
also applied to the back and chest by the shoulder straps, and tends to pull the subject
horizontally forward or backward toward the overhead attachment point. This horizontal
component acts as a restoring force toward upright posture when the subject is directly
beneath the overhead attachment. However, if the subject is not standing beneath the
attachment point, the horizontal forces pull the subject away from an upright stance. The
horizontal force is equal to the tension in the cables multiplied by the sine of the cable angle
with respect to vertical, and is approximately proportional to the cable angle for small
deviations.
Each shoulder strap is connected to a steel cable that runs to a pulley overhead. The
two pulleys are held by carabiners attached to large eye bolts screwed into a 4"x4"x3' (8.9
cm x 8.9 cm x 91 cm) wooden beam in the center of the ceiling. The steel cables run along
the ceiling to another pair of pulleys similarly attached to another wooden beam next to the
wall. Each wooden beam is mounted into the concrete ceiling cross beams with four 3/8"
(0.95 cm) Hilti inserts. After passing through the second set of pulleys, the two cables are
joined together by a carabiner attached to the upper end of two garage door springs
mounted in series. The two springs run vertically along the wall, and the bottom of the
lower spring is attached to a heavy steel cable wound around an electric winch. The winch
is mounted to the concrete floor with Hilti inserts, and draws power from a 12V car
battery.
The upward force exerted by the harness on the subject is determined by the
distance the two springs are stretched. The electric winch is used to control the stretch of
the springs. Because the winch is used to fix the end position of the lower spring, the
actual spring length varies with vertical motion of the subject, as does the resulting force
exerted on the subject. Figure 3.13 shows the force-length relationship for the two springs
in series. The stiffness is linear over most of the range of operation, with a spring constant
of approximately 265 N/m. For a downward jumping distance of 30 cm, the upward force
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Figure 3.13. Moonwalker spring length-tension data and linear fit.
Least-squares linear fit (solid line) does not include the
(below the line) or the last point (above the line).
first 3 points
from the harness is approximately 80 N greater when the subject is standing on the force
plate than when the subject is standing on the starting platform. The subjects for this
experiment weigh between 511 N and 645 N, so the change in upward force over the
vertical range of the jump ranges from 12% to 16% of body weight.
The main goal of the partial weight unloading procedure is to reduce the load borne
by the legs. However, the suspension harness also exerts horizontal forces when the
subject is not directly below the overhead attachment. Furthermore, the main area of
support is somewhat below the body mass center. Thus, the equilibrium posture of the
subject during unloading is of interest. One subject (C) is tested with the harness detached
from the cables, and also with the cables supporting 60% of the subjects body weight.
The trunk angle is measured with a straight metal rod taped securely to the torso at
the level of the armpits and the iliac crest. At either end of the rod, markers are placed so
that the rod orientation may be measured by the video system described below. The results
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of this test are described in Table 3.5. Upright stance while standing on the force plate
with the harness disconnected from the cables is defined as a trunk angle of 0 degrees.
Table 3.5. Trunk rest angle at various harness loading conditions.
Subject C is tested standing on the force plate, standing on the starting
block, and hanging above the force plate. Positive angles correspond to
leaning forward.
Condition Trunk angle from vertical
(degrees)
Standing on force plate, harness detached 0
Standing on block, harness detached -0.5
Standing on force plate, cables loaded (60% Body Wt). 12.1
Standing on block, cables loaded (60% Body Wt). 23.4
Hanging above force plate on cables (60% Body Wt). 12.2
These results indicate that the unloading technique alters the standing trunk angle,
causing the subject to lean forward about 12 degrees when standing beneath the attachment
point. Standing on the starting block, which is located somewhat behind the attachment
point, requires the subject to lean further forward, to a trunk angle of 23 degrees, in order
to maintain balance. With the subject hanging fully supported by the cables, the trunk
angle is again 12 degrees, similar to the standing posture under partial unloading. Even
though the vertical force is applied below the body mass center, this position is quite stable
due to horizontal restoring forces exerted by the shoulder straps.
Jump Platform and Landing SuIface
The jump platform is constructed so that the upper surface is 30 cm higher than the
upper surface of the force plate. For normal jumps, when the subject is not connected to
the harness, the edge of the starting platform is located 5 cm behind the edge of the force
plate. However, this position is not acceptable for the jumps performed while unloaded by
the harness, because the horizontal force due to the suspension cables prevents upright
posture and makes balance difficult. For this reason, the starting platform is designed to
slide forward and rest on the floor on either side of the force plate, so that it can be
positioned closer to the center of the overhead attachment. In this configuration, the
forward extent of the force plate does not provide sufficient space for landing. A platform
of the same height as the force plate upper surface is used to extend the area available for
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landing in the forward direction. The starting block and landing surface extension are
constructed of 2"x4" (3.8 cm x 8.9 cm) pine and 1/2" (1.3 cm) thick plywood sheathing.
Force plate Data Acquisition
A single AMTI OR6-5 series force plate (Advanced Medical Technology, Inc.,
Newton, MA) is used to measure ground reaction forces in 3 axes. The force plate is
bolted to the concrete floor using Hilti inserts, and is positioned directly beneath the center
of the two pulleys supporting the subject harness. The force plate is 51 cm by 41 cm, with
a maximum load capacity of 4500 N and a resonant frequency of 500 Hz. It incorporates
full bridge strain gages mounted on four elements at the corners of the plate, providing the
three orthogonal force components and the accompanying moments. The force plate has
less than 2% crosstalk on all channels. High gain, low noise amplification of the force
plate signals was provided by an AMTI MCA amplifier. The amplifier has variable gain
settings of 1000, 2000 or 4000, and low-pass filter cutoff frequencies of 10.5 Hz or 1050
Hz. For all of the tests described here, the gain and filter settings were 2000 and 1050 Hz,
respectively.
Force plate data digitization and acquisition are performed using a Power Macintosh
8100/80 computer equipped with a National Instruments NB-MIO-16L data acquisition
board. The data acquisition board receives input signals from a BNC adapter card, the
National Instruments BNC-2080. The amplifier outputs are connected to the BNC-2080
by BNC cables. The 6 channels of force plate data are sampled at 2000 Hz.
Video Marker Tracking System
The positions of the body segments on the left side of the subject are tracked using
a single Sony Handycam 8 mm camcorder. The center of the camera lens is placed 2.66 m
from the left edge of the force plate at a height of 1.01 m above the floor. The camera is
tilted 900 from the normal orientation, so that the long, normally horizontal dimension of
the field of view is aligned with the gravitational vertical. The vertical field of view is
adequate for capturing the entire jump trajectory. However, a portion of the horizontal field
of view is blocked by the left edge of the door frame. Thus, if the subject jumps or leans
too far forward, some body segments may be hidden from view. In practice, this is rarely
a problem.
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The video camera is used to record the position of six markers placed at various
anatomical landmarks on the left side of the body (see Figure 3.15). The toe marker is
placed at the 5th toe metatarsal-phalangeal joint. The ankle marker is placed over the lateral
malleolus. The knee joint is marked at the lateral femoral epicondyle. The hip marker is
placed over the greater trochanter of the femur. The shoulder is marked at the acromian
process. The head marker is placed directly over the center of the ear.
The markers consist of white labels measuring 1" x 0.75" (2.5 cm x 1.9 cm). The
subjects wear opaque, skintight black stockings on the legs. Another black stocking is
worn on the left arm, pulled up over the shoulder. A black, form fitting cap is worn on the
head, and covers the ears. The white markers provide excellent contrast against the black
background. Double-sided tape is placed on the skin over the desired landmarks before the
stockings are donned, in order to secure the stockings over the areas of interest. Black
electrical tape is used to help secure the edges of the marker labels to the black cloth.
Three calibration markers are fixed at 10 cm intervals along the side of the force
plate, below the landing surface. Another three calibration markers are placed 10 cm apart
on the lower edge of the side of the starting platform, at the same height as the markers on
the force plate. A final set of three markers, also spaced at 10 cm intervals, is mounted on
a wooden meter stick attached to the starting platform, such that the markers lie in the same
plane as the other two sets. These markers are positioned directly above the markers
attached to the base of the starting platform, at a height 1 m above the lower two sets. A
black cloth is draped behind the subject to improve the marker contrast in the video image.
The video camera optics cause some distortion of the image, especially in areas far
from the center of the field of view where straight lines in the scene are noticeably curved in
the video image. An array of calibration markers is constructed in order to provide a
mapping of the true spatial coordinates to the camera focal plane coordinates. The
calibration array consists of the same white marker labels placed at intervals on a black door
that had been removed from its hinges. This door provides a large, flat, rigid surface for
the markers.
The markers are aligned in an array of 11 rows and 6 columns, as shown in Figure
3.14. The columns are spaced 14 cm apart, with the rightmost column aligned with the
vertical centerline of the camera field of view. All tracked body segment motion occurs in
the left half of the field of view. Rows 1-5 and 7-11 (counting upward from the bottom)
are evenly spaced 20 cm apart. Row 6 is set between rows 5 and 7 at the level of the
horizontal centerline of the camera field of view. Alignment accuracy of the markers in the
calibration array is better than 1 mm in each dimension. Only markers in rows 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
and 10 (counting from the bottom) and in columns 1, 4 and 6 (counting from the left) are
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used to calibrate the camera field of view. The use of the calibration array data in the
processing of the video images is described later with the data analysis procedures in
Section 3.2.2.3.
Figure 3.14. Array of video image calibration markers.
The video image is rotated 900 clockwise so that the longer dimension is
aligned with the vertical. The calibration markers are placed on a black
door, which is resting on the force plate (lower left).
3.2.1.2. Moonwalker Experimental Protocol
The moonwalker suspension protocol is approved for use with human subjects by
MIT's Committee On the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES). All
subjects gave informed consent. A copy of the informed consent statement is included in
Appendix A. The moonwalker experimental protocol consists of 3 stages: (1) subject
preparation; (2) baseline jumps; and (3) partial weight unloading adaptation and jumping.
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Subject Selection
All seven volunteer female subjects in the moonwalker experiment are female for
consistency with the false platform experiments described later. The subjects range from
22 to 27 years of age. Subject age, height and weight are listed in Table 3.6. The subjects
are designated by letter codes B-H. The letter A is used to designate an initial trial subject
tested during the protocol definition stage, and his data is not analyzed. Force plate data are
available for all seven subjects. However, the video camera was shifted during subject D's
tests, and the movement was not noticed until after the experiment, so video data is not
available for subject D.
Table.3.6. Moonwalker experimental subject descriptions
Subject Code
B C D E F G H
Age (years) 23 23 23 26 22 25 27
Height (cm) 162.5 162.5 160 173 165 170 172.5
Weight (kg) 56 59 71 59 52 57 66
All subjects are athletic and in good health. The subjects are screened for ataxia that might
indicate the presence of vestibular defects. Each subject performs two tests: (1) quiet
standing with eyes closed in the sharpened Romberg stance, and (2) walking a line with the
eyes closed [Fregly and Graybiel, 1966]. All subjects are found to meet the ataxia criteria
for vestibular normals based on these tests. The actual test procedure and detailed test
scores are described in detail in Appendix B.
Subject Preparation
Before beginning the experiment, the subject reads and signs a statement of
informed consent. The subject then dons the black stockings on the legs and arm, as well
as the black cap. The six white markers are placed on the anatomical landmarks, as
described earlier in the video motion tracking section. No shoes or socks are worn during
the tests. The lateral dimension of the subject's body with the feet together is measured at
the fifth toe, lateral malleolus, knee, hip, shoulder and ear. These measurements are used
in the video data processing to estimate the marker position in the direction parallel to the
camera viewing axis. Last, the subject dons the suspension harness. However, the
harness is not initially attached to the suspension cables.
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Baseline Jumps
The starting platform is placed with its front edge located 4 cm behind the back edge
of the force plate. Before the initial baseline jump, the subject stands with the toes at the
edge of the starting block, and the feet are aligned on either side of an 8.9 cm (3.5") wide
wooden block to be parallel and facing straight. The location of the outside edge of the 5th
toe on each foot is marked on the block with black electrical tape, and the subject places her
feet in the same position before each jump.
The subject performs 6 baseline jumps. These jumps are performed with the arms
folded across the abdomen, so that one hand grips the opposite wrist. The subject is
instructed to look down at the landing platform before jumping, and then perform two-
footed downward jumps, taking off and landing with both feet simultaneously. Upon
landing, the subject is instructed to recover to an upright standing position at a comfortable
pace, and to look straight ahead. The command to the subject for each jump is: "Look
down. One, two, ready, jump." Force plate data acquisition is triggered at the command
"ready," and 4 seconds of force plate data are taken for each jump. The subject jumps at
the command, "jump."
After the subject returns to an upright stance, the position of the fifth toe and lateral
malleolus of the left foot are measured relative to the left edge of the force plate. The inter-
ankle distance (left lateral malleolus to right lateral malleolus) is also measured. These
measurements are used in the video processing to estimate marker positions along the
direction parallel to the camera axis.
Partial Gravity Adaptation Jumps
After the baseline jumps, the subject repeats the following sequence 6 times: (1) 10
jumps under 60% body weight unloading; then (2) 1 jump with no unloading. For the 10
partially unloaded jumps, the subject's harness is attached to the overhead suspension
cables using carabiners. With the springs unstretched, the subject stands on the force plate,
and the body weight is recorded. The winch is then used to stretch the springs until the
force plate output reads 40% of the subject's body weight. Thus, the upward force on the
subject due to the harness varies between approximately 45% body weight when the
subject stands on the 30 cm starting platform, to 60% body weight when the subject stands
upright on the force plate.
The starting platform is moved forward to minimize the horizontal forces on the
subject while standing on the platform. The subject performs 10 jumps with the same
instructions used in the baseline jumps. However, no force plate data is acquired during
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the unloaded jumps, and no measurements of final foot position are taken. After each
jump, the subject steps or hops back up onto the starting platform and positions the feet for
the next jump.
After the tenth adaptation jump, the subject is quickly prepared to make a single
jump while supporting her full body weight. The starting block is moved back to its
original position behind the edge of the force plate. The subject steps up onto the starting
platform, and the winch is used to reel out the cable and release the tension in the springs.
The harness is detached from the suspension cables, and the subject places her feet
according to the tape marks on the platform. The subject jumps, following instructions
identical to those given for the baseline jumps. After the jump, the final positions of the
feet relative to the force plate are measured as described for the baseline jumps.
All preparation steps following the final unloaded adaptation jump are performed as
quickly as possible, in order to minimized the time during which the subject might readapt
to the normal loading condition. Occasionally, joint markers need readjustment following a
set of adaptation jump. This is especially true for the hip marker, because the leg loops on
the extension harness tend to cover the hip marker area when the subject is unloaded. If
extra time is needed to readjust the markers, the jump is still performed. However, data
from this jump is excluded from the analysis, and the adaptation jump sequence is repeated
to get the full complement of data for 6 usable adapted jumps.
3.2.2. Moonwalker Video Data Processing
Extracting body segment and CM kinematic data from the jump videotapes takes
place in 4 stages: (1) digitization of the video images; (2) extraction of marker locations
from the digitized video images; (3) estimation of marker positions in three-dimensional
space using the camera calibration data, body measurements, and foot initial and starting
positions; and (4) calculation of joint angles and CM location estimates from the marker
positions in space. The first three steps are described here, while the fourth step is identical
to the processing performed for the astronaut jumping experiment described earlier.
3.2.2.1. Video Digitization
The first stage in extracting marker information is obtaining digitized still frames of
the videotaped jump. The digitization actually requires two steps. First, the video
segments of interest are dubbed from Hi-8 8 mm format onto Beta format videotapes. In
the dubbing process, a visible time code is burned into the video image using an Edit Code
Master ECM-4000 (Evertz Microsystems; Burlington, Ontario, Canada). The ECM-4000
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generates characters giving the hour, minute, second and frame number. These characters
are placed within the image in an area that does not interfere with the body segment markers
during the jumps.
The Beta video segments are then digitized using the built-in video card in a Power
Macintosh 8500. Thirty frames of video are acquired from each second of videotape. The
Adobe Premiere software package is used to perform the digitization and storage of the
images. The Sony SL-HF 1000 Beta format videocassette recorder permits the user to step
easily through each individual frame sequentially. The time code in each image allows the
operator to ascertain that no frames are skipped or duplicated. Adobe Premiere is used in
snapshot capture mode to create a digital movie from the individually captured frames.
Using this stop action technique is necessary because the video card lacks the capacity to
capture normal speed video at the full 30 frames/sec with sufficient resolution. The images
are captured with a resolution of 280 pixels vertically and 320 pixels horizontally (in the
video image, not with respect to gravity), using 8 bits per pixel for 256 levels of gray.
Once all frames for a jump have been digitized, the frames are stored as a numbered
sequence of PICT images.
3.2.2.2. Marker Position Within Video Images
A LabView program pict get.pointssave.vi is written to extract the positions of
the individual markers from each stored video frame. This program loads each stored
frame in sequence. Figure 3.15 shows a typical jump video frame. The program displays
the current frame, and with the mouse the data analyst draws a small box around each
marker of interest. The program applies a threshold operation to the pixels within the box,
so that the bright marker pixels are set to a value of one and the dark background pixels
receive a zero value. The centroid of the pixels within the box is then calculated with
respect to the upper left corner of the image. This process is repeated for each marker
selected by the analyst. For the jump images, 9 markers are selected in each frame,
corresponding to the 6 body markers and 3 fixed calibration markers. After all markers are
selected for the current frame, the program loads the next frame in the sequence. The
marker positions for a complete jump are stored in an ASCII file that can be loaded into
MatLab.
The LabView program permits the analyst to select the image threshold level
interactively in order to account for varying image contrast levels. It also allows the analyst
to revise selection of individual marker areas or repeat marker selection for an entire frame
if necessary. However, this method of tracking body motion is extremely labor intensive,
especially when the time needed to dub the video and digitize the frames is considered.
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Figure 3.15. LabView program to select and record marker positions.
The program pict-get points save.vi displays the video frames
sequentially, and prompts the user to select an area around each marker
with the mouse.
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3.2.2.3. Estimation of 3-D Marker Coordinates from Image Coordinates
The first step in estimating the marker positions in 3 dimensions requires mapping
of the image coordinates to coordinates in the plane of the calibration array, which
corresponds to the vertical plane passing through the edge of the force plate nearest the
camera. The procedure for mapping camera coordinates to calibration plane coordinates
consists of the following steps:
1. Determination of calibration array marker positions in camera coordinates. Camera
coordinates of the array markers are found by digitizing six frames containing the
calibration array, then extracting the marker positions using the LabView program
described above. The position of each marker is found by averaging the results
from the six frames.
2. Rotation of the calibration array coordinate system to align with the camera
coordinates. The distortion from the camera optics is assumed to be symmetric
about the center of the field of view. The markers in column 6 (counting from the
left) and in row 6 (counting from the bottom) are approximately aligned with the
camera vertical and horizontal centerlines, respectively, and these markers are used
to estimate the rotation between the two coordinate systems. The rotation angle is
estimated using a Simplex method in MatLab. The objective function is the sum in
the rotated coordinate system of the squared vertical deviations from the mean of the
markers in row 6 and the squared horizontal deviations from the mean of the
markers in column 6. The angle that minimizes this objective is the best estimate of
the rotation between the two coordinate systems.
3. Determination of best linear mapping from camera coordinates to calibration array
coordinates. Once the coordinate systems have been aligned rotationally, the best
linear estimate of the mapping from camera coordinates to calibration coordinates is
determined as follows:
ral =+ (3-3)[?caI = [Kc Kxx , Jimage ] + [X::Z (33Ycal Kyx Ky, yimage yo,cal
where cai = estimated marker position in calibration array coordinates
Kxx, K,,, KY, KY, = best fit scaling factors
xo,cal, yo,cal = calibration array origin distance from image origin
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4. Computation of residual error from linear fit. A table of the residual errors at each
calibration marker location is computed and stored:
^. Acal1 Xcal Xcal
Arcalij = 1 (3-4)
[Ascai _,j Ycal gj Ycal gj
where Aicaiij = residual error from bet linear fit
Xcal, Ycal = best linear fit estimates of marker calibration coordinates
xcal, ycai = measured marker calibration coordinates
i, j = row, column of calibration marker
This calibration procedure is performed only once. In order to convert marker image
coordinates to calibration array coordinates for the jump video, the best linear fit is
computed using the scaling factors described above. Then a correction term is estimated by
interpolating the residual error using the nearest 4 points in the residual lookup table.
However, this procedure only returns the estimated marker positions as projected
upon the plane of the calibration array. Because the markers are actually further from the
camera than the calibration array plane, the distance discrepancy in the direction parallel to
the camera axis introduces errors in the computed marker position. The error increases
linearly with the distance from the calibration array plane and the in-plane distance from the
camera axis, as given by the following relationship:
Ar = -. Az (3-5)
Zcal
where Ar = scalar position error offset in the plane parallel to the
calibration array
I = distance of the marker projection from the camera axis in
the calibration array plane
zcal = normal distance from camera to calibration array plane
Az = normal distance of marker to calibration array plane
The distance from the camera to the plane of the calibration array is 266 cm. Thus, for a
marker whose projection on the calibration array plane is 100 cm from the camera axis, the
error introduced in the actual distance from the camera axis is approximately 0.38 cm for
every cm the marker is moved away from the calibration plane.
The single camera system provides no means to estimate distance in depth (along
the camera axis). For this reason, measured body dimensions and initial and final foot
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positions are used to estimate the horizontal distance of the markers from the calibration
array plane (which corresponds to the left edge of the force plate). The body centerline is
assumed to lie halfway between the left and right feet, so the initial and final foot position
measurements provide initial and final depth measurements of the body centerline.
The trajectory of the body center along the camera axis is assumed to be piecewise
linear in time, moving from the initial to the final position while the subject is airborne, then
remaining at the final position after impact. Likewise, the feet are assumed to follow
similar piecewise linear trajectories between the measured initial and final positions. The
hip, shoulder and head coordinates in the direction along the camera axis are calculated by
subtracting one half of the measured body width at these heights from the body centerline
trajectory. The knee marker is assumed to lie halfway between the hip and ankle markers
in the camera depth direction. The geometry of the camera arrangement is shown in Figure
3.16 in two dimensions.
Calibration
Array
Plane
Az Zcalloctio . Camera
Camera axis
Projected
marker location re a 1
Marker ...---
location ----- 3d
Figure 3.16. Video camera field of view geometry.
Two dimensional projection shows camera, calibration array plane and
actual marker position.
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The marker position estimates in 3 dimensions are computed from:
^t Zcal + AZ .
13d Z IA c (3-6)
Zcal
where 73d = 3-d position of marker in space
Zcal = distance from camera lens to calibration array plane along
camera axis
Az = distance from calibration array plane to marker along
camera axis
rcal = projection of marker position from camera onto calibration
array plane
Two tests are performed to estimate the resolution of this marker tracking method. Both
tests are performed within a plane normal to the camera axis; no measurements of errors
introduced by out-of-plane motion are attempted. First, the position of a calibration marker
is measured in 180 frames taken from 6 jumps. The standard deviation of the marker
position in each direction is:
Uhorizontal = 0.18 cm
Uvertical = 0.16 cm
These numbers provide an estimate of the variability of the method caused only by variation
in the video signal and digitization process.
In the second test, a thin sheet of plywood with 3 markers mounted at 10 cm
intervals is pinned to a support through the center of the marker at one end. As the
plywood is rotated about the pin, the center of the other two markers describe circles of 10
cm and 20 cm radii respectively. With the pin fixed, the plywood is rotated sequentially to
8 positions spaced 45 degrees apart, and video images are captured in each position. This
process is repeated at 3 locations in the camera field of view. In the first, the pin is located
50 cm above the camera axis. In the second, the pin coincides with the camera axis, while
the pin is fixed 40 cm below the camera axis in the third position.
The distance from the central marker to each of the radially mounted markers is
calculated, and the standard deviation from the mean for the 8 measurements in each pin
position is presented in Table 3.7. If the resolution in locating a single marker is
considered to be half the standard deviation of the inter-marker distances, the measurement
resolution of this system is 3 mm or better in much of the camera field of view. Not
surprisingly, the resolution becomes poorer at greater distances from the camera axis.
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Table 3.7. Variability in measurement of constant inter-marker distance.
The standard deviation in measured inter-marker distance is shown for
two markers fixed to a base which is rotated about a fixed point in three
different regions of the camera field of view.
Standard Deviation in Inter-marker Length (cm)
Height above camera axis Marker 1 - Marker 2 Marker 1 - Marker 3
50 cm 0.248 0.356
0 0.193 0.168
-40 cm 0.496 0.630
3.2.3. Moonwalker Adaptation Results
The results of the partial weight unloading experiment are presented in two parts.
First, the vertical ground reaction force data are described. Next, the leg joint kinematic
data are considered. In each case, the baseline jumps are compared to the jumps following
adaptation to partial weight unloading using the moonwalker.
3.2.3.1. Force Plate Data
Figure 3.17 shows force plate results for subjects B-H. The vertical ground
reaction force traces shown are averages of the 6 post-adaptation jumps superimposed over
the average of the 6 baseline force traces. All data are aligned at the impact sample, which
is the origin of the time axis. Two trends in the force data are apparent. First, the force
traces for the adapted jumps tend to lag behind the forces from the baseline jumps. This
effect may be most easily observed by comparing the times when the ground reaction force
decreases below the 1 body weight level. At this moment during the recovery toward
upright posture after landing, the mass center is no longer being accelerated upward.
These plots also show that the minimum ground reaction force generally increases
in the adapted jumps, compared to the minimum level seen in the baseline jumps. The
minimum force level occurs during the portion of the recovery period when the mass center
is moving upward toward the standing posture while being decelerated to a state of zero
vertical velocity. The minimum vertical ground reaction force, or force undershoot, is used
here to quantify the system's oscillatory behavior.
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Figure 3.17. Moonwalker experiment vertical ground reaction force traces.
Baseline and moonwalker-adapted averages. Trials aligned at impact, shown at t=O.
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In order to quantify the lag in the force traces for the adapted jumps, the time after
impact at which the vertical GRF falls below 1 body weight is computed for each jump.
Figure 3.18 shows the timing data for each subject. The average time to the body weight
crossover point is shown to increase after unloading adaptation for all subjects. Using an
unpaired, two tailed Student's t-test, this effect is significant at the p<0.05 level for
subjects C, D, F and H, as well as for all subjects grouped together. Hence, a general
pattern of slower recovery after unloading adaptation is indicated by the force plate data.
A similar comparison of the minimum vertical GRF is presented in Figure 3.19. In
this case, the average value of minimum GRF increases for each subject following
unloading with the moonwalker. The increases are significant (p<0.05, Student's t-test)
for subjects C, F and G, and for the data of all subjects grouped together. This reduction
in the amount of undershoot below the final 1 body weight value suggests that the system
becomes less oscillatory after exposure to simulated partial gravity.
The magnitude of the peak vertical GRF is also examined. This analysis shows no
significant changes in the peak GRF for any of the subjects following adaptation to partial
weight unloading exposure.
3.2.3.2. Leg Joint Kinematics
Changes in the maximum joint flexion following impact are considered here for
comparison with the astronaut jumping data. Table 3.8 shows maximum ankle, knee and
hip flexion angles for each subject for the baseline and moonwalker-adapted jumps. Four
of the subjects exhibit significant increases (p<0.05, Student's t-test) in maximum flexion
at one or more joints. No significant decreases in peak joint flexion were observed at any
joint in any subject. No significant changes were found with all subjects grouped together.
Subject B has a small but significant increase in maximum ankle flexion following
moonwalker adaptation. Subject C exhibits a significant average increase in peak knee
flexion of approximately 5 degrees, combined with a significant, very large increase of
nearly 30 degrees in peak hip flexion. Subject H demonstrates a significant increase in
maximum knee flexion of 10 degrees after unloading exposure, while a significant increase
of about 3 degrees in peak hip angle is noted for subject F.
Average knee and hip phase plane portraits are shown in Figure 3.20 for subjects
C, F and H. For these plots, the baseline and adapted trials are averaged separately, then
superimposed. The individual trials are aligned for averaging at the sample of impact. In
each plot, the peak joint flexion is seen at the right edge of the phase plane trajectory. The
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Figure 3.18. Moonwalker GRF time from impact to reach 1 body weight.
Error bars indicate one standard error of the mean.
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Moonwalker experiment maximum joint flexion after impact.
a. Maximum Ankle Angle
BASELINE PARTIAL-G
ADAPTED
CHANGE
Subject ~_Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. mean cliff jp=? (t-test)
B 96.0 0.7 98.8 0.8 2.8 0.025
C 102.9 0.6 102.3 1.0 -0.6 0.586
E 86.9 1.0 85.6 0.5 -1.2 0.294
F 87.1 0.8 86.5 1.7 -0.6 0.749
G 90.5 0.7 90.9 0.7 0.4 0.723
H 99.5 0.8 100.5 0.7 1.0 0.385
All 94.0 1.1 93.9 1.2 -0.1 0.971
Subjects
b. Maximum Knee Angle
BASELINE PARTIAL-G CHANGE
-- T-SE.M. ADAPTEDSubject Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. mean diff p=? (t-test)
B 78.4 0.8 81.6 1.5 3.2 0.084
C 73.0 1.0 77.3 1.3 4.4 0.025
E 54.9 1.0 54.8 1.4 -0.2 0.921
F 46.6 0.6 47.9 1.4 1.3 0.415
G 72.3 1.6 73.1 1.8 0.8 0.743
H 80.2 1.1 90.4 0.6 10.2 2.1e-5
All 67.7 2.2 70.3 2.6 2.6 0.449
Subjects
c. Maximum Hip Angle
BASELINE PARTIAL-G CHANGE
ADAPTED
Subject Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. mean diff p=? (t-test)
B 62.1 2.2 62.4 2.9 0.3 0.938
C 44.0 1.8 72.0 4.4 28.0 1.6e-4
E 24.5 1.9 30.0 2.4 5.5 0.100
F 18.7 1.0 22.1 1.0 3.4 0.040
G 64.7 3.0 61.7 3.5 -3.0 0.548
H 64.6 2.6 67.9 1.6 3.2 0.340
All 46.4 3.3 52.3 3.5 5.9 0.224
Subjects
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Table 3.8.
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Figure 3.20. Moonwalker baseline and adapted joint phase-plane portraits.
Each trace represents the average of 6 trials. Trials are aligned at impact.
Phase-plane portraits are traversed in the clockwise direction.
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average increases in peak flexion after moonwalker adaptation are clear in these plots. Also
noteworthy are the substantial decrease in the peak extensional joint rates for subject C, as
seen at the bottom of her phase trajectories. The reduced extensional rates correspond to
the much slower return to upright equilibrium previously noted in her force plate records
for the adapted case.
3.2.3.3. Second Order, Single Degree of Freedom Model of Vertical CM
Motion
Using the same second order model of vertical CM motion that is applied to the
astronaut jumping data, linear leg stiffness and damping values are fit to the CM data for
each jump. Average values for the baseline and adapted jumps are presented in Figure
3.21. Individual subject baseline and adapted parameter means are compared using an
unpaired t-test. This plot shows that the average leg stiffness decreases following partial
weight unloading exposure in 5 of the 6 subjects for whom kinematic data are available,
while one subject (G) exhibits a small, non-significant increase in stiffness after
moonwalker adaptation. The decrease in stiffness is significant for all subjects grouped
using a two-way ANOVA with subject and condition (baseline or adapted) as the
independent variables. Significant effects of subject and interaction between subject and
condition are also noted. An interesting feature of the stiffness plot is the wide range of
stiffnesses observed, even though the stiffnesses are normalized by subject body mass.
The average baseline stiffness is less than 40 for subject G, while F's baseline stiffness
averages over 300. Thus, comparison of these two extremes reveals an upper value over 7
times larger than the lowest measured value.
Of the 5 subjects with reduced stiffness, C and F demonstrate significant decreases
of 79% and 28% respectively for the adapted jumps. Subject H also shows a 28%
decrease in average stiffness following adaptation, although this change is not significant (p
= 0.079). The lack of statistical significance for this subject's stiffness change is likely due
to the small number of data points, as only 4 of her 6 adapted trials provided usable CM
trajectories for the model fits. (Because the shoulder marker disappears temporarily from
the camera field of view in 2 of the adapted jumps, complete CM trajectories were
unavailable and the system identification routines could not perform the model fits.)
However, subject H's stiffness decrease appears to complement the significant changes
observed for this subject in GRF traces and peak knee flexion after exposure to partial
weight unloading.
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Table 3.9 gives the average stiffness and damping model fits for each subject, along
with percentage changes from baseline and exact p values. No significant changes are
found for the damping parameter in the model. From the stiffness and damping
coefficients, the natural frequency and damping ratio are calculated for each jump, and
these results are presented in Table 3.10. The natural frequency results are the same as
those seen for the stiffnesses, as the natural frequency is simply the square root of the
normalized stiffness. Increases in damping ratio in the range 8% - 132% are seen in all
subjects. When the subjects are considered individually, subjects C and F exhibit
significant damping ratio increases that reflect their decreases in stiffness after moonwalker
adaptation. The decrease in natural frequency and increase in damping ratio are significant
for all subjects grouped together based on the two-way ANOVA. Significant effects of
subject and the interaction between subject and condition are seen as well.
Moonwalker Adaptation Experiment:
Baseline and Adapted Stiffness
-- ---- Baseline
-- -o - - Partial-G Adapted
*1
Ii
50 -t
E F*
Subject
G Ht AII*
Subjects
Figure 3.21. Moonwalker model stiffness estimates for all subjects.
Error bars indicate ±1 standard error about the mean. Significance levels
from t-test for individual subjects; ANOVA for subjects grouped.
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Table 3.9. Moonwalker second order model stiffness and damping estimates.
(a) stiffness; (b) damping; (*) indicates p-value from ANOVA for all
subjects grouped.
a. Stiffness [(N/m)/kg]
BASELINE PARTIAL-G
ADAPTED
- E
CHANGE
Subject }_Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. Jmean diff | p=? (t-test)
B 66.6 4.2 58.6 7.8 -12% 0.370
C 81.1 2.0 17.4 2.7 -79% 3.2e-9
E 235.3 22.8 204.1 33.0 -13% 0.445
F 305.6 12.8 219.3 20.9 -28% 0.006
G 36.4 3.1 37.4 4.2 3% 0.846
H 63.2 6.1 45.6 5.3 -28% 0.079
All 132.2 17.5 98.8 16.2 -25% 7.7e-5*
Subjects
b. Damping [N/(m/s)/kg]
BASELINE PARTIAL-G CHANGE
ADAPIED
Subject Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. mean diff p=? (t-test)
B 9.2 0.5 8.9 0.5 -3% 0.69
C 9.3 0.3 9.6 0.7 4% 0.65
E 16.5 0.8 16.6 0.6 1% 0.93
F 18.7 1.6 20.9 1.1 12% 0.28
G 9.4 0.4 10.3 0.7 9% 0.30
H 7.7 0.4 7.4 0.3 -4% 0.61
All 11.8 0.8 12.5 0.9 6% 0.28*
Subjects 1
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Table 3.10. Moonwalker model natural frequency and damping ratio.
(a) natural frequency; (b) damping ratio; (*) indicates p-value from
ANOVA for all subjects grouped.
a. Natural Frequency (radians/sec)
BASELINE I PARTIAL-GADAPTED CHANGE
Subj Mean |JS.E.M. Mean |JS.E.M. Imean diff J p=? (t-test)
B 8.13 0.26 7.55 0.56 -7% 0.342
C 9.00 0.11 4.11 0.31 -54% 4.2e-8
E 15.25 0.76 14.10 1.15 -8% 0.414
F 17.46 0.37 14.72 0.71 -16% 0.007
G 6.01 0.26 6.09 0.32 1% 0.863
H 7.89 0.42 6.72 0.38 -15% 0.087
All 10.68 0.72 8.94 0.78 -16% 5.7e-7*
Subjects 1
b. Damping Ratio
BASELINE PARTIAL-G CHANGE
-T-SE.M. ADAPTEDSubject B S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. Imean diff I p=? (t-test)
B 0.573 0.043 0.619 0.083 8% 0.623
C 0.514 0.014 1.195 0.099 132% 4.8e-5
E 0.553 0.046 0.603 0.044 9% 0.450
F 0.539 0.049 0.713 0.027 32% 0.012
G 0.792 0.055 0.854 0.065 8% 0.486
H 0.498 0.047 0.558 0.048 12% 0.416
All 0.572 0.023 0.771 0.048 35% 1.4e-6*
Subjects I 
_ _ I I I I
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3.3. DiscussioN OF ASTRONAUT AND MOONWALKER RESULTS
The results of the astronaut experiments are examined first. The implications of the
two postflight kinematic behavior patterns, postflight-compliant (P-C) and postflight-stiff
(P-S), are discussed. Potential causes for the postflight changes are considered, including
the possible effects contributing to changes in leg stiffness. Next, the results of the
moonwalker experiment are reviewed and related to the space flight experiment. The
moonwalker and astronaut experiment protocols are compared, and limitations of the
suspension protocol are surveyed. The similarities between the results from the second
order model of jump landing for the astronaut and moonwalker data are evaluated.
3.3.1. Adaptive Changes in Astronaut Performance
3.3.1.1. Astronaut Joint Kinematics
Pre- and postflight comparisons of the joint kinematics during jump landings
indicate that the astronaut subjects may be separated into two different classes based on
examination of the phase-plane descriptions, namely, P-C and P-S. The P-C group
exhibits expanded phase-plane portraits postflight in comparison to preflight baseline data
and the P-S group shows the contrary. The lower leg musculature may be thought of as
contributing a resistance to joint displacements, or stiffness (modeled as a torsional spring-
like element), as well as a resistance to joint angular velocity, or damping (represented by a
viscous damper or dashpot). These stiffness and damping elements represent the
displacement and velocity dependent components of the joint impedance, respectively.
Using this description, the P-C group exhibits postflight increases in the majority of
both peak joint flexion angles and rates indicating a reduction in stiffness about the joints
following microgravity exposure. In these subjects, increases in joint flexion provide
quantitative support for the reports of Watt et al.'s [1986] astronaut subjects that their legs
bend more during drop landings postflight. In the unexpected drop case, the mechanisms
which determine leg stiffness at impact may be somewhat different from voluntary jumps.
The major leg EMG responses in drops appear to be reflexively triggered by otolith
stimulation and the onset is keyed to the beginning of the fall, while in voluntary jumps the
EMG responses prior to impact appear to be pre-programmed for the expected impact time.
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The P-C changes are also consistent with reductions in joint torques, and a
reduction in the bandwidth of the postural control system as a whole. In contrast, two of
the subjects demonstrated an opposite, postflight-stiff response after returning from space
flight. Their postflight contraction in the phase-plane plots indicates increases in limb
stiffness and bandwidth of the postural controller.
A number of possible explanations exist for the observed changes in joint
impedance during these jump landings, including loss of strength in the anti-gravity
musculature, altered sensory feedback (muscle stretch reflexes, vestibular, or visual), and
changes in open-loop modulation of limb stiffness. Since the stiffness and damping that
can be exerted about a joint are directly related to the forces in the muscles acting about the
joint, significant strength decreases in the anti-gravity muscles of the legs could well
account for the expanded phase-plane portraits observed in the P-C group of astronauts.
However, the P-S subjects exhibit postflight increases in stiffness indicating increased joint
torques; thus, the results from these subjects undermine the hypothesis that loss of muscle
strength alone can account for the observations in this study.
3.3.1.2. Sensory Feedback
Sensory feedback pathways also contribute to the stiffness and damping of the
closed-loop postural control system. Feedback quantities that could play a role in the jump
landings include postural muscle stretch (modulated through spinal reflexes), vestibular
sensing of head orientation and angular velocity, and visual inputs. The stretch reflexes
effectively increase the stiffness about the joints by recruiting additional muscle fibers to
counteract perturbations to the muscle lengths; the stretch reflexes in concert with Golgi
tendon organ force feedback probably serve to modulate the tension-length behavior
(stiffness) of the muscles [Nichols and Houk; 1976; Houk, 1979].
Several studies report changes in lower limb stretch reflexes during and after space
flight. Baker et al. [1977] observe decreased Achilles tendon reflex activity immediately
postflight in Skylab astronauts. Gurfinkel [1994] reports decreases in the strength of the
stretch reflex in tibialis anterior following space flight, and Kozlovskaya et al. [1981] find
amplitude reductions in Achilles tendon stretch reflexes after long-duration flight. Such
decreases could have the effect of reducing the stiffness about the leg joints, and hence the
stiffness of the leg "spring" supporting the body mass. However, Melvill Jones and Watt
[197 1a] demonstrate that the monosynaptic stretch response (occurring approximately 40
ms after forcible dorsiflexion of the foot) does not contribute to gastrocnemius muscle
tension. Rather, the development of force is found to correspond to a sustained EMG burst
with a latency of 120 ms following dorsiflexion stimuli, that they term the "functional
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stretch reflex." Since the peak joint angle deflections in the jump landing occur only 100-
150 ms after impact, stretch reflex activity is unlikely to play a major role in the impact
absorption phase.
Studies by Allum and Pfaltz [1985] and Greenwood and Hopkins [1976] find
vestibulo-spinal reflex latencies for postural muscles of 80 ms. Visual influences are found
to be delayed after a postural disturbance by 80 ms and 100 ms, respectively by Allum and
Pfaltz [1985] and Nashner and Berthoz [1978]. These latencies comprise most of the
interval from impact to peak joint deflections, indicating that sensory feedback information
from these sources following impact cannot be expected to contribute significantly to the
impact absorption phase of jump landings. However, vestibular and visual inputs during
the takeoff and flight phases of the jump may well contribute to the motor activity during
impact absorption, as Wicke and Oman [1982] show that altered downward acceleration
and visual surround motion during sudden falls cause variation in the reflex leg muscle
EMG. Interestingly, in the current study the eyes were closed in half of the jumps without
a measurable effect on performance, indicating that vision's effect during the jump landings
was minimal. This qualitative finding is intriguing in light of evidence for increased
dependence on visual cues following space flight for posture control and perception of
body orientation and self-motion [Young et al., 1986]. However, McKinley and Smith
[1983] describe jump-down behavior in normal and labyrinthectomized cats with and
without vision and conclude that normal cats that jump from a known height do not rely on
visual input to program pre-landing EMG responses, but when jump height is uncertain
and visual input is absent they speculate that vestibular input becomes more important. In
our study, the astronaut subjects have full knowledge of the jump height after the first
jump, which is always conducted with the eyes open. Furthermore, even in the EC jumps,
the subjects have visual information about the jump height even though they close their
eyes immediately prior to jumping. Therefore, the apparent ability to program pre-landing
responses without vision may account for the lack of difference in jumps with and without
vision.
3.3.1.3. Limb Stiffness
The limitations on the sensory feedback pathways indicate that the stiffness
properties of the lower limbs may be largely predetermined before impact. The stiffness
about the joints is determined by the level of muscle activation, and the overall impedance
of the leg to CM motion is also affected by the configuration of the limbs at impact (in
general, less joint flexion results in greater vertical stiffness due to the reduction of the
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moment arm about the joint centers). McKinley and Pedotti [1992] find that the knee
extensor muscles (rectus femoris and vastus lateralis) are activated slightly before impact,
while the ankle plantarflexors (gastrocnemius and soleus) are continuously active from
mid-flight during jumps. Furthermore, the legs reach their largest extension before impact,
and are already slightly flexed again by the time of impact. Other investigators [Dyhre-
Poulsen and Laursen, 1984; Thompson and McKinley, 1988] have determined that the
timing of the preparatory muscle activation and limb configuration is keyed to the expected
time of impact. For downward stepping and repetitive hopping, Melvill Jones and Watt
[197 1a] find that muscular activity commences from 80-140 ms prior to ground contact,
and conclude that the deceleration associated with landing is due to a pre-programmed
neuromuscular activity pattern rather than stretch reflex action.
Melvill Jones and Watt [197 1b] demonstrate activation of both gastrocnemius and
tibialis anterior approximately 75 ms following an unexpected fall; this reflex activity is
most likely due to vestibular system otolith inputs. Such activation of antagonist muscles
could contribute to stiffening of the limbs prior to impact. Furthermore, Watt et al. [1986]
show that the amplitude of this response is markedly decreased during space flight.
However, Watt's tests on landing day show that the response has returned to normal
almost immediately postflight, so changes in the otolith-spinal reflex may not account for
the changes observed in the jumps described here. Reschke et al. [1986] use the H-reflex
to examine the effect of drops on the sensitivity of the lumbosacral motoneuron pool,
which is presumably set by descending postural control signals. A large potentiation of the
H-reflex (recorded in the soleus muscle) begins approximately 40 ms following an
unexpected drop. The investigators find that on the seventh day of space flight, the
potentiation of the H-reflex during drops vanishes. Immediately following space flight, 2
of 4 subjects demonstrate a significant increase in potentiation during the drop compared to
preflight testing. While an increase or decrease in the sensitivity of the motoneuron pool
might correspond to respective increases or decreases in the leg stiffness via a gain change
in the spinal reflex pathway, the link to preprogrammed muscular activity is not clear.
In addition to the muscular commands linked to the flight and impact phases of the
jump, the underlying tonic activation in the leg musculature may contribute to the
impedance in the lower limbs during jump landing. Clerment et al. [1984] find an increase
in tonic ankle flexor activity combined with a decrease in tonic extensor activity during
space flight, that if carried over postflight could lead to a reduction in the stiffness about the
ankle joint against gravitational loads. It is well established that suppression of vestibular
function results in depression of the gamma-static innervation to the leg extensors, causing
reduction in extensor tone [Molina-Negro et al., 1980]. However, because relative
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enhancement of the knee flexor is not observed, Cl6ment's group views the changes at the
ankle as a "subject initiated postural strategy" rather than a functional deafferentation of the
otoliths due to microgravity. Regardless of the origin, significant changes in leg muscle
tone could well contribute to altered leg stiffness postflight.
3.3.2. Moonwalker Analogue to Astronaut Experiments
The results of the astronaut experiment suggest that gravity plays an important role
in determining what levels of stiffness the neuromuscular system selects. Partial gravity
simulation through suspension reduces the load-bearing demands on the limbs and
increases the time constant associated with the motion of a inverted pendulum. The
required authority of the postural control system in reduced gravity therefore lies
somewhere between the requirements for 1-g and weightlessness. Changes observed as a
result of unloading exposure can provide additional insight into the sometimes dramatic
alterations observed in astronaut performance postflight. While the moonwalker
experiments are believed to provide an ground-based analogue to microgravity exposure,
the differences between the moonwalker experiments and the astronauts' experience must
be considered.
3.3.2.1. Limitations of the Moonwalker Experiments
The moonwalker experiments are designed to examine whether acute exposure to
partial weight unloading can induce adaptive changes in jump landings. The upward forces
exerted by the suspension system reduce the load-bearing requirements placed on the legs
in a rough approximation of the effects of lower gravity. However, there are no changes in
the gravitational forces on the otoliths, and the suspension system also exerts forces on the
body that are not comparable to true partial gravity.
First, the upward force is applied locally by the harness. Although the unloading
counteracts the weight normally borne by the legs, the gravitational forces on the
distributed mass of the body segments are unchanged. Also, the actual upward force
exerted by the springs varies with the amount the springs are stretched. As discussed in the
description of the suspension system, the actual upward force increases by approximately
15% of body weight over a drop of 30 cm, although the variation in upward force over the
range of motion seen following impact is considerably smaller.
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The horizontal forces exerted by the harness should also be considered. The
relatively short distance from the shoulder attachment point to the overhead pulleys results
in a non-negligible horizontal force on the subject when she is not directly under the
pulleys. The horizontal force causes a forward-leaning posture prior to jump initiation, and
acts as a restoring force directed toward upright stance when the subject lands under the
pulleys. The horizontal force necessitates a shift of the starting block to a position more
directly below the pulleys for the partial-gravity jumps, and as an additional consequence
the subjects tend not to travel as far in the horizontal direction during these jumps. Finally,
a test of the posture of a subject hanging fully supported by the suspension cables shows
that the subject remains in at a stable equilibrium with a forward tilt of approximately 120.
This stable posture, to which the subject returns after perturbing pushes, contrasts with the
neutrally stable rotational orientation of the subject during the normal free fall portion of a
jump.
The effects that these differences may produce in comparison to true partial gravity
are difficult to assess. However, the moonwalker does provide an effective means of
reducing the vertical load-bearing requirements of the legs, and as such permits testing of
the hypothesis that reduced demands on the postural control system can induce adaptive
changes in the system stiffness and jumping kinematics.
In addition to the mechanical effects of the suspension apparatus, some
methodological differences between the astronaut and moonwalker experiments exist.
First, the exposure times are considerably different: the astronauts spend between 1 and 2
weeks in microgravity, while the adaptation time using the moonwalker lasts between 1 and
2 minutes for the 10 partial gravity jumps. The motor experience during the adaptation
periods of the two experiments differs as well. For the moonwalker, the adaptation
protocol is specifically geared to downward jumps, while the astronauts perform a wide
variety of activities during their stay in orbit, most of which do not require impact
absorption.
The postflight tests are performed a few hours following the astronauts' return to
earth. During the post-landing interval, the subjects have the opportunity to stand and
walk, and presumably readapt to the 1-g environment. In contrast, the moonwalker
subjects perform their partial-g adapted jumps immediately following removal of the
suspension harness, and are not permitted to walk or jump beforehand. Furthermore, the
moonwalker subjects are exposed to the suspension protocol before each jump, while the
astronauts perform their postflight jumps in sequence, with no intervening tasks.
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3.3.2.2. Moonwalker Results Follow P-C Pattern of Astronauts
Of the six moonwalker subjects for whom kinematic data are available, three exhibit
significant post-adaptation increases in peak knee angle (F), hip angle (H), or both (C).
These results are similar to the peak joint angle increases observed the P-C group of
astronaut subjects. None of the moonwalker subjects demonstrate decreases in peak joint
flexion comparable to the P-S astronauts.
The joint angle results are supplemented by force plate records in the moonwalker
experiment that reinforce the similarities of these 3 subjects with the P-C group. Overall
increases in the decay time of the vertical ground reaction force are seen together with
smaller undershoots below the one body weight level. The slower time to reach one body
weight was significant for subjects C, F and H, as well as for subject D. Subjects C and F
also showed significant reductions in the amount of undershoot below one body weight.
The two effects noted in the partial-g adapted force plate data indicate a more
heavily damped response following suspension. The slower, less oscillatory responses are
consistent with a general reduction of the leg stiffness (see also the similar results obtained
in the consideration of optimal behavior in the 2nd order model, Section 5.5.1). Hence,
the aggregate data indicate that at least 3 of the 7 moonwalker subjects show results similar
to those observed in P-C astronauts, while none exhibit characteristics like those of the P-S
crew members.
Like the astronaut postflight effects, the changes following exposure to simulated
partial gravity appear to be explained best by alterations in the controlled stiffness of the
legs. Neither muscle atrophy nor changes in vestibular sensing can account for the
moonwalker results. The arguments listed above against an explanation based on changes
in spinal stretch reflexes still hold. Furthermore, Shultz [1995] shows that short term
exposure to partial weight unloading using a similar protocol has no effect on patellar
tendon reflexes.
The fact that a targeted unloading adaptation stimulus can replicate the effects of
space flights lasting longer than a week is very interesting. These results indicate that the
postural control system can tune stiffnesses quickly to account for variations in the
gravitational environment. The experiments of Schultz [1995] also support the notion that
short term unloading exposure can have significant effects on motor behavior. He tests the
hypothesis that the "heavy legs" phenomenon reported following acute partial-g adaptation
results from decreases in postural control gains.
After moonwalker testing, subjects report a temporary feeling of weakness in the
legs, and Schultz suggests that this effect results from a CNS-moderated decrease in
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muscular gains as a result of adaptation to the partially unloaded condition. He observes
that the RMS sway in postural stabilograms increases significantly following moonwalker
exposure, and shows that this RMS increase can be explained by a decrease in ankle joint
feedback gains using a simple optimal estimator model of postural control about upright
stance. This gain change is strikingly similar to the stiffness reductions exhibited by the P-
C astronauts and the majority of the moonwalker jumping test subjects.
Interestingly, one of Schultz' 10 subjects exhibits an opposing change following
moonwalker adaptation, with decreases in the RMS sway. He proposes that the subject is
aware at some level of his reduced gains after adaptation, and compensates by strongly
activating the leg musculature to minimize postural sway. This explanation is equivalent to
the interpretation presented here for the results observed in the P-S astronaut group.
Schultz also determines that the RMS sway effects are quickly eliminated by
countermeasures consisting of several broad jumps, and that deep knee bends provide a
less effective countermeasure. Thus, the activities performed by the astronauts following
landing may have had a significantly re-adaptive effect even in the short period between
shuttle landing and jump testing.
In general, the results of Shultz' experiment back the hypothesis that microgravity
and simulated hypogravity result in adaptive changes in the stiffness of the leg system.
Furthermore, the behavior of his anomalous subject may relate to the differences seen
between the P-C and P-S subjects in the astronaut jumping experiment.
3.3.3. Modeled Stiffness in the Astronaut and Moonwalker Experiments
The hypothesis that the joint impedance characteristics transform into lumped leg
stiffness and damping parameters governing the vertical CM motion following impact
provides the basis for the second order mechanical model postulated here. These
parameters are assumed to remain constant through the impact absorption and recovery to
upright stance. This assumption is a simplification of the actual behavior of the leg, as
Greene and McMahon [1979] show that leg stiffness increases with increasing knee
flexion. They estimate the effective lumped stiffness by determining the natural oscillation
frequency of a system consisting of the subject standing on a compliant board of known
spring stiffness.
The stiffness values estimated for 5 subjects at a 900 knee flexion angle range from
255 - 700 (N/m)/kg, with an average of 473 (N/m)/kg. These values are substantially
higher than the stiffnesses reported here, which range from 101 - 247 (N/m)/kg for the
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astronauts preflight, and from 36 - 305 (N/m)/kg for the moonwalker baseline. The
discrepancy may be attributed to differences in the task. In the Greene and McMahon
study, subjects were asked to perform small oscillations about a fixed leg angle displaced
from upright standing. For this task, a high level of co-contraction in antagonistic muscle
pairs can be expected, with a corresponding rise in stiffness.
Also, the high joint velocities and kinetic energy dissipation in jump landings imply
that damping properties may contribute heavily to the landing response, decreasing the need
for high stiffness. The damping ratios found in the present studies average 0.55 for the
astronauts preflight, and 0.57 for the moonwalker baseline. These damping ratios are
higher than the value of 0.34 reported by Greene and McMahon [1979], indicating the
relative importance of damping in the two tasks. An analysis of the stance phase of human
running by McMahon and Greene [1979] gives a damping ratio of 0.55, which compares
favorably with the average values found here.
A study by McMahon and Cheng [1990] of running provides support for the
constant-stiffness model used here. They summarize evidence indicating that the legs
behave much like a linear spring of near-constant stiffness over a wide range of forces and
running speeds. The constant leg stiffness value that best describes human running in
McMahon and Cheng's model is approximately 150 (N/m)/kg. Although this value
represents the stiffness of the single support leg, Greene and McMahon [1979] and
Cavagna [1970] reported reductions in stiffness going from two legged support to a single
leg of about 19% and 34% respectively. Thus, a two-legged stiffness value might lie in the
region of 185-225 (N/m)/kg, which falls well within the range of two-legged stiffnesses
computed for the jump landings here.
Based on the arguments of McMahon and Cheng, and the generally close fits to
experimental data obtained for the jumps in the present study, the simplifying assumptions
of constant stiffness and damping appear reasonable. Comparison of the astronaut pre- and
postflight fits for this model indicates that variations in the model parameters can adequately
predict the alterations in CM motion seen in astronaut jump landings following space flight.
More specifically, changes in the lumped leg stiffness appear to govern the differences in
transient response observed upon return to earth. The postflight decreases and increases in
the vertical leg stiffness found for these subjects correspond to the classifications of P-C
and P-S made previously on the basis of kinematics alone. However, the lack of statistical
significance in the P-S postflight increases in stiffness indicates that other factors may
contribute to the kinematic changes. For example, the reduction in impact velocity for P-S
subject S-9 probably results from a different takeoff strategy postflight.
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Likewise, the changes in joint kinematics and force plate data following partial-g
exposure in the moonwalker experiment correlate well with the changes in estimated
stiffness. Five of the six subjects for whom video data are available show decreases in
stiffness after adaptation. Subjects C, F and H exhibit significant changes in joint
kinematics and force plate responses that resemble the P-C astronaut results, and these
three subjects also show large reductions in stiffness following adaptation (significant for C
and F; p<0.08 for H).
In the model, decreases in leg stiffness lead to decreases in bandwidth, with slower
and less oscillatory time responses. In contrast, increased stiffness results in faster, higher
bandwidth performance with greater overshoots. These decreases and increases in leg
stiffness postflight match the changes found in the transient performance for the P-C and P-
S subjects, respectively. Interestingly, the model fits do not show changes in the leg
damping to play a significant role in the postflight differences.
This result is counterintuitive, since an increase in antagonist muscle activation to
raise the limb stiffness might be expected to cause a corresponding increase in the
mechanical damping properties of the muscles as well. Furthermore, changes in damping
in accordance with increases or decreases in stiffness would help to prevent large
deviations in the damping ratio (see Equation 3-2), which is often desirable from a control
system standpoint. Regardless, the evidence presented here indicates that the damping
properties of the limbs can be modulated independently of the stiffness, or simply that the
damping characteristics are largely constant in the face of large changes in leg stiffness.
The astronaut results are supported by the moonwalker tests, where no significant changes
in the damping coefficient are observed in spite of large changes in the stiffness properties.
The final equilibrium positions predicted by the model lie somewhat below the
actual final CM rest values (see Figure 3-10), implying that the stiffness for these model
fits is less than the values that would have been calculated from the final equilibria alone.
In many cases, it is not possible to find parameter values that gave good predictions for
both the transient portion of the response and the steady-state equilibrium. Because this
study focuses on impedance modulation during the impact absorption phase of the jump,
the parameter estimation procedure is designed to find best fits for the transient portion of
the response, often resulting in differences between the predicted and actual equilibrium
positions. Interestingly, the pattern seen in Figure 3-10 is consistent across the subject
pool: on average, predicted equilibria lie below the actual values. This result is attributed to
a transition in control mode and limb posture from the impact absorption phase to the
maintenance of upright posture near equilibrium. In equilibrium posture control, the flexed
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joints and greater compliance used in impact absorption give way to the more upright
resting stance, where the alignment of the leg joints results in high vertical stiffness.
The changes in the model parameters corresponding to altered joint and mass center
kinematics observed in the astronauts postflight are likely due to changes in the
preprogrammed muscle activity prior to impact, which sets the limb impedance in an open-
loop fashion by controlling the muscle tension-length properties and the limb configuration.
The changes observed in this study in the impact absorption phase support the notion that
space flight contributes to altered neuromuscular activity during the flight phase of the
jump, even though EMG records are not available. The presumed alterations in muscle
activation patterns following space flight could reflect changes in the relative recruitment of
antagonist muscles, or differences in the timing of activation (e.g., failure to activate anti-
gravity muscles early enough during the flight phase to stiffen the limbs for impact).
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4 FALSE PLATFORM JUMPING EXPERIMENT
Pre-programmed aspects of the jump landing body kinematics are obscured by the
overriding effects of the impact perturbation. Likewise, pre-programmed muscular activity
is difficult to distinguish from segmental stretch reflex activity due to the mechanical effects
of the impact. The false platform jumping experiments are designed to provide insight into
the control of jump landings by eliminating the impact perturbation during an otherwise
"normal" jump. Removing the landing platform without the subject's knowledge permits
measurement of the free trajectory of the body and limbs for a short time after impact would
normally occur because the subject is still in free fall. The free trajectory and EMG activity
during this period elucidate the role of pre-programmed motor control activity and permit
estimation of limb impedance properties using appropriate models.
The specific goals of the false platform experiment are:
1. Examine the commanded behavior of the body in jump landings during the impact
phase by removing the impact perturbation.
2. Estimate the commanded body trajectory from the "free" false platform trajectory,
and calculate the body impedance properties about this free trajectory using the
measured forces, estimated torques, and the measured difference between normal
jump landing trajectories and the free trajectory.
3. Assess the viability of an equilibrium point control strategy for jump landings.
4. Provide simultaneous measurement of body kinematics, ground reaction forces and
muscle EMG data not available in the astronaut jumping or moonwalker
experiments.
4.1. FALSE PLATFORM EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The requirements for the false platform experiment are:
1. Provide data on a sequence of nominal jumps, as well as a number of jumps
designed to eliminate the perturbation due to impact with the ground upon landing
by unexpectedly removing the normal landing platform. This protocol permits
examination of the pre-programmed aspects of the impact absorption phase which
are masked by the overriding effects of the impact.
2. Provide at least 100 ms of "free body trajectory" motion following the nominal
impact time. This time is selected as an approximation of the time in which the
neuromuscular system can respond to the removal of the expected impact, based on
the approximately 75 ms delay between otolith stimulation (from a sudden fall) and
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anti-gravity muscle activation in humans [Melvill Jones and Watt, 197 1b]. The
same authors [197 1a] report that significant muscle force generation is delayed by
approximately 150 ms following impact for the "functional stretch reflex," even
though stretch reflex EMG activity is observed as early as 40 ms after impact.
3. Prevent the subject from expecting the removal of the impact perturbation and
changing the landing strategy accordingly. McKinley and Pedotti [1992]
demonstrate that the muscle activation pattern is timed for the expected moment of
impact when the jump height is known. Thus, the subjects would be expected to
alter the coordination of their jump landings if the landing platform is lowered with
their conscious or unconscious knowledge. Since the goal is to maintain the same
nominal jump landing strategy while removing the impact, the landing platform
must be removed without alerting the subject.
4. Permit landing of the subject in a safe, controlled manner without damaging the
experimental apparatus. Due to the unexpected nature of the landing surface
removal, precautions are taken to minimize the possibility of injury to the subjects
or damage to the data collection equipment.
5. Allow enough trials to assess the variability and stationarity of jump landings,
without fatiguing the subject.
4.1.1. Experimental Apparatus
All false platform experiments are performed at the Biomotion Laboratory (BML) of
the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH). The BML data acquisition system provides
the ability to collect 6-degree of freedom full body kinematics, ground reaction forces and
muscle electromyograms (EMG). A brief overview of each the data acquisition system
capabilities is provided here. The components are described in detail by Antonsson and
Mann [1989], Riley [1988], and Fijan [1985]. After the data acquisition systems are
described, the design of the false platform apparatus is presented.
4.1.1.1. Body Segment Kinematic Data Acquisition (TRACK)
Kinematic data are collected using the hardware and software of the TRACK
system (for Telemetered Real-time Acquisition of Kinematics). This system is used to
monitor the position and orientation of 11 body segments: left and right feet, left and right
shanks, left and right thighs, pelvis, trunk, left and right upper arms, and head (Figure
4.1). Each segment is fitted with a rigid array of 3-5 light emitting diodes (LEDs). A
minimum of 3 LEDs must be observed per array to estimate the position and orientation of
the array.
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a. Subject Back View
c. Model Front View
b. Subject Side View
d. Model Side View
Figure 4.1. TRACK measures kinematics of LED arrays on 11 body segments.
(a), (b) Subject wears LED arrays on feet, shanks, thighs, pelvis, trunk,
arms, and head. (c), (d) 11 segment model uses LED array information to
determine body segment position and orientation.
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Bilateral data acquisition is performed by 2 sets of 2 Selspot II infrared cameras
mounted on optical benches to permit simultaneous stereoscopic observation of the left and
right sides of the body (Figure 4.2). The Selspot II cameras contain 2-dimensional lateral
photo-effect diodes which register the horizontal and vertical location of an infrared light
source in the focal plane of the camera. Each camera views a volume corresponding to an
angle of ±15' as measured horizontally or vertically from the camera viewing axis. The
center of the viewing volume is located at the intersection of the viewing axes from the 4
cameras. At this location, the maximum height at which an LED is still visible to the
cameras is 188 cm.
Because the cameras can only determine accurately the position of a single light
source at one time, each of the LEDs in the set of body segment arrays is strobed in
sequence. The time required to sample 64 LEDs is approximately 1/153 sec, giving the
system an effective sampling rate of 153 Hz. The LEDs are powered by a sequencer
module connected to the arrays by ribbon cables. An umbilical from the subject connects
the sequencer module to the Selspot administrating unit that synchronizes the cameras and
LEDs.
TOP VIEW
L9R
Starting Platform Force Plate
400
+X +Y
Camera
Figure 4.2. Position of Selspot II cameras, jump platform and force plates.
Cameras 1 and 3 measure array kinematics of the right side of the body,
while cameras 2 and 4 measure the left side array motion.
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Each of the leg and arm segments is fitted with a single array of LEDs that is
viewed only by the cameras on the corresponding side of the body. The pelvis and trunk
arrays are mounted on stiff, lightweight outriggers that extend backward away from the
body. The outriggers prevent the arms from obscuring the LEDs. Each outrigger supports
two arrays (right and left), which provide redundant kinematic information for the trunk
and pelvis from the two sets of cameras. The pelvis outrigger extends directly backward
and measures 20.8 cm from the mounting collar to the array centerline. The trunk outrigger
extends backward with an upward slant of 450, and measures 25 cm from the plastic mount
to the array centerline. The head has only a single array mounted on a plastic headband,
which is viewed by the cameras on the right side of the body. The arrays for the legs and
arms are attached to the segments by mounts incorporating Velcro straps that can be
tightened enough to permit minimal motion of the array with respect to the underlying
tissue. However, some motion of the soft body tissue with respect to the skeletal structure
is inevitable.
The foot, shank, arm and head arrays are attached to the Velcro straps and
supporting structure by a ball and socket mechanism that permits 3 degree of freedom
rotations of the array for optimal viewing by the cameras. However, the ball joint is prone
to slipping under the relatively high inertial loads supplied by the array during the sharp
deceleration experienced during the impact phase of the jump landings. Therefore, prior to
the jumping experiments, each of these arrays is rotated downward to the lower limit of the
adjustable range and the set screw is tightened as firmly as possible. Figure 4.3 shows
comparison of the results of this procedure with the typical experimental practice.
Preliminary test subject pxs is tested without rotating and tightening the arrays. The shank
arrays slip downward by approximately 250 by the end of the jump session, resulting in
erroneous estimates of the segment orientations and joint centers (upper left). In contrast,
the outcome for subject aqk is typical of the results for the experimental subjects, for whom
the arrays are rotated downward and tightened. The subject aqk shank slip is on the order
of 5*, indicating a substantial reduction in slip compared to pxs.
The first and last data points in the lower plots of Figure 4.3 indicate the static
standing trials at the beginning and end of the test session. These are the only two trials in
which the subjects are positioned with the feet aligned in the same stance, while the data
points in between are the uncontrolled stance measured after the jump landing. The static
stand results show that the true shank array slip may have been as small as 2* for aqk,
compared with approximately 200 for pxs. The residual slip incurred for the experimental
subjects is eliminated using the joint optimization procedure described below.
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Figure 4.3. Array slip is reduced by tightening, rotating downward.
a. Practice subject pxs (arrays not tightened) after completing jump sequence
b. Subject aqk (arrays tightened, rotated downward) after jump sequence
c. Left shank array slip, comparison of pxs and aqk
d. Right shank array slip, comparison of pxs and aqk
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The resonant frequency of vibration of the array/tissue system is tested and found to
range between approximately 6 and 20 Hz for different arrays. In these vibration tests, the
subject dons the arrays and stands quietly. An array is given several sharp taps, with
enough time allowed between taps for all oscillations to subside. The resulting array
oscillations are recorded and the power spectral density (PSD) of the motion is computed.
This procedure is employed for the shank, pelvis and trunk arrays. The pelvis and trunk
arrays are of special concern due to the length of the outriggers used in the mounting (20.8
cm and 25 cm for the pelvis and trunk respectively). The ball joint mounting of the foot,
arm and head arrays is the same as that in the shank, so the shank results may be
generalized to these arrays. Each array is tested first with the straps well tightened, as in
the actual jumping experiments. The array is then tested with the straps loosened
somewhat. The array resonant frequencies are estimated from the peaks in the PSDs, and
are recorded in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Resonant frequencies of array vibration.
Mean Resonant Frequency (Hz)
Array Straps Tight Straps Looser
Shank 21.1 12.0
Pelvis 7.5 6.6
Trunk 10.0 6.6
4.1.1.2. Ground Reaction Forces
Two KistlerTM force plates located at the center of the camera viewing volume are
used to collect ground reaction force data. Although the two plates permit simultaneous
collection of bilateral data, this capability is not used because the landing platform for the
jumps rest upon both force plates. The force plates are mounted side by side on granite
slabs in the floor of the BML, with the upper surfaces of the plates flush with the floor.
The floor and force plates are covered by a thin carpet. In each force plate, a three-axis
piezoelectric force transducer is mounted under each of the four corners, giving 4
individual signals for each of the three dimensions. The force plates are sampled at the
same frequency (153 Hz) as the individual LEDs.
4.1.1.3. Muscle Electromyograms (EMG)
Eight channels of EMG data are recorded using surface EMG electrodes. Each
active electrode (Cyberthetics; Mashpee, MA) includes a built-in preamplifier close to the
skin surface, reducing motion artifacts. The preamplifier gain is approximately 3500 (71
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dB) within a pass band of 45-550 Hz. Common mode rejection ratio is 95 dB, input
impedance is 1 million Mohm, and noise is less than 1 sV. A ground lead is attached on
the subject's limb with a pediatric EKG electrode.
The EMG electrode leads are routed to a small connector box that is worn by the
subject at the base of the trunk LED array support. This box is connected to the
Cyberthetics 8 Channel Isolated EMG signal conditioner by a modular telephone-style cable
that is routed from the subject with the LED umbilical. The signal conditioner is set for AC
coupling, with signals passed from 50-500 Hz with 2 dB rolloffs. The entire system is
electrically isolated from the subject at a level of 1500 V AC.
4.1.1.4. Data Acquisition and Processing Computers
All kinematic, force plate and EMG data are acquired simultaneously on a 486 PC.
The data acquisition program permits viewing of the LED positions and raw analog data in
"live" mode for real-time verification of LED visibility and the incoming analog signal
quality. Before saving the data from each trial, the collected data can also be checked in
graphical form to verify that each channel is acquired successfully. The 486 PC is also
used for storage of the raw data, until the data can be transferred to the processing
computer. All data processing is performed on a DECStation 5000/200 Workstation.
4.1.1.5. False Platform Jumping Equipment
The false platform apparatus is depicted in Figure 4.4. The subjects jump from a
wooden "starting" block 60 cm in height. The upper surface of this block measures 81 cm
wide by 96 cm long. The front end, including all forward facing edges, is covered with
foam padding to minimize the chance of injury to the subject in the case of a fall. The
normal landing surface is a second wooden block 30 cm in height, providing a nominal
vertical jumping distance of 30 cm. The landing block is sized to fit within the confines of
the combined force plate surface, and rests completely within the force plate area during the
tests. The landing surface is 56 cm wide by 64 cm long. Both blocks are constructed of
2"x4" (3.8 cm x 8.9 cm) pine and 1/2" (1.3 cm) thick plywood sheathing.
The starting block is placed approximately 10 cm behind the edge of the force
plates. The interior of the starting block is hollow, and the lower portion of the front face
is open, allowing the landing block to be placed completely underneath the starting block.
Wheels are mounted to the back end of the landing block so that they do not contact the
ground when the landing block is resting flat. After tilting the landing block slightly, it is
easily wheeled under the starting block.
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Figure 4.4. Schematic of false platform jumping apparatus.
The landing platform area is covered by a sheet of paper running from the
starting platform to two cardboard boxes forward of the force plate. The
landing platform can be rolled underneath the starting platform.
Coordinates X, Y, Z are global laboratory reference frame.
In order to prevent the subject from knowing if the landing block is present, the
landing surface is completely hidden from above by a sheet of brown postal wrapping
paper. When the landing block is present, the paper is suspended less than 5 mm above the
landing surface. The sheet of paper is pulled from a roll mounted to the front of the starting
block using a wooden dowel supported at either end by an eyehook. Because the roll can
rotate freely, the paper is fixed with pushpins at each side of the starting block to a small
horizontal wooden block covered with cork board. The pushpins are tied to the block with
thread as a means of restraint, because the pins are often pulled loose when the subject falls
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through the paper target. At the front side of the landing platform, the paper is attached to
the upper surfaces of two cardboard boxes slightly higher than the landing surface. These
cardboard boxes are arranged on their sides with their open ends facing inward, and a flat
iron weight is placed inside them to immobilize them when the paper is attached. An
additional advantage of the cardboard boxes is their inherent compliance, which would help
to protect the subject from injury in the case of a forward fall. The paper is pulled taut and
fixed to the cardboard with pushpins, which are also tethered with thread. The lateral
edges of the paper are then folded down and creased sharply. This provides the paper
some rigidity and gives the subjective impression of a solid landing surface. After the
paper is fixed in place, a square is drawn upon it to indicate the edges of the underlying
landing surface for the subject.
In a normal "platform" jump landing (condition P), the landing platform is placed
upon the force plates between the starting block and the cardboard boxes. In the "no-
platform" jumps (condition NO-P), the landing block is replaced with a low, stiff 2 cm
thick foam exercise mat to provide some padding for the landing. In the NO-P jumps, the
landing platform is wheeled underneath the starting block, hiding it from the subject's
view. Likewise, the foam pad is placed under the starting block during the P jumps. For
the NO-P jumps, the total vertical distance traveled by the subject is approximately 58 cm,
accounting for the thickness of the foam pad, resulting in an additional fall of 28 cm for the
subject. This height is chosen to provide approximately 100 ms of free fall beyond the
nominal time of impact, based on the mass center velocities at impact of approximately 2.5
m/sec found for downward jumps of 30 cm. In both P and NO-P cases, the placement of
the paper is identical, and it is not possible to determine visually from above whether or not
the landing platform is in place.
In order to prevent the subject from obtaining auditory cues during the preparation
of the landing surface, the subject wears earphones and listens to a radio tuned to an inter-
station region of the FM dial. The resulting white noise is set to a volume high enough to
mask any preparation noises while not being painful to the subject.
4.1.2. Experimental Subject Selection
Six volunteer female subjects affiliated with MIT are tested using the false platform
protocol. All subjects are athletic and ranged in age from 19 to 31 years. The most
important criterion in subject selection is small stature. The limited height of the viewing
volume (188 cm), combined with the heights of the starting and landing platforms (60 and
30 cm, respectively), places a constraint on the maximum height of the subject. Full-body
kinematic data are required for the time immediately prior to impact with the paper target
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and throughout the landing phase. To meet this requirement, the maximum subject height
is specified to permit viewing of all arrays from the time the subject's feet cross a threshold
5 cm above the paper target.
Because the highest LED in the head array lies approximately 3 cm below the top of
the head, and the subjects land in a somewhat crouched posture, a maximum subject height
of 163 cm is designated. Due to the relative difficulty of recruiting male subjects below this
height, only female subjects are selected. During the jumping experiments, all arrays are
visible for all subjects prior to the time of impact. In addition, all leg arrays are visible
when the subject stands on the 60 cm starting block.
All subjects are screened for ataxia that might indicate the presence of vestibular
defects. Each subject performs two tests: (1) quiet standing with eyes closed in the
sharpened Romberg stance, and (2) walking a line with the eyes closed [Fregly and
Graybiel, 1966]. All subjects meet the ataxia criteria for vestibular normals based on these
tests. The actual test procedure and detailed test scores are described in detail in Appendix
B.
Table 4.2. False platform subject parameters.
Subject Code
djn aqk czl I mjg yak [ ssy
Age (years) 31 23 26 22 26 19
Height (cm) 162.5 157.5 157.5 157.5 162.0 157.5
Weight (kg) 52 43 55 46 52 57
Foot length (cm) 22.9 23.5 23.5 22.9 23.5 22.9
Ankle circ. (cm) 21.0 21.6 21.6 21.6 22.2 21.6
Knee height (cm) 43.8 40.0 43.2 41.9 40.6
Knee circ. (cm) 33.7 30.5 31.2 29.8 33.0 34.3
Thigh circ. (cm) 48.3 41.3 47.0 41.9 47.0 48.8
Waist circ. (cm) 71.1 68.6 69.8 61.0 67.3 76.2
Chest circ. (cm) 81.3 76.2 81.3 80.6 80.0 87.6
Arm length (cm) 48.3 47.0 50.8 48.9 50.8 49.5
Arm circ. (cm) 22.9 21.6 22.9 20.3 24.8 24.8
Neck circ. (cm) 28.6 30.5 30.5 31.1 30.5 31.1
Head circ. (cm) 52.1 55.2 55.2 52.7 53.3 55.2
4.1.3. False Platform Experimental Protocol
4.1.3.1. Human Use Approval
The false platform jumping experiments are approved by MIT's Committee on the
Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES). All subjects are volunteers, and
before participating in the study each subject reads and signs a statement acknowledging
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informed consent. A sample subject informed consent statement is included in Appendix
A.
4.1.3.2. Subject Preparation
The subjects wear athletic shorts, jog bras, T-shirts, and athletic shoes. Initially, a
number of body dimensions are measured and recorded for use in processing of the
kinematic data: height, weight, foot length, ankle circumference, knee circumference, thigh
circumference, waist circumference, chest circumference, upper arm circumference, arm
length, neck circumference, and head circumference. The surface EMG electrodes are then
placed to record EMG data from 8 muscles on the right side of the body: (1) Tibialis
anterior; (2) Gastrocnemius; (3) Quadriceps; (4) Hamstring; (5) Abdominus; (6) Paraspinal;
(7) Trapezius; and (8) Sternocleidomastoid. The skin surface is cleaned with rubbing
alcohol, and each electrode is taped securely to the skin with athletic tape. The EMG leads
are attached to the connector box, which leads to the signal conditioner. Each muscle
signal is checked on an oscilloscope to verify acceptable signal quality when the subject
contracts the muscle.
Next, the LED arrays are affixed to the body segments. All arrays are strapped as
tightly as possible without causing discomfort to the subject. EMG electrode leads are
secured with the array straps where possible. The subject is asked to stand, make knee
bends, and take several steps to ensure that the arrays, ribbon cables and EMG electrode
leads do not interfere with subject mobility. The array cables are connected to the umbilical
leading to the LED sequencer module, and the subject stands in the center of the viewing
volume, over the force plates. At this point, the cameras and LEDs are powered, and LED
visibility is checked for all 4 cameras.
4.1.3.3. Test Procedure
A nominal test procedure consists of the following steps, which are described in
further detail in the following sections:
1. Resting EMG
2. Initial establishment of segment to array coordinate transformations
a. Static Standing
b. Joint Center Pointing trials
c. Leg Joint Range of Motion trials
3. Baseline Jumping
4. False Platform Jumping Sequence
5. Final establishment of segment to array coordinate transformations
a. Leg Joint Range of Motion trials
b. Static Standing
c. Joint Center Pointing trials
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4.1.3.4. Resting EMG
A single set of EMG data is taken while the subject sits resting quietly for 10
seconds.
4.1.3.5. Establishment of Segment to Array Coordinate Transformations
A standard set of trials is performed both before and after the jumping trials in order
to establish the relationship between the LED arrays and the joint centers, as well as the
rotational relationship between the arrays and the corresponding body segments. If the
subject bumps one of the arrays during the jumping tests, or an array requires adjustment
during the jump sequence, another set of these calibration trials is performed. A static
standing trial is performed first, in which the subject stands upright and looking straight
ahead with the feet aligned to be parallel and 30.5 cm apart. This trial establishes body
segment relationships in upright standing posture.
Next, a clinician performs a series of "pointing" trials, with the purpose of
providing additional geometric information needed for joint center determination. The
"pointers" are two separate, hand-held LED arrays (one for each side of the body). Each
pointer is shaped like a paddle, with a sharp point extending from the tip. The geometry of
the point is known precisely in relation to the pointer LEDs. During the pointing trials, the
subject remains in the position and stance established for the static standing trial. Six
pointing trials are performed, with the pointing for the left and right sides of the body done
simultaneously:
1. Ankle Pointing: The pointer tip points to the medio-lateral center of the ankle
joint at the vertical level of the joint. The pointer is aligned rotationally to match
the external rotation of the foot, as determined by the pointer tip and the second
metatarsal.
2. Knee Pointing: The pointer array defines the knee flexion-extension plane
passing through the approximate center of the knee joint. The tip points to the
tibial tubercle, and the array is aligned to indicate the external rotation angle of
the knee.
3. Hip Pointing: The pointer array defines the hip joint flexion-extension plane, as
well as the angle of pelvic tilt. The tip of the pointer indicates the mid-plane of
the hip joint, as approximated using the midpoint of the line connecting the
anterior superior iliac spine and the pubis.
4. Trunk Pointing: The pointer tip indicates the peak of the iliac crest.
5. Arm Pointing: The pointer tip is placed on the acromian process. The
orientation of the pointer array defines the orientation of the arm in all three
rotational planes.
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6. Head Pointing (right side only): The pointer tip is placed on the right side
mastoid process. The array is aligned in three dimensions with the head
orientation.
Following the pointing trials, two "Range of Motion" trials are performed. The
data from these trials are used to estimate average rotation axes for the knee and hip. The
specific task is a constrained chair rise, in which the subject starts from a seated position on
a platform equal in height to the standing knee height. In the starting position, the subject's
feet are aligned 10 cm apart in a position resulting in 180 of ankle dorsiflexion, and the
trochanters of the hip are less than 4 cm from the forward edge of the seat. The arms are
folded across the stomach, with the elbows against the sides.
4.1.3.6. Baseline Jumps
Four 30 cm baseline jumps from the starting block onto the landing platform are
performed. If the subject takes a step on any of the baseline jumps, she completes an
additional baseline jump. In the baseline configuration, the starting and landing platforms
are arranged exactly as in the subsequent false platform sequence, including placement of
the paper target over the landing platform. However, in the baseline jumps the subject is
allowed to ascertain that the landing platform is actually in place. No instructions are given
to the subject about the forward extent of the jump, other than to jump a comfortable
distance while landing within the bounds of the landing surface.
The following instructions are read to the subject:
Fold your arms across your stomach, with your elbows against your sides
and one hand grasping the other wrist. Keep your arms in this position
throughout the jump. Look down at the landing surface before you jump.
Jump so that you take off and land with both feet simultaneously. When
you land, stand up normally and stay as still as possible until I say "stop."
Before each jump, the subject stands at the edge of the starting block and the feet are
aligned facing forward by having the subject place them on either side of a 10 cm wide
block of wood. The instructions to the subject are always the same before each jump: "Are
you ready? Look down. One-Two-Ready-Jump." Data acquisition is initiated at the count
of "Two," and the subject jumps at the command "Jump." Five seconds of data are
collected for each jump. During the baseline and subsequent false platform sequence, two
spotters are present, one on each side of the subject. The spotters stand at a sufficient
distance that the views of the cameras are not blocked. In this position, the spotters are
close enough to catch the subject in the event of a fall.
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4.1.3.7. False Platform Jumps
The false platform jumping sequence consists of 24 jumps. Of these, 18 are
performed with the landing platform present (P), so that the subject jumps the standard 30
cm vertical distance. In the other 6 jumps the landing platform is removed (NO-P), so that
the subject falls through the paper target for a total jump height of 58 cm. The subject is
not informed of the order of the NO-P jumps within the sequence. A pseudo-random jump
order is assigned, so that the placement of the of the NO-P trials in the sequence cannot be
predicted by the subject. The same jump sequence, listed in Table 4.3, is used for all
subjects except djn.* The order is purposely selected to exclude repeated NO-P jumps, so
that the subject has the opportunity to recalibrate to the normal 30 cm jump height
(McKinley and Smith [1983] find that cats time muscle activation for the height of the
previous jump when the jump height is uncertain.)
Table 4.3. False platform jump order (all subjects except djn).
Jump # Platform/No-Platform Jump # Platform/No-Platform
I P 14 P
2 P 15 P
3 P 16 P
4 NO-P 17 NO-P
5 P 18 P
6 P 19 P
7 P 20 P
8 P 21 P
9 P 22 NO-P
10 NO-P
23 P
11 P 24 NO-P
12 P
13 NO-P
The following instructions are read to the subject prior to the beginning of the
jumps:
You will be performing several downward jumps from a 2 foot (60 cm)
high step. The landing surface will be hidden by a sheet of paper. For
most of the jumps the landing surface will lie a fraction of an inch below the
paper, so that the jump height is 1 foot (30 cm). On a few of the jumps, the
landing surface will be removed, so that you will fall through the paper
*Due to time constraints, a different jump order is used for subject djn. The NO-P jumps are numbers 4,
12, 17 and 19 out of a total of 19 jumps.
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target onto a foam pad 1 foot below the paper. You will not know in which
of the jumps the landing surface is missing. On each trial, you are to
perform a two footed jump. You are to assume that the landing surface is at
the height of the paper (as it will be for most of the jumps), and you should
try to land normally for that height.
It is important that you do not know when the landing surface will be
missing. While the landing surface and paper target are being arranged, you
will sit behind the jump step, facing away from the landing surface. You
will wear headphones playing static (white noise) at a volume which is not
painful but is loud enough to hide the setup noises. During this time, you
will be permitted to read.
As indicated in the instructions, precautions are taken to prevent the subject from knowing
whether or not the landing platform would be present for the jumps. These precautionary
measures include preventing the subject from observing the setup of the jump platform,
foam pad and paper between jumps, and preventing the subject from listening to the sounds
associated with the setup. After each jump, the subject is returned to a seat facing away
from the jumping platforms. Preparation of the platforms for the next jump begins only
after the subject is seated and the headphones are in place.
In order to standardize the time between trials and present the same general setup
noises, a similar procedure is followed after both P and NO-P jumps. First, the paper is
lifted from the landing area and folded up over the jumping platform to permit access to the
landing area. After each NO-P jump, the paper is cut off and discarded, and a new section
of paper is rolled out. The- paper is also replaced in the infrequent cases when the paper is
damaged during a P jump. Next, the foam pad is placed on top of the starting block. For
an upcoming P jump, the landing platform is rolled halfway under the starting block, then
rolled back out onto the force plates, and the foam pad is placed under the starting block. If
the next jump is to be NO-P, the landing platform is rolled completely under the starting
block, and the foam pad is placed over the force plates instead. The paper is then folded
back over the landing area, pulled taut and pinned in place. All subjects indicate that they
are unable to determine whether or not the landing platform is present prior to jumping.
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4.2. FALSE PLATFORM DATA ANALYSIS
The processing and analysis of the 11 segment kinematic data forms the greatest
portion of the analysis procedures. The software used at various states in the kinematic
data processing is detailed, then the minimal processing associated with the force plate and
EMG data is described.
4.2.1. Body Segment Kinematics
Processing of the kinematic data consists of two stages: (1) calculation of array
position and orientation; and (2) determination of the coordinate transformations between
arrays and their respective body segments, combined with estimation of the joint center
locations relative to the arrays. Following processing of the raw array data, joint angles
and joint positions are calculated. Next, mass centers and inertial properties of the body
segments are estimated. Selection of a consistent subset of the P jumps is addressed.
Finally, because the comparison of the P and NO-P jumps is a central goal of the
experiment, the method of aligning the P and NO-P jumps is described.
4.2.1.1. Reference Frames
Three types of reference frames are used in processing and analyzing the body
segment kinematic data: a global (laboratory) frame, LED array frames, and segment
frames. The global right handed coordinate system (G) is defined in the following manner:
the positive X-direction is defined by the vector from camera 1 to camera 3, as shown in
Figure 4.1. All tests are performed with the subject facing in the negative X-direction, so
that cameras 1 and 3 are on the subject's right side while cameras 2 and 4 are on the
subject's left. The global Y-direction is along the gravitational vertical, with positive Y
pointing upward. Thus, the global positive Z-direction is the same as the vector from
camera 1 to camera 2, pointing from the subject's right to the subject's left.
Each LED array has its own coordinate system, defined in relation to the known
geometry of the LEDs. The X-Y plane of the array frame is coincident with the plane
containing the LEDs. The array Z-direction is perpendicular to this plane.
The body segment reference frames are coincident with the global laboratory frame
when the subject is standing upright, facing forward along the global negative X-direction
with the feet flat on the floor. Thus, in this posture the segment positive X-direction is
from anterior to posterior, the positive Y-direction is from inferior to superior, and the
positive Z-direction is from right to left.
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4.2.1.2. Array Position and Orientation
Using a triangulation procedure, the LED positions in 3-dimensional space are
calculated from the raw data in camera coordinates. The position of each LED is
determined from the best approximation to the intersection of the vectors from each of the 2
viewing cameras to the LED. The LED position data is then passed through a Kalman filter
and a Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother, which provide smoothed estimates of the LED
positions, velocities and accelerations [Gelb, 1974; Bortolami et al., 1997]. Each of the 3
dimensions is filtered independently. For the current experiments, the bandwidth of the
filter is set very high, so that smoothing of the LED position data is minimal. The half-
power frequency for the filter is greater than 75 Hz; the frequency response is shown in
Figure 4.5. The Kalman filtering and smoothing of the LED positions provide the only
smoothing of the data.
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Figure 4.5. Frequency response of the Kalman filter and RTS smoother.
From the computed LED positions in each array and the known LED geometry for
that array, the position and orientation of the array in space is calculated to fit the data best
in a least-squares sense [Antonsson and Mann, 1989]. The array positions and orientations
are determined from the raw camera data by a set of programs known collectively as
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TRACKPC. TRACKPC returns the three-dimensional position of the center of each array,
as well as a rotation matrix describing the transformation from each local array coordinate
system to the global laboratory coordinate system. The programs also combine and reduce
the force plate data to provide net forces in each of the three dimensions, as well as the
center of pressure in each of the horizontal directions and the net moment about the
gravitational vertical.
4.2.1.3. Joint Centers and Segment to Array Transformations
The location and orientation of the LED arrays relative to the corresponding body
segments is required to complete the calculation of the position and orientation of the body
segments in inertial space. Joint center locations and baseline body segment alignment are
determined from a combination of kinematic data from the joint range of motion trials, and
anatomic landmark references provided by the pointing trials.
The nominal procedure for joint center determination and segment alignment is
described by Riley [1988]. The ankle joint center is located from the ankle pointing trial,
one ankle radius posterior to the pointer tip in the plane of the pointer. Knee and hip
average screw axes of rotation are determined from the range of motion trial [Fijan, 1985].
The knee and hip joint centers are defined by the intersection of the rotation axes with the
pointer planes determined in the knee and hip pointing trials. Vectors from the proximal to
distal joints determine the segment flexion and abduction for the shank and thigh, while the
external rotation angle is determined from the knee pointer plane.
The lower back joint is located at the midpoint of the line between the left and right
iliac crests, at approximately the L4-L5 level. Pelvis flexion is determined from the trunk
pointing trial using the angle of the pointer arrays in the sagittal plane. Pelvis and trunk
external rotation are also determined from the orientation of the pointer planes in the trunk
pointing trial. Trunk flexion and abduction angles in the upright static posture are defined
by the line from the lower back joint to the midpoint of the line joining the acromian
processes found from the arm pointing trial. The shoulder joints are approximated by the
location of the acromian processes. The neck joint is located one neck radius medial to the
pointer tip in the head pointing trial. Arm and head orientations in all three planes are
determined from the pointer orientations in the arm and head pointing trials, respectively.
Each joint location is first determined in the coordinate systems of the arrays
immediately proximal and distal to the joint. The flexion, abduction and external rotation
angles for each segment define a set of Euler angles from which the transformation from
segment coordinates to global coordinates may be obtained for the upright posture in the
pointing and static standing trials. Using the averaged global to array coordinate
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transformations for the static standing and pointing trials, the segment to array coordinate
transformations are obtained.
Because a vector from the array to the joint center location is estimated for both the
proximal and distal arrays about each joint, an averaged joint location is determined in
global coordinates for each joint in the upright standing posture using the predicted location
from the proximal and distal array. The vectors from the proximal and distal arrays to each
joint are then recalculated using this average joint location, resulting in approximately zero
discrepancy between the joint location estimate from the proximal and distal arrays for the
upright standing posture. The above procedures for segment orientation and joint center
estimation are implemented in a program pcjoint.c.
This joint center location procedure is found to generate discrepancies in the
location of the joint as predicted from the proximal and distal arrays. Some discrepancy is
expected, as the joints are only approximated by ideal pin joints, and there is some motion
of the arrays relative to the underlying skeleton. However, a joint optimization procedure
is developed to reduce the discrepancy between the joint center estimates. This procedure
also proves useful when arrays are found to have slipped during the experiment. Array
slipping is a particular problem for the shank and foot arrays, resulting in a change in the
array orientation and array center position relative to the segment. The optimization routine
allows recalculation of the array to joint vectors in array coordinates, and new
determinations of the segment to array transformations for the shanks and feet.
The goal of the optimization is to minimize the summed squared discrepancy
between the predicted joint locations from the proximal and distal arrays, measured as the
absolute distance in 3 dimensions between the two predictions:
J= ArTAr,+az2
i=1
where
Ar = joint discrepancy vector
z = distance from joint center to segment midline (4-1)
a = constant weight
i = sample number
n = number of samples
Because this optimization does not constrain the joint center position along the joint axis, an
additional cost term is added to penalize the distance of the joint from the segment mid-line,
as previously determined from a pointing trial. In practice, the shank segment mid-line is
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determined from the thigh segment, because the thigh array does not slip appreciably. The
optimization uses a Nelder-Meade simplex search algorithm [Grace, 1993]. Joint centers
are optimized for the ankle, knee, hip and neck. The lower back joint estimate is not
improved by the optimization routine, and the shoulder joints are irrelevant as the subjects
held the arms in a fixed position throughout the tests. Figure 4.6 shows a sample reduction
in joint estimate discrepancy for a jumping trial using the optimization procedure.
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Figure 4.6. Optimization improves discrepancy in estimated joint locations.
In a representative jump trial, the discrepancy between joint center
estimates from the proximal and distal arrays is shown for the right knee
(upper) and ankle (lower).
The data from each jump are assessed to evaluate the effects of array slipping, and
the optimization procedure is used to recalculate ankle and knee joint centers as needed.
Because the feet are aligned prior to each jump, new foot segment to array transformations
are calculated using the samples prior to initiation of the jump takeoff movements. Using
the vector joining the recalculated ankle and knee joints, the flexion and abduction of the
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shank segments are determined, and the shank segment to array rotations are recomputed.
Figure 4.7 shows the result of shank array slipping and the subsequent correction using the
joint optimization and recalculation of segment to array transformations. Between 4 and 7
sets of joint centers and segment transformations are calculated for each subject as required
at various intervals throughout the jump sequence. Each individual jump is analyzed using
the appropriate set of joint and segment information.
Figure 4.7. Joint optimization to re-estimate array to segment transformations.
Right shank array slip for subject yak. The estimated segment positions
and orientations are shown at left for the initial transformations, which are
no longer valid. The joint optimization routine is used to recompute the
array to segment transformations for the leg segments (right).
4.2.1.4. Joint Angle and Joint Center Calculations
Joint angles are calculated for contiguous segments from the rotation matrix which
relates segment coordinates.
S2 S2 _A2 G Al
R = A -2R GR- R - SIR
(4-2)
R= R(Ye)-R(Y,Oa)R(YOf)
where 1R = rotation from segment 1 frame to segment 2 frame
S A T
A R = sR = rotation from segment to array frame
A G T
G R A R =rotation from global to array frame
R(j,0) = positive rotation about axis j by an angle 0
6 f, Qa, 6 , = flexion, abduction, external rotation angles respectively
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The rotation matrices are equivalent to 3 sequential rotations defining a set of 3-1-2 Euler
angles. The first rotation is about the original Z axis, and corresponds to joint
flexion/extension. The second rotation is about the new X axis (X'), corresponding to
joint abduction/adduction. External/internal rotation is provided by the third rotation, taken
about the newest Y axis (Y").
Joint centers can be estimated from the array belonging to the segment either
proximal or distal to the joint. When both arrays are visible, the joint center is set to equal
the average of the joint positions estimated from the two arrays.
4.2.1.5. Body Segment Inertial Properties
The body segment mass distribution properties are estimated from a set of
regression equations determined by Young et al. [1983] using stereophotometric volume
measurement on a subject group of 46 living adult females. Segment masses and centroidal
moments of inertia are estimated from regression equations based on subject height, weight
and head circumference. Average principal axes of the segment inertia tensors are given in
relation to anatomical landmarks, and segment centroid locations are determined from
population averages with appropriate scaling for subject-specific segment dimensions.
Young et al. define separate abdomen, thorax and neck segments. These three
segments are lumped together using the parallel axis theorem to yield the trunk segment
used in the BML 11-segment model [Grierson, 1992]. Likewise, the upper arms, forearms
and hands are assumed to remain fixed in the crossed configuration described in the
experimental protocol. Hence, lumped mass properties are obtained for each complete arm
in the crossed configuration.
4.2.1.6. Full Body Mass Center Calculation
The segment position and orientation data from the segment arrays are used together
with the segment centroid locations and mass estimates to compute the location of the full
body CM. The CM location Fcm is given by
11
TCM - 1i1(4-3)
Xmi
i=1
where M; = segment mass
i = segment centroid location
i = segment index (1 ... 11)
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In order to assess the accuracy of the CM estimates, the CM data are smoothed and
twice differentiated using a quintic spline fit [Woltring, 1986]. The knot spacing for the
spline fits is set at 5 samples for the first 30 samples after impact, and is increased to 20
samples after this point (the knots are the values of the independent variable [sample
number] used in fitting the piecewise polynomials). The CM vertical acceleration should be
related to the vertical ground reaction force data by
macM = F + mg (4-4a)
1 - aCM - (4-4b)g mg
where m = body mass
acm = CM vertical acceleration
F = vertical iround reaction force
g = -9.8 m/s
The quantity on the left side of Equation 4-4b is the vertical GRF that is predicted from the
CM acceleration (normalized by the body weight); it is found from the CM vertical
acceleration estimate and the known value of g. The quantity on the right side is
determined by normalizing the force plate vertical data by the average vertical GRF
determined during quiet standing. These two quantities are plotted together in Figure 1.8.
The agreement is excellent and provides a high level of confidence in the CM estimates.
4.2.1.7. Data Stationarity and Selection of Platform (P) Jumps
Within the set of 4 baseline jumps and 18 P jumps, some variability is noted. This
variability can be observed in force plate data, CM trajectories, and joint angle range of
motion and timing of pre-impact joint trajectories. For each subject, some P jumps are
excluded from the analysis based on 4 criteria: (1) stumbling or stepping in the course of
the landing; (2) large anomalous oscillations in the joint angles and CM trajectories,
associated with near-loss of balance upon landing; (3) anomalous pre-impact joint
trajectories; and (4) large differences from the average CM trajectory. The first two criteria
are self-explanatory.
The third criterion deals with the normal pattern of joint motion observed prior to
impact. It is found that the subjects extend their legs during most of the flight phase of the
jumps. Just before the moment of impact, the subjects begin to flex their legs again, so that
the point of maximum joint extension occurs a few samples before impact. However, in
some cases the maximum joint extension takes place well before impact, giving a delay
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Subject aqk: Vertical GRF (measured and estimated from CM acceleration)
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Figure 1.8. Measured vertical GRF and predicted GRF from CM estimates.
Vertical GRF values are normalized by the subject body weight (BW).
from peak extension to impact 2-3 times longer than normal. Because such jumps appear
to indicate a different pre-programmed movement pattern, they are excluded from the
analysis.
The fourth criterion is used to select reasonably consistent jumps from the
remaining P trials based on the CM trajectories. For each jump, three parameters are
determined from the full-body CM motion: (1) peak downward deflection of the CM after
impact; (2) time of peak downward CM deflection after impact; and (3) time to reach 98%
of the final average equilibrium CM height, as measured above the ankle. Means and
standard deviations for the complete P jump set are computed for each of these parameters.
The eight trials that give results closest to the mean for these parameters are selected for
further analysis. If additional trials fall within ±1.5 standard deviations of the mean for all
3 parameters, they are included in the analysis. In general, the 3 measures are well
correlated: jumps resulting in larger vertical CM deflection give longer times to peak CM
deflection and longer times for recovery to the upright position.
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4.2.1.8. Alignment of Platform (P) and No-Platform (NO-P) Data
The P trials are aligned at the time of impact as determined by the first force plate
data sample above a threshold value. The NO-P trials are aligned in a similar fashion. The
P and NO-P trial sets are aligned with each other at the sample when one or both of the foot
arrays fall below a computed vertical threshold. This threshold is determined by calculating
the mean height of the foot array plus one standard deviation at the time 2 samples prior to
impact for the set of P jumps. Because some subjects tend to lead slightly with one foot,
separate candidate thresholds are calculated for the left foot array, the right foot array, and
for the average of the two array heights. The predicted impact time is then recalculated for
each of the three candidate thresholds as the moment two samples after threshold crossing.
The threshold crossing (left foot, right foot, or both feet) that accurately predicts the highest
number of correct impact times is chosen as the measure for aligning the P and NO-P trials.
For 5 of the 6 subjects, the impact sample is predicted precisely in 75% to 90% of the
cases. The impact sample predictions are correct in only 56% of the cases for the sixth
subject (yak). This method always predicts impact samples that are correct to within one
sample for all of the subjects, including yak.
4.2.2. Force Plate and EMG Data
Because the landing platform rests upon both force plates, the signals from the two
force plates are summed to give net reaction forces in 3 dimensions. Force plate data is
normalized to the subject's body weight, as determined by averaging the results of the
vertical reaction force for the static standing trial.
EMG data for the 8 muscles measured are high-pass filtered, rectified and
smoothed. The high pass filtering process uses a 34th order finite impulse response (FIR)
digital filter with a -3 dB frequency of 70 Hz. The FIR filter is the windowed inverse
Fourier transform of the ideal high pass filter with a break frequency of 70 Hz, based on a
Hamming window of 35 samples [Krauss et al., 1994]. The filter magnitude response as a
function of frequency is shown in Figure 1.9. After application of the high pass filter, the
data are smoothed using a moving window root-mean-square (RMS) procedure. The RMS
signal is calculated for windows of 5 samples, decimating the data from 1000 Hz to 200
Hz.
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EMG 34th order high-pass FIR filter w/ 35 point Hamming window
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Figure 4.9. Frequency response of high-pass FIR filter for EMG data.
In order to reduce motion artifacts, the EMG data are filtered forward and
backward (to eliminate phase shift) using a 34th order high-pass FIR filter
with a 35 point Hamming window.
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4.3. FALSE PLATFORM RESULTS
This section describes the joint angle and body center of mass (CM) kinematics,
vertical ground reaction forces and muscle electromyograms. Patterns observed in the
platform (P) jumps are discussed first. The force plate data is related to the CM
trajectories. Next, the body configuration is described for the no-platform (NO-P) jumps.
Emphasis is placed on the interval immediately prior to the nominal impact time (passing
through the paper target), and the 100 ms between nominal impact and the actual impact
with the foam pad landing surface. The limb trajectories between the nominal impact time
and actual impact correspond to the free or no-force trajectories, due to the absence of the
usual impact perturbation. Last, the EMG data for the leg muscles are examined for the P
and NO-P jumps.
4.3.1. Platform Jumps
The important features of the CM vertical trajectory after impact and the vertical
ground reaction force (GRF) are exemplified by the data for a typical subject (djn) in Figure
4.10. Corresponding data for all subjects are included in Table 4.4 - Table 4.6. At
impact, the vertical velocity of the CM averages 2 m/sec in the downward direction. Ankle
plantarflexion prior to impact results in downward extension of the foot, so that the CM is
about 0.5 cm higher at impact (for 5 of 6 subjects) than in the final upright standing
position after recovery from the landing. The CM reaches its maximum downward vertical
deflection approximately 150 ms after impact, giving a minimum ankle to CM vertical
distance of approximately 80% of the ankle-CM length in upright standing. This
corresponds to a 16 cm average downward deflection of the CM from its upright
equilibrium position. The CM recovers to within 2% of its final upright equilibrium
position (as measured by the vertical distance from the ankle to the CM) by a time that
varies from 500 to 900 ms after impact (660 ms average) for different subjects. Table 4.4
contains the data for all subjects summarizing the CM heights and CM impact velocities,
and Table 4.5 presents the times associated with peak CM deflection and 2% settling times.
The upper traces in Figure 4.10 show the vertical ground reaction force (GRF)
following impact. These traces depict two different types of jump landing, as classified
from the GRF data. In the Type 1 landing (dashed line, average of 4 jumps), the GRF
increases to a maximum of 4 times body weight (BW) approximately 50 ms after
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Subject djn: Type 1 (dashed) and Type 2 (solid) landings
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Figure 4.10. P jump vertical ground reaction forces and CM motion.
Multiple-jump averages, aligned at impact. Impact is shown as t=0.
Upper plot describes vertical ground reaction forces; middle plot shows
CM vertical position; lower plot gives CM vertical velocity. Two
apparently different landing patterns are seen: Type 1 and Type 2.
landing. The GRF then decreases monotonically, crossing the level of one BW and
reaching a minimum of approximately 0.75 BW at 500 ms after impact. The drop of the
GRF below 1 BW is associated with the deceleration of the CM at the end of the upward
recovery to equilibrium.
In the Type 2 landings the GRF peaks earlier, at approximately 40 ms after impact.
This peak is both higher and sharper than that seen in the Type 1 landings, and the GRF
decreases rapidly to a local minimum of 2 times BW or less. This dip in the GRF occurs
approximately 75 ms after impact. The GRF then increases to a second, lower peak level
averaging 2.5 BW at 120 ms after impact, before decreasing again to follow the rest of the
pattern observed in the Type 1 landings. The CM kinematics for the Type 1 and Type 2
landings reflect the force plate data. The lower plot in Figure 4.10 shows the vertical
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velocity of the CM after impact. The trace for the Type 2 landing shows initially more
rapid deceleration than the Type 1 record, corresponding to the higher early force peak for
the Type 2 landing. However, the velocity trace for the Type 1 jumps crosses the Type 2
graph at approximately 50 ms after impact, matching a reduction in the Type 2 deceleration
as the Type 2 force dips sharply below the broad peak in the Type 1 force. Figure 4.11
depicts the magnitude of the GRF for all subjects for each of the 4 events: initial peak, first
minimum, second peak, and the overall minimum. The timing of these events is included
in Table 4.6.
Table 4.4. Summary of CM vertical motion for platform (P) trials.
Height and CM vertical rate are shown for the time of impact, and
minimum CM height after impact is included. CM height is referencedto
the final ankle position, and is shown as an absolute distance and a
percentage of the final resting CM height.
Subject
djn
aqk
mjg
czl
yak
ssy
SUBJECTS
GROUPED
at Impact
s S.E .M
r (cm)
#7~5 0.21
48 0.11
I083 0.3i
5' 0.21
0.6'
- 0.2(
A1 0.21
CM rate at Impact
(GT3 S.E.M.
ISMW (m/s)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 
0
0. OD
tat Minimum
S.E.M
N (cm)
5 .50
#30.41
ji20.45
$ Rii00.44
04 .44
000.38
Table 4.5. Timing of CM vertical trajectory events.
Time to reach CM minimum and time to recover to within 98% of the final
CM height are referenced to the time of impact.
Subject
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ssy
SUBJECTS
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Table 4.6.
Magnitude of vertical ground reaction force for Type 2 jumps.
For each subject, the average GRF is shown for four sequential features:
(1) peak force; (2) first dip; (3) second peak; and (4) minimum. Error
bars indicate ±I standard error of the mean.
Timing of vertical ground reaction force events.
Means and standard errors for Type 2 jumps.
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Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of Type 1 and Type 2 jumps within the jump
sequence for all subjects. The great majority (84%) of the jump landings are of Type 2.
Most Type 1 landings occur early in the jump sequence, although scattered Type 1 landings
are observed later. For all subjects combined, 53% of the Type 1 jumps occur during the
baseline jumps, and 70% occur before the first NO-P jump. This means that 47% of the
baseline jumps are of Type 1, while only 9% of the remaining jumps are of Type 1. The
two jump landing types will be compared more extensively in the modeling and discussion
sections.
Distribution of Type 1 and Type 2 Jumps
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Figure 4.12. Distribution of Type 1 and Type 2 jump landings for all subjects.
Jump type is shown by trial number. Dashed vertical line indicates the
end of the baseline jumps. Solid vertical line is the first NO-P jump.
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4.3.2. No-Platform Jumps
Figure 4.13 shows the leg length and joint angle trajectories for the NO-P jumps for
a typical subject (aqk), including the free trajectory between nominal and actual impact.
The general pattern observed during the time prior to and following the nominal impact,
when the subject's feet pass through the paper, can be described in three stages. First, the
subject extends the legs during the flight phase of the jump. However, the legs reach peak
extension prior to expected impact (actual impact for the P jumps), and approximately 20
ms prior to impact the subject begins to flex the legs. Flexion continues until peak flexion
is reached an average of 50 ms following the expected time of impact. In the third stage,
re-extension of the limbs is seen, and continues until the subject actually impacts the
ground 100 ms after the nominal impact time.
Figure 4.13a show the leg length for aqk during this sequence, as measured from
the ankle to the body CM. Likewise, Figure 4.13b-d display hip, knee and ankle traces for
aqk during this time period. The minimum in the leg length corresponds to the peak flexion
of the joints. Each of these figures shows the individual traces for each NO-P landing at
left, with each trial offset vertically for clarity. The pattern described above is seen
consistently in all the landings. In each figure, the individual traces are also superimposed
for comparison (top right), and an average trajectory with a confidence interval representing
I standard error of the mean is included (bottom right). The ankle traces vanish
approximately 30 ms after nominal impact time, as the paper folds up to obscure the foot
LED array. Thus, little can be said about the ankle angle after this time, although the first
30 ms appear to indicate a change from plantarflexion to dorsiflexion of the foot, consistent
with the results seen for the knee and hip angles.
Figure 4.14a-d show the same ankle-CM length and joint angle data for all of the
subjects. In these figures, only average traces for the NO-P trials are included. The NO-P
trajectories are aligned with the corresponding averages of the P landing trials. The results
for all subjects replicate the pattern seen for aqk. A summary of the ankle-CM length and
joint angle data is shown for all subjects in Figure 4.15. These results indicate flexion of
approximately 10*-15* for the knee and 5* for the hip from the peak extension prior to
nominal impact to the maximum flexion during the 100 ms following nominal impact. The
ankle results are unreliable, due to missing data points and poor signal quality for the foot
array during this time period. Table 4.7 contains data on the timing of the leg
extension/flexion pattern during the NO-P jumps for each of the 3 leg angles as well as the
ankle-CM length. Part (a) gives the timing of maximum extension prior to impact, while
part (b) records the timing of peak flexion following nominal impact.
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4.13. Typical NO-P leg length and joint angle trajectories, subject aqk.
a. NO-P leg length (m, measured from ankle joint to CM). Nominal
impact occurs at t=O; actual impact occurs at solid vertical line. Individual
trials are shown aligned at actual impact in raster format (left) and overlaid
(upper right). Mean trajectory ±I standard error shown in lower right.
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Figure 4.13b. NO-P hip joint angle. Nominal impact occurs at t=0; actual impact occurs
at solid vertical line. Individual trials are shown aligned at actual impact in
raster format (left) and overlaid (upper right). Mean trajectory ±1
standard error shown in lower right.
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4.3.3. False Platform Electromyograms
The EMG results for 4 muscles in the right leg (gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior,
hamstrings, and quadriceps) are presented in this section. The pre-impact timing of activity
in the gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior is described. The activity in all four muscles in
the time period following nominal impact is compared for the P and NO-P jumps.
4.3.3.1. Pre-Impact EMG Timing
Figure 4.16 shows the patterns of activation for the four right leg muscles examined
(gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior, hamstrings and quadriceps) for a typical P jump by
subject czl. All four muscles are activated prior to impact in all subjects. The timing of
EMG activity onset prior to impact in the gastrocnemius is shown in Figure 4.17. The
gastrocnemius onset timing is considerably different across subjects, varying between
approximately 130 and 300 ms prior to impact. Since the flight phase of the jump is
generally less than 300 ms, this indicates that the gastrocnemius is continually active
through most or all of the flight phase in subjects djn, aqk, czl. Figure 4.18 gives a similar
presentation of the pre-impact EMG onset times for the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle. The
TA activity begins later than the gastrocnemius activity, and average pre-impact onset times
for the TA range from 54 to 113 ms.
Some trends are noted in the pre-impact EMG onset timing. First, the onset in the
muscles appears to occur earlier for the first few trials. For this reason, the onset times for
the baseline jumps are not included in the computation of the means and standard
deviations. Also, the mean and standard deviation calculations exclude the NO-P trials,
permitting comparison of the EMG timing for the P and NO-P cases. Because the EMG
onsets are presumably timed to the expected moment of impact [McKinley and Smith,
1983; Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen, 1984], the EMG onset may be delayed in the NO-P
trials if the subject expects that the landing platform is missing. For subject yak, TA onset
in two NO-P trials is delayed past one standard deviation following the average P onset
time. This is also true for the TA in one NO-P jump for subject ssy. In general, however,
the data show that the NO-P onsets occur earlier than one standard deviation past the mean
P onset time, and indicate that the subjects were not able to anticipate the NO-P trials.
The onset timing for the P jumps that immediately follow NO-P jumps is also of
interest, as the subjects' performance may be influenced by the previous NO-P jump. The
TA onset times for subjects djn, czl, and ssy indicate that the beginning of activity is
delayed for some of the jumps after NO-P trials. The same pattern is noted for the
gastrocnemius onset in subject ssy.
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4.3.3.2. Comparison of P and NO-P EMG after Nominal Impact
Figure 4.19 through Figure 4.22 show superimposed ensemble averages of the
RMS EMG data for the P and NO-P trials. Generally, the P and NO-P data match well
prior to the nominal impact time. However, in the 100 ms following nominal impact (prior
to the actual impact for the NO-P jumps) differences are observed between the P and NO-P
jumps.
In the gastrocnemius (Figure 4.19), the EMG activity in the P jumps is generally
quite low during the period following impact, in contrast to the substantial activation prior
to impact. In subjects djn, mjg, yak and aqk, a sharp peak in the gastrocnemius signal is
seen in the first 20 ms following impact in the P jumps. Because this peak is absent in the
NO-P jumps, it it is believed to result from high frequency remnants of the movement
artifact associated with impact. In the NO-P jumps, the activation of the gastrocnemius in
the 100 ms after nominal impact is considerably higher than the activity seen during the
same interval in the P jumps. This heightened gastrocnemius activity is observed in all
subjects.
A comparable result is obtained for the hamstrings during the period following
nominal impact (Figure 4.20). All subjects show elevated EMG activity in the hamstrings
for the NO-P trials when compared to the post-impact interval in the P jumps. The
ensemble average comparisons for the TA and quadriceps are shown in Figure 4.21 and
Figure 4.22 respectively. Although some individual differences are observed between the
P and NO-P jumps in some subjects, no consistent patterns are readily apparent in these
muscles.
In order to quantify the extent of the difference between the EMG in P and NO-P
jumps after nominal impact, the RMS activity is integrated over the time period between P
impact (nominal impact for the NO-P trials) and the time of actual impact for the NO-P
trials. The integration period is started 35 ms after P impact to avoid including the effects
believed to be associated with impact motion artifact.
The results for gastrocnemius and hamstrings are shown at the top of Figure 4.23.
In the gastrocnemius, the integrated activity is 2.5 - 7 times greater in the NO-P jumps than
in the P jumps. The difference is significant for all 6 subjects (Student's t-test). The
results for the hamstrings are comparable to the gastrocnemius data. All 6 subjects exhibit
statistically significant increases in the NO-P hamstring activity compared to the P jumps.
The bottom of Figure 4.23 presents integrated EMG results for the TA and quadriceps.
The trends for the anterior leg muscles are less consistent than the posterior muscle results.
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Figure 4.19. Average gastrocnemius P and NO-P activation, all subjects.
Ensemble averages of P and NO-P RMS activation. P impact at t=0; actual NO-P impact at solid vertical line.
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Figure 4.20. Average hamstrings P and NO-P activation, all subjects.
Ensemble averages of P and NO-P RMS activation. P impact at t=0; actual NO-P impact at solid vertical line.
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Figure 4.21. Average tibialis anterior P and NO-P activation, all subjects.
Ensemble averages of P and NO-P RMS activation. P impact at t=0; actual NO-P impact at solid vertical line.
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Average TA activity is reduced in the NO-P trials compared to the P-jumps for 4 of the 6
subjects, but the difference is only significant for subject mjg. In contrast, subject yak
exhibits a significant increase in TA activity during this time frame for the NO-P jumps.
The results for aqk are questionable, because TA data is missing for most of the jumps.
For the quadriceps, 3 of 6 subjects (djn, czl, yak) demonstrate significantly increased
quadriceps activity in the NO-P jumps, while subject ssy shows a significant decrease in
integrated EMG for the NO-P jumps when compared to the P results.
The NO-P activity in the gastrocnemius and hamstrings often appears burst-like in
the 100 ms following nominal impact (Figure 4.24). For trials with distinguishable bursts
in these muscles, the burst latency after nominal impact is determined. The results are
shown for the gastrocnemius and hamstrings in Figure 4.25. For both muscles, the bursts
occur an average of approximately 38 ms following the nominal impact time.
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Figure 4.24. EMG activity after nominal impact in gastrocnemius and hamstrings.
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Figure 4.25. Timing of NO-P EMG bursts after nominal impact.
Onset times after nominal impact for trials exhibiting clear burst-like
activity in gastrocnemius and hamstrings. All-subject means (solid lines)
1 standard deviation (dashed lines).
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4.4. DiscussioN OF FALSE PLATFORM RESULTS
The false platform data provide the highest fidelity data collected for this thesis, in
terms of both spatial and temporal resolution. Furthermore, the NO-P trials make up a
unique data set describing, at least for the first 100 ms following impact, the trajectory of
the body that is actually commanded by the CNS during a jump landing, without the
overriding perturbation imposed by the impact. In considering the implications for motor
control in jumping, some basic issues must be addressed. First, the consistency and
stationarity of the data set are important, especially because the uncertainty associated with
the false platform protocol may cause subjects to adopt strategies for performing the jump
landings. These points are addressed in the context of the force plate records.
Next, the question is addressed of how the commands to the muscles are generated
in activities such as jump landings. Time delays in feedback loops are clearly a critical
issue for events that take place in 150 ms or less. The EMG results are reviewed in the
context of previous studies by other authors. The evidence for preprogramming of the
motor commands in jump landings is reviewed, and the role of reflex activity in the leg
musculature during impact absorption is discussed. The lambda model of the equilibrium
point hypothesis is used to interpret the NO-P EMG results.
The meaning of the free trajectories from the NO-P jumps is also considered. If the
equilibrium point hypothesis is correct, and the commanded stiffnesses are sufficiently
large, the free trajectories may provide an approximate measurement of the virtual
trajectories used to control the limbs during the jump impact absorption phase. The false
platform data form the basis for testing the viability of the equilibrium point hypothesis as a
model for the control of jump landings, and the potential applicability of the free trajectories
is discussed.
4.4.1. Force Plate Results
The observation of two distinct patterns in the vertical ground reaction forces
deserves comment. The Type 1 jumps appear largely in the baseline and early P jumps,
while the great majority of later jumps are of Type 2. This raises two possibilities
regarding the relationship between the types of jumps. First, the Type 1 jumps may prevail
as the subject is learning the jump task, and hence the Type 2 jumps would indicate a
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refined landing style which the subject has perfected over the course of several trials.
Alternatively, the Type 2 jump landing may form a response to the uncertainty associated
with the possibility of NO-P jumps. The latter possibility must be considered seriously,
because the Type 1 jumps are clustered in the early portion of the protocol, while the NO-P
jumps are largely bracketed by Type 2 jumps.
Examination of the force traces for the Moonwalker partial gravity suspension
experiment shows that 4 of the 7 subjects exhibit Type 2 jumping patterns, while the other
three subjects perform Type 1 landings. Hence, the Type 2 landings are not necessarily
related to the possibility of falling associated with the NO-P jumps. However, all of the
false platform subjects adopt Type 2 jumps, while almost half of the moonwalker subjects
do not. Therefore, the relationship is unclear, and the Type 2 landings may in fact provide
some advantage when the height of the landing surface is uncertain.
The difference in footwear between the two experiments must be considered as
well. In the moonwalker experiments, the subjects are barefoot, while they wear athletic
shoes in the false platform experiments. The peak forces are seen to be higher in the Type
2 jumps, although of shorter duration. The lack of shoes to provide some shock
attenuation in the moonwalker experiments may cause the subjects to avoid the higher
forces associated with the Type 2 landings.
4.4.2. Pre-programmed Activity in the Leg Musculature
Considerable evidence exists that the events which occur prior to and during the
impact absorption phase of jump landings are pre-programmed, rather than the result of
reflex activity. Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen [1984] investigate voluntary jumps down from
various heights in monkeys, and find that the EMG activity is precisely timed to the
expected moment of impact. Pre-impact activity in the triceps is initiated about 80 ms prior
to expected impact, and this initial burst lasts until about 20 ms after impact, then is
followed by successive bursts of declining amplitude. Use of a collapsible platform to trick
the monkey shows that this activity is linked to the expected rather than the actual impact
time, and hence is not of reflex origin. By extinguishing the lights after takeoff in some
jumps, the investigators show that the landing sequence appears to be programmed before
takeoff.
Similar tests are performed by McKinley and Smith [1983] in cats. They show that
the EMG pattern is timed to impact by blindfolding the animals and then shifting the jump
heights unexpectedly. Extensor activity begins 73 ms prior to the anticipated impact time,
while flexor activity is minimal prior to impact. When tricked by a platform shift, the cats
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demonstrate EMG timing appropriate to the previously experienced jump. McKinley and
Smith also show that even though visual input may normally regulate the timing of the pre-
landing extensor sequence, the pre-impact motor sequence may be programmed even
without visual information. The ability to predict the jump height, rather than visual
information, is the important factor in the timing of the muscle activation sequence.
In humans, most of the muscular activity appears pre-programmed as well. Dyhre-
Poulsen et al. [1991] find a stereotyped pattern of pre-landing muscular activation for
downward jumps of 60 cm, consisting of a burst beginning about 150 ms before impact in
the soleus and gastrocnemius, and tibialis anterior activity beginning 170 ms before impact.
McKinley and Pedotti [1992] also report continuous activity in the soleus and
gastrocnemius from the time the CM reaches maximum height in the flight phase, and
observe onset of activity in the TA within 150 ms prior to impact. In this study, they find
that the muscles in the upper leg become active shortly before impact as well. These results
are consistent with the activity seen prior to impact in all four leg muscle groups measured
in the false platform experiments (see Figure 4.16). Simultaneous activation of antagonist
muscles acting about a joint generally increases the mechanical stiffness about the joint
[Hogan, 1984a], and the concurrent activity in the anterior and posterior muscle groups
observed prior to impact in the present study may indicate stiffening of the legs in
preparation for landing.
After impact, Dyhre-Poulsen et al. [1991] consistently observe two peaks in the
soleus activity and report similar results for the gastrocnemius. They suggest that these are
preprogrammed rather than reflexive bursts. Interestingly, they report that the initial soleus
burst begins approximately 45 ms after impact, yet no corresponding burst of comparable
latency in the gastrocnemius is observed for the P jumps in the present study. Melvill
Jones and Watt [1971 a] cite results for downward stepping in man showing that the ankle
extensor EMG activity begins 140 ms before ground contact, and becomes silent 130 ms
after contact. They state that the muscular deceleration associated with landing is brought
about by a preprogrammed pattern of activity which is "inaccessible to reflex activity."
In fact, all of the authors cited here provide evidence for the suppression of post-
impact reflex activity. Melvill Jones and Watt base their argument on the functional stretch
reflex, which normally exhibits strong sustained extensor activity beginning approximately
120 seconds after forcible rotation of the ankle. Since this is the time during which the
gastrocnemius becomes inactive, the FSR appears to be suppressed. Based on their
demonstration that the FSR rather than the monosynaptic stretch reflex is the source of
useful force generation at the ankle, it appears that the events during the majority of the
landing are preprogrammed.
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Dyhre-Poulsen et al. [1991] argue that the two post-impact peaks seen in the soleus
activity are unlikely to be reflexive in nature due to the strong suppression of the H-reflex
prior to and throughout much of the ground contact time. Both McKinley et al. [1983] (in
cats) and Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen [1984] (in monkeys) found little evidence for landing
stretch reflexes in their studies. Hence, as observed by Melvill Jones and Watt [1971a],
the evidence shows the importance of pre-programming complex muscular contraction
patterns in order to oppose sudden, passive stretching forces, and moreover indicates the
need to initiate these programs prior to the onset of forces.
In the current study, no evidence for stretch reflex activity is observed in the
gastrocnemius in the P jumps. Rather, significantly heightened activity is detected in the
gastrocnemius and hamstrings in the NO-P jumps in the period following the expected
moment of impact. This result is somewhat surprising, since the NO-P activity occurs in
the absence of an external mechanical input to the legs. Furthermore, the difference in
activity between the P and NO-P jumps argues against a consistent pre-programmed set of
commands for these muscles. The average latency of burst-like activity with respect to
nominal impact in the NO-P jumps is estimated at 38 ms for both gastrocnemius and
hamstrings, a result that is essentially identical to the latency of monosynaptic reflex
responses to ankle perturbation found by Melvill Jones and Watt [197 1a].
Thus, the current results indicate substantial activity with the latency of a stretch
reflex in the posterior muscles of the leg when the impact perturbation is absent. This
finding can be interpreted in the context of the lambda model of the equilibrium point
hypothesis [Feldman, 1986], which states that motor activity is achieved through
modulation of the threshold level of the muscular stretch reflex. In the present experiment,
the two muscles (gastrocnemius and hamstrings) that consistently exhibit increased NO-P
activity are both knee flexors. Activity in these muscles occurs when the subject does not
impact the landing platform, meaning that the legs are less flexed than they would normally
be if the subject had actually landed. As a consequence, the knee flexors are more extended
than they would be in the normal jump landing.
If the stretch reflex threshold is set dynamically for the "expected" muscle lengths in
the jump landing, and the knee flexor muscles are stretched relative to this expected length,
then the burstlike activity in the knee flexors could result from stretch reflex activity in these
muscles after failure to impact the platform. Figure 4.26 shows a simple feedback model
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Figure 4.26. NO-P activity model based on control of stretch reflex threshold level.
CNS sets activation threshold based on expected muscle length. Expected
length is compared with spindle encoding of actual length that is delayed
by At. Discrepancy results in muscle activation.
of the reflex loop. According to this model, the CNS sets the knee flexor stretch reflex
threshold based on the flexion of the knee expected from the landing. Removing the impact
results in less flexion than expected. The spindle feedback of the actual muscle length is
delayed by the monosynaptic reflex latency, and comparison of the expected and actual
muscle lengths at the spinal cord results in muscle activity in the knee flexors which is
delayed by the same amount.
Based on this interpretation using a lambda equilibrium point model, the stretch
reflex is not actually suppressed during the impact absorption phase, as conjectured by
Dyhre-Poulsen et al. [1991]. Rather, the stretch reflex threshold activation threshold levels
are set by descending commands to track the expected movement, implying that reflex
activity occurs only when the actual motion deviates from the expected or intended motion.
The results suggest that the CNS utilizes active, pre-programmed control of the stretch
reflex thresholds, and that the thresholds are set based on an internal model of the expected
body trajectory and muscles lengths. Further, the stretch reflexes may serve to correct for
deviations from the intended or expected nominal trajectory in jump landings.
4.4.3. Joint Kinematics in the NO-P Jumps
The kinematic behavior immediately prior to and following the nominal time of
impact is of particular interest. Extension is observed at all joints during the free fall
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portion of the jump. However, this extension does not continue until impact. Rather, the
joints reach maximum extension about 20 ms prior to impact, then begin to flex again. The
pattern observed here corroborates the work of McKinley and Pedotti [1992], who find that
the limb reaches its largest extension prior to landing, and is already slightly flexed at the
moment of impact. The functional significance of this behavior may be a reduction in the
high impulsive forces associated with impact by removing the body from the singular joint
position that occurs in perfectly upright posture. Further impact force reductions may be
achieved as a result of partial matching of the foot velocity to the relative velocity of the
upcoming landing surface (in a frame fixed at the hip, for instance).
The NO-P jumps provide a direct measure of the free trajectory of the limbs
following the nominal impact time. The pattern seen in all subjects consists of a
continuation of the joint flexion initiated immediately prior to the expected time of impact.
This flexion phase ends approximately 50 ms after the expected impact time, and is
followed by re-extension of the limb up to the point of actual impact with the foam mat.
Based on the evidence reviewed above, this consistent pattern is most likely the result of a
sequence of motor events which is pre-programmed during the flight phase or even prior to
takeoff. Given the latency of the segmental stretch reflexes in the legs, the joint
accelerations needed to effect the reversal from flexion to extension within 50 ms after
nominal impact must result from a pre-programmed sequence of commands, rather than
arising from feedback information.
The limb motions observed in NO-P jumps of the present experiment represent the
previously unobserved free limb motions associated with these preprogrammed muscular
contractions. An important question, then, concerns how these muscular contractions are
commanded. One possibility is that they are, in fact, the result of a series of explicitly
predefined muscle activations. Alternatively, the free trajectories may closely match virtual
trajectory commands to the limbs, according to the equilibrium point hypothesis for motor
control. Using this model, several researchers [Flash, 1987; McIntyre and Bizzi, 1993]
have calculated virtual trajectories for unconstrained planar reaching movements which lie
close to the actual observed motions.
It has often been suggested that the stability properties inherent in the virtual
trajectory formulation provide a simple, yet effective means of solving the problem of tasks
where the limb must exert force stably on the environment [Bizzi et al., 1992a]. The same
process that controls unconstrained motion can equally well control the force exerted on the
environment by modulating the depth of the penetration of the virtual trajectory into the
surface. In a normal jump landing, the legs contact the surface and the actual jump landing
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trajectory is observed. In the NO-P jumps, the landing surface is unexpectedly removed,
and the limbs may freely follow the hypothesized equilibrium trajectory.
Thus, if the actual trajectory truly does follow the equilibrium trajectory closely, the
free trajectories in the NO-P trials may actually provide a measurement of a virtual
trajectory designed to modulate the environmental interaction associated with a jump
landing. On the surface, this possibility seems plausible based on the measured free
trajectories: the early flexion helps to decrease high impact forces, while the re-extension
portion will bring the body back to an upright posture by making use of the spring-like
properties of the neuromuscular system. Based on the kinematics of the NO-P trials, this
line of reasoning appears feasible, and the question will be addressed in more detail in the
context of the dynamic models of the system.
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5 JUMP LANDING MODELS
Dynamic models of the human body provide a framework for rigorous appication
of the physical laws of motion to the mechanics of the jump landing problem. The models
give further insight into the measured jumping kinematics and ground reaction forces, and
are needed to test the applicability of the equilibrium point hypothesis to the control of jump
landings. Three models of varying complexity are formulated for the dynamics of the
impact absorption and recovery phase of the jump landing. These models are used to
estimate stiffness and damping parameters for the legs based on the difference between the
measured P and NO-P trajectories. The significance of the estimated impedance parameters
is discussed in the context of the equilibrium point hypothesis. The first model is the
simplest, and the next two add higher levels of fidelity.
The first two models consider only vertical motion of the center of mass (CM). In
Model 1, the CM is supported by a linear spring and dashpot. In Model 2, the CM is still
constrained to move along the vertical, but the linear leg spring and damper are replaced by
a massless leg with a torsional spring and damper at the knee joint. Model 3 is a three link
planar model of the human body that incorporates lumped rigid bodies representing the
shank, thigh, and upper body (head, arms and trunk, or HAT). In this three link model,
the segments are connected by frictionless pin joints at the ankle, knee and hip.
5.1. MODEL 1: CM VERTICAL MOTION: SECOND ORDER LINEAR
5.1.1. Model Derivation and Parameter Estimation
Figure 5.1 shows the simplest mechanical model for jump landings. The body
mass is lumped at the mass center, which is supported by a linear spring and a linear
dashpot element. The equation of motion for this system is:
m(t) = - k[y(t) - yo(t)] - bp(t) + mg (5-1)
where y(t), p(t), j(t) = CM position, velocity and acceleration
yo(t) = spring unloaded equilibrium length
m= body mass
k = stiffness
b = damping
g = gravitational acceleration = -9.8 m/s2
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Figure 5.1. Model 1: Second order linear model of CM vertical motion.
The body mass m is lumped at the mass center, which is supported by a
leg spring of stiffness k. Damping is provided by a viscous damper b.
Dividing Equation (5-1) through by the body weight mg and collecting terms gives the
standard damped harmonic oscillator:
y(t) + Bj(t) + K[y(t) - yo(t)] = 1 (5-2)
where y(t) = CM acceleration (normalized by gravity)
K = spring stiffness (normalized by body weight)
B = damping (normalized by body weight)
The stiffness K and damping B are estimated from the NO-P and P CM trajectories
and the P vertical forceplate data. In this model, the force on the CM by the spring/dashpot
system is given by:
F(t)=- K[y(t) - yo(t)] - BS(t) (5-3)
where F = force normalized by body weight
= forceplate output
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and F, y, 9 are known. The unloaded spring length yo(t) represents the hypothesized
virtual trajectory in this model, and is assumed to be the same as the average time history of
the ankle-CM distance in the NO-P trials. Although use of the toe-CM distance would be
preferable as the toe normally impacts the landing surface before the ankle, the toe position
could not be estimated for much of the period following nominal impact because the foot
array was obscured by the paper. However, the ankle position can still be estimated during
this time from the shank array. For consistency, the CM position y is referenced to the
final height of the ankle joint in the P trials. The first 5 samples following impact are
excluded from the analysis, as the ankle is undergoing rapid vertical motion during this
time.
Equation 5-3 can be rewritten as a system of equations, where each individual
equation corresponds to a single sample. In matrix form,
(Yi - yoi) = = [F (5-4)
where C represents the matrix of coefficients multiplying K, B
i = sample number
With two unknowns (K and B), the system is overdetermined when more than 2 samples
are used. The equations can be solved for the best fitting K and B in a least squares sense
by computing the pseudoinverse of the coefficient matrix C and premultiplying both sides
of the equation:
[C C)~ C{ -] (5-5)
B
where K = best fit stiffness
B = best fit damping
In order to quantify the model goodness of fit for the stiffness and damping estimates, the
fraction of the variance in the GRF data that is accounted for by the model GRF (Equation
5-3) is computed. This fraction, R2, is the ratio of the regression sum of squares (Reg SS)
to the total sum of squares (Total SS) as shown in Equation 5-6.
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Total SS = T(F F)2
Reg SS = ( F)2  (5-6)
R2 Reg SS
Total SS
F = mean(F)
where
F =-Ki[yi 
- yoi]- Bipg
Using calculated values for K and B, a virtual trajectory (VT) for the spring equilibrium
length can be estimated for the remainder of the jump landing after actual NO-P impact by
solving Equation 5-3 for yo(t).
o(t) = y(t)+ K-[F + B5'(t)] (5-7)
where yo(t) = estimated ankle-CM length virtual trajectory
5.1.2. Model Fits to Experimental Data
Ten samples of yo (t) are available for estimation of K and B (15 samples of the
free trajectory from nominal to actual impact, less the first 5 due to rapid ankle motion).
Using Equation 5-5, the stiffness and damping are estimated at each of samples 7-14
following impact, using 3 samples centered about the current sample of interest. Figure
5.2 shows the results for subject djn. The plots on the left side show Type 1 jump
landings (average of 4 jumps), while the right plots depict Type 2 landings (average of 5
jumps). The same trajectory for yo(t) is used in each case. For each landing type, the
estimated stiffness and damping are aligned with the corresponding averaged vertical
ground reaction force.
In the Type 1 landings, the ground reaction force is increasing for the initial
samples (numbers 7-9). The estimated stiffness is positive, and decreases from a large
initial value to a minimum corresponding to the most rapid rate of force decrease. At the
same time, the damping estimate is initially small and increases to peak at the same time the
stiffness estimate is minimized. As the rate of decrease of the force diminishes, the
stiffness estimate increases slightly, while the damping estimate decreases.
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The Type 2 landings demonstrate a contrasting pattern. Here, the force is
decreasing rapidly during the first few samples (7-10). The estimated stiffness is negative,
accompanied by large positive damping values. As the force begins to increase toward the
second peak, the stiffness becomes positive and the damping estimate decreases sharply
toward zero.
Subject djn: Type 1 landing
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10 15 20 25 30
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Sample number (impact = 1)
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Impedance estimates for landing Types 1 and 2, subject djn.
Force, stiffness and damping all normalized by body weight. Error bars
indicate one standard error of the mean.
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Figure 5.3 shows the stiffness and damping estimates for each subject. Only Type
2 landings are used in these calculations, as the Type 2 landings greatly predominate after
the baseline jumps. Stiffness and damping are calculated using averages of the CM
trajectory and force data. The solid horizontal line in each plot denotes the stiffness or
damping estimate found when all 10 available samples are used to estimate K and B, and
represents an average value over this time period. Table 5.1 shows the SS and R2 values
for each subject for the model fits. The model fits are generally quite good, with all R2
values greater than 0.83.
Table 5.1. Goodness of fit measures for Model 1.
Subject djn aqk mjg czl yak ssy
Total SS 9.73 4.43 12.20 15.50 0.78 2.86
Reg SS 9.31 3.67 11.57 15.36 0.66 2.65
R- 0.96 0.83 0.95 0.99 0.85 0.93
The model fit results for the individual subjects follow the pattern seen for subject
djn's Type 2 jumps. The estimated stiffness is negative during the sharp decline in vertical
force toward the initial minimum. As the force begins to increase again, the stiffness
estimates become positive. Damping estimates look like inverted plots of the stiffness
values. Low or negative stiffness values correspond to high damping estimates, while
increasingly positive stiffness values match decreases in the damping. This pattern is quite
clear in Figure 5.4, where the average stiffness and damping estimates for all subjects are
aligned with the averaged vertical force.
Interestingly the stiffness estimates are negative for all subjects for a portion of the
landing phase. Considering the vertical force data, this is not surprising, as the restoring
force is expected to increase as a spring with positive stiffness is compressed. In the Type
2 landings, the ground reaction force decreases sharply during the time period examined,
even as the leg is compressed further from the NO-P trajectory (Figure 5.5). It appears that
the damping properties of the leg system are most important in the early deceleration of the
CM, while the stiffness properties become significant later in the deceleration phase. The
large variation in the stiffness and damping estimates over the short time period examined
(70 ms) is also noteworthy.
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Figure 5.3. Individual subject stiffness and damping for Model 1.
Values are normalized by subject's body weight. Solid horizontal lines
indicate mean stiffness and damping values using all 10 samples.Negative
stiffnesses are estimated for some samples in all subjects.
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Figure 5.4. Stiffness and damping for Model 1 averaged across all subjects.
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Figure 5.5. GRF decreases with increasing leg compression relative to NO-P.
Rapid decrease in vertical ground reaction force (top) is seen as the leg is
being compressed away from the NO-P free trajectory (bottom, difference
between P and NO-P trajectories).
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The shape of the VTs for the remainder of the landing phase (based on the
impedance estimates) is of interest. The VTs for the spring equilibrium length are estimated
using the values of K and B determined from the last 3 available samples of yo(t), and
assume constant stiffness and damping values. Average trajectories for all subjects
combined are shown in Figure 5.6, aligned with the average GRF trace. Figure 5.7 shows
each subject's estimated VT; in each case, the VT is superimposed on the actual P ankle-
CM trajectory and the corresponding NO-P results that provided yo(t). For each subject,
the VT follows a similar pattern that replicates the features of the ground reaction force: a
dip in the VT matches the first trough in the GRF, followed by a temporary increase in the
VT length corresponding to the second peak in the GRF. The VT then decreases again to a
minimum length at the time when the GRF reaches its minimum value, before recovering to
a final length. This final equilibrium length is much larger than the maximum
physiologically feasible distance between ankle and CM because of the finite spring
stiffness K.
All subject averages (no ssy): 1 -DOF, 2nd order model of CG vertical motion
--NO-PE 0.9 -T
0.8-
0. 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
0
CD0
Sample number (impact = 1)
Figure 5.6. Average of subject virtual trajectories for Model 1.
Average VT is shown with average P and NO-P trajectories (top), and
average vertical GRF is shown below for reference. Subject ssy data are
excluded because her comparatively low stiffness estimates results in a VT
that is considerably different from the other subjects.
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Figure 5.7. Individual subject estimated VTs for Model 1.
VTs are shown superimposed on average P and NO-P trajectories.
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5.2. MODEL 2: CM VERTICAL MOTION: SECOND ORDER WITH KNEE
5.2.1. Model Derivation and Parameter Estimation
The linear spring and damper in the first model have the advantage of simplicity,
but fail to account for the fact that the vertical stiffness of the body increases substantially
as the posture changes from a crouch to upright standing [Greene and McMahon, 1979]. If
the body were in fact a series of rigid links connected by pin joints, the stiffness would
become infinite in the singular configuration of upright standing. Model 1 cannot account
for stiffness variations as a function of posture, and results in VTs for the leg spring that
reach physiologically infeasible lengths. The second model, pictured in Figure 5.8, retains
the simplicity of the vertical CM motion in the first model, but incorporates a knee joint to
account for the dependence of body stiffness on posture.
m
12 F
Yhip T, KT, BT
Figure 5.8. Second order model of vertical CM motion with knee joint.
The CM is constrained to move only along the vertical, and is supported
by a massless leg consisting of equal shank and thigh segments of length
1i. Linear torsional stiffness (KT) and damping (BT) provide a torque (7)
about the knee.
Once again, the CM is constrained to vertical motion only. The leg is modeled as
shank and thigh segments of equal length connected at the knee by a pin joint. A linear
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torsional spring and damper generate torque at the knee. The CM is a constant distance L2
above the hip. The angle 6 represents the rotation of the thigh segment with respect to the
vertical; for this geometry, the angle of the shank with respect to the vertical is also e.
The distance 12 is found by averaging the vertical distance from the hip to the CM
over the first 120 samples following impact. The leg segment length l is set to one half of
the ankle-hip distance in upright standing. This assumption of equal segment lengths (also
used by Greene and McMahon [1979]) is a simplification of the actual limb geometry;
Young et al. [1983] report average thigh and shank lengths of 41 cm and 36 cm
respectively for their study of female subjects. As in the first model, the distance ycm is
defined to be the height of the CM above the final ankle position. In order to replicate the
motion of the center of mass, the angle e is calculated as shown in Equations 5-8:
Yhip = Ycm - 12 (5-8)
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The equation of motion for this model is
mjcm(t) = F(t)+ mg (5-9)
where
T(t) = - KT[26(t) - 26o(t)] - BT 26(t)
T(t) T(t) (5-10a,b)
x(t) 1i sin 6(t)
In this case, the equilibrium trajectory is expressed as the equilibrium knee angle 0o(t).
The velocity of the mass center is related to the joint rate by:
d
Scm(t) = -[2li cos6(t)] = - 2 1i sin 6(t)- 6(t) (5-11)dt
and Equation 5-9 can be written as a set of coupled first order nonlinear equations:
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Z2[ZI 2li sin zi
(5-12)
2 F
L m J
where [ [
IZ2_ _cm
Given the vertical ground reaction force and knee angle histories, the knee torques T can be
computed at each sample from Equation 5-1Ob. Then, in a manner analogous to Equation
5-5, the knee stiffness and damping can be estimated from the P and NO-P data as follows:
[kT] = (CT C_C [-I (5-13)
.BT
where C 2(Oi - Ooi )2ei
KT, BT = estimated stiffness, damping
i = sample index
6
, = NO-P knee angle
Again, this linear system of equations in two unknowns is overdetermined when more than
two samples are used. Goodness of fit measures are again calculated using Equation 5-5,
in the same manner as for Model 1. In this case, however, the model force estimates Fi for
the regression SS calculation are given by:
xi sin G1 (5-14)
=i - T ;[20 - 20oi ] - BT i -20i
After estimating the stiffness and damping coefficients, the knee angle equilibrium
trajectory is found by rewriting Equation 5-10a:
50(t)=6(t)+- [T(t)+ BT- 2(t)] (5-15)
2KT
where 0o (t) = estimated knee angle equilibrium trajectory
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An additional point of interest is the minimum knee stiffness necessary to return the system
to the upright posture, e 0. Allowing the system to come to rest, with the equilibrium
joint angle Oo = 0, gives
Fe-o = lim 2 0 -2KT (5-16)
e-+o 1 sin0 11
The requirement that the system return to upright can be expressed by the inequalities
Fe->o -mg
(5-17)
KT -mgJ
2
5.2.2. Model 2 Fits to Experimental Data
The knee torsional stiffness and damping coefficients are estimated in the same
manner as the linear stiffness and damping in the first model. Figure 5.9 depicts the knee
stiffness and damping, averaged across subjects. In this case, the stiffness and damping
estimates are normalized by body mass. The pattern for the stiffness and damping during
the same 10 sample window discussed earlier is similar to that seen in the results for Model
1. In the early samples, the joint stiffness estimates are low and the damping is high, when
the knee torque is high but decreasing rapidly. Over the course of the time interval, the
average knee stiffness increases while the damping decreases, as the knee torque
diminishes more slowly and then begins to rise again.
Although the average stiffness and damping estimates are all greater than zero using
this model, examination of the results for the individual subjects (Figure 5.10) shows that
the stiffness in the region of rapidly falling torques is estimated to be negative for 3 of the 6
subjects (czl, mjg, ssy). Of these 3, subjects czl and mjg are the two subjects with the
largest negative stiffnesses, as estimated from the linear spring/damper model. As the
stiffness increases, the damping drops toward zero. In some cases (mjg, yak, and aqk),
the estimated best-fit damping values actually become negative. Goodness of fit is high for
Model 2, as shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Goodness of fit measures for Model 2.
Subject djn aqk mjg czl yak ssy
Total SS 9.73 4.43 12.20 15.50 0.78 2.86
Reg SS 9.30 3.66 11.62 15.39 0.67 2.64
R 0.96 0.83 0.95 0.99 0.86 0.92
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Knee stiffness, damping, and torque histories (all subjects averaged)
At
E~
g 2 .. . . . . . . ..-.. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .
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0.
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0
0
10 15 20 25 30
Sample number (impact = 1)
Figure 5.9. Model 2 stiffness and damping estimates, all subjects averaged.
Average estimates of knee stiffness (middle) and damping (bottom) are
shown with the vertical GRF (top) for reference. Stiffness and damping
are normalized by subject body mass.
Using the stiffness and damping values estimated from the last 3 available samples,
knee angle equilibrium trajectories are estimated. Again, constant stiffness and damping
throughout the trajectories are assumed. These trajectories are shown averaged across
subjects in Figure 5.11, and for each subject individually in Figure 5.12. The general
pattern for the knee virtual trajectories is comparable to that of the ankle-CM length VTs
seen for the linear spring/damper model. The equilibrium knee angle must increase during
the time associated with the early decrease in the knee torque, that matches the initial trough
in the ground reaction force. As the knee torque increases again, the equilibrium angle
decreases until the time of the second maximum in the GRF. At this point, the estimated
equilibrium angle increases again, reaches a maximum approximately 250 ms after impact
and then decreases gradually toward zero.
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b. Normalized knee damping estimates
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Figure 5.10. Individual subject knee stiffness and damping for Model 2.
Values are normalized by body mass. Horizontal solid lines indicate
average stiffness and damping for the complete 10 sample period.
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All subject averages (no ssy): 1-DOF, 2nd order model of CG motion w/ Knee
40-
20
0-
-20 0 60
NO-P
- VT (knee)
--- VT (linear)
- -
40 60
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40 60 80
Sample number (impact = 1)
Figure 5.11. Virtual trajectories for Model 2, all subjects averaged.
Knee angle VTs (top) and corresponding CM vertical position VTs
(middle) are shown with average P and NO-P results. The CM VT for
Model 1 (linear) is included for comparison with Model 2 (knee). Vertical
GRF (bottom) is shown for reference. Subject ssy data are excluded
because her comparatively low stiffness estimates results in a VT that is
considerably different from the other subjects.
Figure 5.11 (middle) also shows the same average VT for the knee model,
transformed from the knee angle trajectory into the corresponding ankle-CM length. For
comparison, it is superimposed on the same trajectory calculated for the linear
spring/damper model. Because the effective vertical stiffness in the second model
approaches infinity for upright stance, the virtual trajectory simply approaches the upright
ankle-CM length. In contrast, the VT for the linear constant stiffness spring (Model 1)
must surpass physiologically meaningful limits as the system approaches upright posture.
Nevertheless, for the stiffnesses estimated here, the VTs for both models observe the same
basic shape, most notably in the time interval associated with the early trough and second
peak in the vertical ground reaction forces (the first 120 ms after impact).
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Figure 5.12. Individual subject knee angle virtual trajectories
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for Model 2.
NO-P knee trajectories.
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5.3. MODEL 3: THREE LINK PLANAR
While the first two models capture gross measures of the body motion and leg
impedance properties, their simplifications ignore the fact that the body mass is actually
distributed among the body segments. Furthermore, the CM models omit the horizontal
component of the motion as well as the dynamic complexity associated with the multilink
structure of the human body. The third model, while still a considerable simplication of the
body mechanics, goes beyond describing the motion of the full body CM. It uses a three
segment description of the human body with a more realistic mass distribution. The
segments represent (1) the shanks, (2) the thighs, and (3) the upper body, or "HAT" (for
Head, Arms and Trunk).
This section describes the formulation of the model, the equations of motion, and
the procedure for estimating joint stiffness and damping matrices using an equilibrium point
control model. The resulting impedance fits are presented next. Estimation of virtual
trajectories for this model is discussed, and the virtual trajectories found for a single subject
are described. The incorporation of rate information into the virtual trajectory is also
evaluated.
5.3.1. Description of the Three Link Model
The three link planar model, shown in Figure 5.13, is constrained to move in the
sagittal plane, and has three degrees of freedom corresponding to the ankle, knee and hip
joints. The segments are connected by frictionless pin joints.
Each segment is modeled as a rigid body. The shank, thigh and HAT segments
have masses m, iM2, and m3, respectively. Likewise, the respective centroidal moments of
inertia are I, 12, and 13. The shank and thigh segments combine the left and right sides of
the body. The trunk segment inertial properties are determined using the parallel axis
theorem and the estimated inertial properties of the individual upper body segments.
The shank and thigh segment CMs are assumed to lie along the lines between the
proximal and distal joints. In reality, the CMs of these segments lie approximately 1-2 cm
posterior to the lines connecting the joints. However, simulation shows that this
simplification has negligible effect on the full-body CM estimate or the estimated torques
and forces.
As shown in Figure 5.13, two different angular conventions can be used to
describe the configuration of the linkage. The two conventions consist of absolute angles
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Figure 5.13. Three link planar human body model. The segments are connected by
frictionless pin joints. The shank, thigh and HAT segments are
designated 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Lengths 1i and 12 denote the shank
and thigh lengths. Lengths IcI, Ic2 and 1c3 represent the distances from
the distal joints to the segment CMs. On the left, segment angles are
described by the generalized coordinates ), defined with respect to the
gravitational vertical. On the right, joint angles (D are defined by the
relative angles of the proximal and distal segments. Generalized forces Q
correspond to the generalized coordinates E, while the joint torques T
correspond to the relative joint angles (D. The segments masses and
centroidal moments of inertia are given by mi and Ii respectively, where
the subscript i denotes the segment number.
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O and relative angles 4D. [Note that in the remainder of this chapter, capital greek letters (0
and D) are used to denote the vectors of all three joint angles, while small letters (6 and 0)
refer to the individual joint angles. Likewise, T indicates the vector of joint torques, while
,r refers to the torque at an individual joint.] The first set uses the absolute segment angles
E), which are defined with respect to the gravitational vertical. The knee angle sign
convention is defined opposite to that for the ankle and hip. For the shank and HAT angles
in Figure 5.13, clockwise rotations with respect to the vertical are positive, while a positive
thigh angle corresponds to a counterclockwise rotation of this segment with respect to the
vertical. This set of generalized coordinates corresponds to a set of generalized joint forces
Q.
The other angular convention (D defines relative joint flexion between adjacent
segments. The ankle angle 0, is defined with respect to the gravitational vertical, because
no foot segment is used. In this angle convention, joint flexion is positive and
hyperextension is negative. Thus, in Figure 5.13 a clockwise rotation of the shank with
respect to the vertical and of the HAT with respect to the thigh are positive, while a
counterclockwise rotation of the thigh with respect to the shank is considered positive. The
joint torques corresponding to these joint angles are denoted by T, and flexional torques are
positive.
Both angle conventions are useful in different situations. The absolute angles ( are
more convenient for deriving the dynamic equations describing the model motion, while the
relative angles (D correspond to the physical joint moments and prove more useful in
describing virtual trajectories for the model. The two angle conventions are related by
Equations 5.18.
.[61]
02 =J 02
(5.18)
1 0 0
J = 1 0
0 1 i
where J = Jacobian relating the derivatives #iand e
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Similarly,
4' = JE)
'= J6 (5-19)
where 4, 4 = vectors of 1st, 2nd derivatives of the relative joint angles
6, 9 = vectors of 1st, 2nd derivatives of the absolute joint angles
The generalized forces corresponding to the two sets of generalized coordinates are related
by:
T2 = (JIT Q2 (5-20)
5.3.2. Three Link Model Dynamic Equations
The dynamic equations governing the motion for this model are derived using a Lagrangian
approach [Asada and Slotine, 1986], then checked for correctness with AutoLevTm, a
software package for symbolic manipulation and dynamic equation derivation (Online
Dynamics, Inc.; Sunnyvale, CA). The AutoLev and Matlab scripts containing the three
link model equations are included in Appendix C. The general form for the dynamic
equations is given by Equation 5-21:
H(E)e + h(0,e) + G(9) = Q (5-21)
where H(E) = configuration dependent inertia tensor
h((, 6) = rate dependent terms
G(0) = gravitational terms
The specific equations for the three link model can be written:
H1161  2 1H1A2+ H1363 + h1 226 22 + h13332 + Gi = Q.
H2161 + H2262 + H2363 + h211612 + h233632 + G2 = Q2 (5-22a)
H3 19 1 + H32 2 + H3393 + h3 11612 + h3 22 62 2 + G3 = Q3
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The symmetric inertia tensor elements are:
milcI 2 + m2112 + m3112 +
m2lc22 + m3122 + I2
m3l3 2 + 13
H 2 1 = - (m2111c2 + m
H31 = m3111c3cOS(61
H32 = - m312l3 cos(6
Ii
31112)cOs(61 + 2)
- 63)
2 +63)
The velocity dependent gyroscopic torques have coefficients:
hl22
hl33
h233
h2 11
- h311
h322
= l1(m2c2 +m312)sin(1 +62)
= m3llc3 sin(8i - 83)
= m3l2lc3 sin(62 + 83)
(5-22c)
The gravity terms are given by:
g(milei + m211 + m311 )sin01
g(m21c2 + m312)sin62
gm3c3 sin 83
(5-22d)
where g = -9.8 ms 2
Note that use of the absolute angles E means that the Coriolis terms (khjk6j]k, i # j # k)
drop out.
The ground reaction forces for this model, defined as the forces exerted by the first
link on the environment at the fixed ankle joint, are given by:
Fy = [lcimi + l1(m2 + m3)]sinI8161 + (12m3 + lc2m2)sin 8262 + 1c3M3 sin 8363
+ [icimi + i (m2 + m3)] coS 8112 + (12m3 + Ic2m2)COS 262 2 + Ic3m3 cOS 03632
+ g(mI + m2 + m3)
(5-23a)
Fx = - [icimi +ii(m2 + m3)]cos61+ (12m3 + lc2m2)cos 6262 - Ic3m3 cos 8363
+ [icimi + 11(m2 +m3)]Sin 8612 - (12m3 + Ic2m2)sin 82622 + Ic3m3 sin 83632
(5-23b)
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H1I
H 22
H33
H12
H13
H23
(5-22b)
5.3.3. Estimation of Joint Stiffness and Damping Properties
The procedure for estimating linear stiffness and damping properties in the CM
motion models is extended to determine joint impedance properties for the three link model.
This section describes the steps taken to apply the model to the body motion data, including
estimation of joint angles for the P and NO-P jumps. The body segment position and
orientation data from the 11 tracked segments are reduced to a form that gives joint
trajectories appropriate for the three link model, and the impact of the lack of useful ankle
data from the NO-P trials is discussed.
Next, the stiffness and damping properties at the leg joints are estimated from the
free trajectories determined from the NO-P jumps. In addition to using the virtual position
formulation that includes only position information (applied to the CM models above), an
extension is made to the three link model to accomodate a version of the equilibrium point
hypothesis that includes an additional velocity command [McIntyre and Bizzi, 1993].
5.3.3.1. Estimation of Joint Trajectories for Three Link Models
In order to apply Equations 5-22 to the inverse dynamic calculations for the three
link model, estimates of the joint angles and the first and second derivatives must be
obtained. Two different methods for estimating the model joint angles are attempted; the
first is found to be inadequate, requiring development of the second method.
Initially, the joint flexion angles are estimated directly from the segment array
orientations. The shank angle 0, = 01 is given by the flexion of the shank segment with
respect to the vertical, and the relative knee angle 42 is set equal to the knee flexion angle as
determined from the procedure described in Section 4.2.1.4. Left and right side angle data
are averaged for the shank and knee angles. The hip flexion determined using the I1
segment model is not used here, because it gives the angle of the thigh relative to the pelvis,
and therefore cannot account for the actual configuration of the upper body segments.
Instead, the absolute hip angle e3 is determined by estimating the CM position of the HAT
segment, then computing the vector from the center of the line joining the two hip joints to
the HAT CM. The angle made by this vector with the vertical gives the absolute hip angle.
Unfortunately, when the three link model ground reaction forces are computed from
Equation 5-23 using these angles, then compared to the actual forceplate data, the results
prove substantially different (Figure 5.14). Further investigation shows that when the full
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body CM trajectory is re-estimated (using these joint angles in the three link model) and
compared to the CM estimate from the 11 segment model, the two estimates differ by as
much as 5 cm at some points in the trajectory. The discrepancies are believed to result from
a combination of factors: (1) out-of-plane motion due to abduction and external rotation at
the leg joints; (2) variation in the distance from the hip joint to the HAT CM over the course
of a jump; and (3) vertical motion of the ankle due to lifting of the heel during impact
absorption.
Subject aqk: GRF using raw joint flexion angles
20 1 1 1
10 FP (measured)10 -
- 3-link CM (estimated)
0-
-30
-40 I0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Subject aqk: GRF using joint angles consistent with CM
......... ....
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
t (sec); impact at t=0
Figure 5.14. GRF results for three link model for two different joint angle estimates.
Vertical GRFs estimated using the equations for the three link model are
shown in comparison to the actual measured GRFs. The match is poor
using the joint flexion angles from the 11 segment model; use of a second
method results in much improved correspondence between model and
data.
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For this reason, another method of estimating the joint angles for the three link
model is designed to match better the motion of the full body CM. The full body CM
estimate is believed to be quite good, based on excellent matches between the measured
ground reaction forces and the forces predicted from the CM acceleration (see Figure 4.8).
This second method uses the CM estimates from the 11 segment model based on the link
geometry shown in Figure 5.15.
HAT CM
03
Yc3 7N
Hip . /
12 01
2h 02 /
lah~
\ Ok Knee
a
\lie
Ankle
Figure 5.15. Limb geometry used to estimate joint angles for three link planar model.
The ankle coordinates are fixed at the final ankle location, using the average of the
data between 300 and 350 samples following impact. At each sample, the hip location
(based on the average of the left and right hips) is known, and the distance from ankle to
hip (la) is calculated. Using the known shank and thigh lengths, the interior angles of the
triangle formed by the ankle, knee and hip are calculated using the law of cosines.
a = cos ( lah2 +1i
2 
- 122
2lahll )
(5-24)
k = cos 1 112+l22 - lah2)C 21112
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The angle made by the vector from ankle to knee with respect to the vertical (a) is
calculated from the known locations of the ankle and hip. With this information, the shank
and thigh angles can be determined:
61 = a-a (5-25)
62 = ;r-k-6i
The angle of the HAT segment is found using the vertical distance from the hip to the HAT
CM. Because the estimated distance from the hip to the HAT CM varies somewhat over
the course of the jump, the average length during the first 80 post-impact samples is used.
63 = coS_ (1c3 (5-26)
After determining the joint angle trajectories, the angles are smoothed and
differentiated using a quintic spline fit [Woltring, 1986]. Because of the high frequency
content of the angle trajectories immediately following the moment of impact, the knot
spacing for the spline fits is set at 5 samples for the first 30 samples after impact; the knot
spacing is increased to 20 samples after this point (the knots are the values of the
independent variable [sample number] used in fitting the piecewise polynomials).
5.3.3.2. Three Link Model Stiffness and Damping Estimates
The equilibrium point control model is extended to the three link case. The joint
control torques result from deviations of the actual trajectory from the equilibrium point
trajectory, based on linear stiffness and damping properties. Equation 5.27 gives the joint
torques as a function of the actual and equilibrium point trajectories.
T = -K(4- Oo)- B4>
kII k12 0
K = K = k21 k22 k23 (5.27)
0 k23 k33J
bi b12 01
B = BT = 6l b2 23
0 b23 b33
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where T = vector of joint torques ;
4D, 4i= vector of joint angles and rates
(Do = vector of equilibrium point joint angles
K = joint stiffness matrix
B= joint damping matrix
The stiffness and damping matrices are constrained to be symmetric, meaning that the
restoring forces are strictly springlike in the model and the relationship between
displacement vectors and restoring force vectors is without curl. This assumption of
symmetric stiffness has been tested in arm posture by Mussa-Ivaldi et al. [1985]; they find
that the conservative components of the elastic force field are much larger than the non-
conservative components. While no such tests have been performed for the lower limbs, it
seems reasonable to assume that common mechanisms apply to both arm and leg posture.
The off-diagonal terms represent the interjoint coupling provided by biarticular
muscles that span two joints. For example, the gastrocnemius crosses the knee and ankle
joints, and the hamstrings span the hip and knee joints. Because no muscles cross all three
leg joints, zero coupling between the ankle and hip joints is assumed and the terms
k13, k31, b13 , b3i are set to zero.
Based on the symmetry of the matrices and the zero elements, 5 independent
stiffness elements and 5 independent damping elements must be estimated. The joint
torques T are estimated using the inverse dynamic solution given by Equation 5.22 and the
coordinate transformation in Equation 5.20. Then, Equation 5.27 gives 3 simultaneous
equations in 10 unknowns at each sample. Equation 27 can be rewritten in a form
conducive to a least squares estimate of the unknown elements:
~ kil-
k22
k33 TI,
A0 1 , 0 0 Ap, 0 |, 0 0 2, 0 k12  T2,
0 Ap 0 A01, Ap, '0 42, 0 O, 03p k23 = 3
0 A4, 0 A0,p 0 0 3p 0 02 biI
b22 :
b33
(-232)
(5-28a)
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where Aoi = Oi - OiO
OiO = equilibrium joint angle for joint i
p = sample number
Let the matrix quantities in Equation 5.3.11 a be denoted by
C-X = T (5-28b)
where C = matrix of joint angle deviations and joint rates
X = vector of unknown stiffness and damping elements
T = vector of joint torques
Then the best estimates of the stiffness and damping elements in a least-squares sense may
be estimated by
x = (C C)CTT (5-29)
where X = vector of estimated stiffness and damping elements
Each sample provides three independent equations, so at least 4 data samples are needed to
estimate the 10 independent elements.
5.3.3.3. Rate Command in the Virtual Trajectory
McIntyre and Bizzi [1993] suggest a variation of the equilibrium point control
hypothesis that includes the desired velocity waveform in addition to the desired position in
the equilibrium trajectory used to generate muscle torques. In this variation, Equation 5-27
is rewritten to include the desired joint rates:
T = - K(D - 0o) - B(4) - )o) (5-30)
where (N = joint rate vector in equilibrium point trajectory
Likewise, the coefficient matrix C in Equation 5-28 must be altered to account for the new
rate term in estimating the stiffness and damping.
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A01, 0 A 2, 0 A4N, 0 0 A 2, 0
C = 0 A02, 0 A01, AA3, 0 A 2, 0 AI p A43,
0 Ap 0 A02 0 0 A 3 0 A2
(5-31)
where A~ i= i - Oio
Oio = joint rate in equilibrium point trajectory
Once again, the pseudo-inverse solution of Equation 5-29 is applied to estimate the best
stiffness and damping elements.
The lack of usable free trajectory data from the ankle joint during the NO-P trials
introduces a potentially serious deficiency into the stiffness and damping estimation
procedure. While free trajectories are available for the knee and hip, a trajectory must be
assumed for the ankle during the 100 ms following the fall through the paper. For lack of
better information, the ankle equilibrium trajectory is assumed to remain constant during
this time period. This assumption is considered further in the presentation of the results of
the stiffness and damping fits.
5.3.3.4. Goodness of Fit for the Three Link Model
An approach similar to that used in the CM model fits defines goodness of fit
measures for the three link model. In this case the correspondence between joint torques
and the predicted torques from the model fits is extremely close. Therefore, the residual
differences between the torques and model fits are used to enable better comparison
between the two formulations of the virtual trajectory considered here (with and without
rate information). The total sum-of-squares (Total SS) and residual sum of squares (Res
SS) are given by:
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[Total SS]; = (cri, - 2ri)2
S
(5-32)
[Res SS]I = (i, - r,)2
S
where
s = sample number
i = joint number (1=ankle, 2=knee, 3=hip)
is 
-Ks -L -( s s (position - only VT)
2, s T,((Ds 
- 4O ) - ,((,- ' ) (rate in VT)
Ts -JS
The goodness of fit is summarized by the term D2, which is the squared residual error in
the model fit joint torques scaled by the variance in the actual torque data. D2 is defined
here for the individual joints and for all torques combined:
2 [ResSS]i[Total SS]i
(5-33)
, [Res SS];
2
,[Total SS]i
5.3.3.5. Cartesian Endpoint Impedance at the HAT CM
The joint stiffness and damping matrices can be transformed into Cartesian stiffness
and damping matrices for an "endpoint" at the HAT CM. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the endpoint stiffness and damping matrices give the scaling and orientation of the force
fields due to the elastic and viscous components at the HAT CM. This information can be
presented in graphical format using ellipses to show the orientation of the eigenvectors and
the scaling of the eigenvalues [Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985].
The transformation to endpoint properties requires the Jacobian relating
infinitesimal changes in joint angles to infinitesimal changes in CM HAT position:
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The Jacobian is written in terms of absolute segment angles e for simplicity. The
endpoint compliance and endpoint stiffness are given in 5-33, after Asada and Slotine
[1986].
CCM HAT =
KCM HAT =
where
JCMIHAT J~'K-1 ~) JCM HATT
(5-35)
CCMHATI
CCMHAT = Cartesian compliance matrix
KCMHAT = Cartesian stiffness matrix
J = Jacobian matrix relating 6, 0 coordinates
Likewise, a similar transformation may be performed to produce the endpoint damping:
BCMHAT = [JcMHATJ- B~1 (J~)TJ TI (5-36)
5.3.3.6. Estimation of Virtual Trajectories for the Three Link Model
In the case where no rate information is included in the equilibrium point muscle
torque formulation, Equation 5-27 is solved for the equilibrium joint angles:
0 = 0+ K-1(T + $<'>) (5-37)
However, when the joint rates associated with the virtual trajectory are included in the
muscle torque equation (5-30), an algebraic solution is not available. Equation 5-30 is a set
of first order linear differential equations in 4)o, and can be rewritten as:
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[Sx
[ .1 (5-34)
Bco + KDo = Be + K<D + T (5-38a)
(N = -B~ 1 Kbo + +B K4D+B 1 T (5-38b)
Putting Equation 5-38b in the standard state space form and replacing K and B with their
respective estimates gives
(o= AITDo+Bvu (5-39)
where
u= <
=v [13A ' B-K B-
T
Equation 5-39 is easily solved in Matlab, using the free trajectory joint angles from the NO-
P jumps as the initial conditions for (Do.
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5.3.4. Three Link Model Results
The impedance estimates for the three link model are based on the estimated torques
at the leg joints following impact, and these torque estimates are presented first. Next, the
stiffness and damping fits based on the free trajectory data from the NO-P jumps are
shown. The selection of the ankle virtual trajectory is discussed in this context. The joint
stiffness and damping estimates are transformed into corresponding HAT CM endpoint
stiffness and damping matrices, and the results are presented. Virtual trajectories are
estimated for the single subject whose data give positive definite stiffness and damping.
5.3.4.1. Estimated Joint Torques
The joint torque histories at the ankle, knee and hip are estimated using the inverse
dynamic solution to Equation 5.22. Figure 5.16 shows the average joint torques found by
combining the data from all 6 subjects. The average measured vertical ground reaction
force is included for comparison. The ankle and hip torque histories are very similar in
shape, with high extensional torques immediately following impact. These extensional
torques decrease rapidly, approaching zero and even becoming slightly flexional at the hip.
Vertical GRF Ankle moment, + = flexional
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3
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6
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0
S-1000
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-3000 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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0.8
Figure 5.16. All-subject average of three link model joint torques after landing.
Means are shown (solid line) within a shaded area indicating ±1 standard
error of the mean. Positive torques are flexional.
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Based on this model, the ankle torques at this point become strongly flexional for a
short time. The high level of ankle flexion torque found here are probably not realistic for
the actual subject, because the maximum available torque at the ankle is constrained by the
length of the foot. This is especially true for flexional ankle torques, because the short
distance between the ankle and the back of the foot results in lifting of the toes when
moderate ankle flexion torques are applied. However, in this model the ankle is pinned to
the floor and no constraints are placed on the ankle torque.
Following the peak in the hip and ankle torques, the torques at these joints again
become extensional, increasing to a maximum then decreasing toward zero through the rest
of the recovery phase. The knee pattern is almost exactly opposite that seen at the other
two joints. Initially, a high flexion torque is exerted at the knee, which decreases quickly
and becomes extensional. Peak extensional torque is reached at the time of peak flexional
torque at the ankle and knee. From this level, the torque decreases and becomes flexional
again, reaching a new high point at the time when the ankle and hip extension torques are
maximized. The knee torque then becomes extensional and remains so for the remainder of
the recovery period.
The pattern seen in the joint torques reflects the vertical GRF history. The flexional
peaks at the ankle and hip, together with the extensional peak at the knee, correspond to the
initial dip in the ground reaction force. Likewise, the subsequent extensional torque
maxima at the ankle and hip together with the peak in knee flexional torque correspond to
the second peak in the vertical GRF.
5.3.4.2. Joint Impedance Estimates (Position-Only Virtual Trajectory)
Using the joint torque estimates, best fit joint stiffness and damping matrices are
estimated first for the version of the equilibrium point hypothesis that uses only position
information in the virtual trajectory. In order to perform the impedance fits, an equilibrium
trajectory for the ankle must be assumed. A constant value is used here for the ankle angle
equilibrium trajectory. In order to determine what this constant should be, fits are
performed using several different ankle equilibrium angles. Ten samples are used for the
stiffness and damping fits. Because the equations are overdetermined for 4 or more
samples, the joint torques predicted by the best fit stiffness and damping differ somewhat
from the torques estimated directly from the data. A torque error term is constructed by
summing the squared difference between the predicted and estimated torques.
The torque error is assessed for each of the equilibrium ankle angles, and is plotted
for subject djn in Figure 5.17. The torque error exhibits a fairly broad minimum centered
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at approximately 30 of ankle flexion, indicating that using this value for the impedance fits
predicts joint torques that are the most consistent with the actual estimated torques. Similar
assessments for the other subjects also show error minima for ankle angles near zero
degrees, so the ankle equilibrium trajectory is set to zero for the stiffness and damping
estimates for all subjects.
Subject djn: Torque fit error (samples 1-10), no VT rate
4000
- SUM
ankle
3500 
--knee
35 0 - -- hip . . ......
a.3000- -
02500- -.-
2000-
C
500- -
0
-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
Ankle VT, deg (constant; + = flexion)
Figure 5.17. Torque fit error for different assigned ankle equilibrium angles.
Summed squared errors are shown for each joint individually as a
function of the value set for the ankle equilibrium, as well as for all joints
combined (SUM). Best fit for this subject corresponds to the minimum at
30 ankle flexion.
Joint stiffness and damping matrices are estimated over the 10 samples available
from the NO-P free trajectories. Five samples are used in each least-squares fit; a centered
fit is performed for each sample in the range 8-13 using data from samples 6-15 (-30-90
ms after impact; sample 1 corresponds to impact). The eigenvalues of the stiffness and
damping matrices are calculated for each fit. The stiffness eigenvalues are shown in Figure
5.18a for each subject. For 5 of the 6 subjects, one or more of the stiffness eigenvalues is
negative throughout the range of samples fit. A negative eigenvalue corresponds to a
negative stiffness in the direction of one of the eigenvectors of the stiffness matrix. In 4 of
these 5 subjects, the minimum eigenvalue is most negative at the beginning of the samples
fit, and increases toward zero over the course of the next 5 samples. Only one subject's
data (ssy) gives a positive definite stiffness matrix (all eigenvalues positive). In this case,
the stiffness is positive definite over the entire range of samples fit.
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Figure 5.18. Joint impedance estimates for three link model, all subjects.
Eigenvalues for the 3x3 stiffness (a) and damping (b) matrices are shown.
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A corresponding plot of the damping matrix eigenvalues for each subject is found in
Figure 5.18b. As with the stiffness, all subjects except ssy are found to have one or more
damping eigenvalues that remain negative throughout the fit period. Even subject ssy 's
damping matrix has an eigenvalue that becomes negative at some samples in this period. In
4 of the 6 subjects (djn, mjg, yak, ssy) the maximum damping eigenvalue tends to decrease
over the course of the fit period.
Table 5.3 shows the goodness of fit measures for each subject for the joint torques,
as computed from Equations 5-32 and 5-33. The scaled residual SS is shown for the
individual joint torques and for all torques combined. The residual error is quite small, and
is generally only a fraction of a percent of the variance in the joint torques.
Table 5.3. Goodness of fit measures for three link model fits (position-only VT).
The ratio 2 indicates the size of the residual errors in proportion to the
variance in the torque data. Goodness of fit is shown for the individualjoint torques and all three torques combined.
- - U -~
Subject djn aqk I mjg czl yak I
Ankle Total SS 8.19e+6 4.94e+6 2.55e+7 1.41e+7 2.55e+6 6.28e+5
Res SS 4.28e+3 2.97e+3 1.56e+5 1.14e+3 7.08e+2 6.49e+1
D0 .05% 0.06%1 0.61% 0.01% 0.03% 0.01%
nee Total SS 3.23e+6 1.57e+6 1.03e+7 5.94e+6 8.78e+5 6.02e+5
Res SS 1.66e+3 4.72e+2 9.25e+4 1.88e+3 6.62e+2 6.74e+1
D__ 0.05%1 0.03%1 0.90%1 0.03% 0.08%j 0.01%
ip Total SS 4.99e+5 2.46e+5 2.04e+6 1.58e+6 1.49e+5 3.90e+5
Res SS 1.55e+3 2.42e+3 1.05e+5 3.27e+3 3.15e+2 7.82e+1
- 0.31% 0.99% 5.14% 0.21% 0.21%1 0.02%
All [otal SS 1.19e+7 6.75e+6 3.79e+7 2.16e+7 3.58e+6 1.62e+6
oints Res SS 7.49e+3 5.87e+3 3.53e+5 6.29e+3 1.69e+3 2.1Oe+2
- sum 0.06% 0.09% 0.93% 0.03% 0.05% 0.01%
Figure 5.19 presents averages over all
maximum stiffness and damping eigenvalues.
subjects of the minimum, middle and
These averages show more clearly the
trends observed in the individual subjects. The minimum stiffness and damping
eigenvalues are negative throughout, although they tend to be most strongly negative early
in the period tested, then increase toward zero. Averages of the diagonal terms in the
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ssy I
stiffness and damping matrices are presented as well; each diagonal element represents the
torque-angle relationship at an individual joint due only to motion about that joint. The
trends in the diagonal terms generally match the eigenvalue results.
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Figure 5.19. All-subject averages of joint stiffness and damping estimates.
Averages of the stiffness and damping eigenvalues (left) are shown with
error bars indicating one standard error of the mean. Averages of the
diagonal terms in the stiffness and damping matrices are shown at right.
5.3.4.3. Cartesian Impedance at the HAT CM (Position-Only VT)
Using the results of Equations 5-35 and 5-36, the Cartesian stiffness and damping
properties at the HAT CM are calculated from the joint stiffness and damping estimates.
The Cartesian impedance properties depend on the link configuration as well as the joint
impedance. Figure 5.20 shows the Cartesian stiffness and damping at the HAT CM
graphically for subject ssy for the samples immediately following impact. The major and
minor axes of the ellipses correspond to the directions of the eigenvectors associated with
the maximum and minimum eigenvalues respectively.
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Figure 5.20. HAT CM cartesian endpoint stiffness and damping ellipses.
Ellipses are shown for the estimated joint stiffness and damping at
samples 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 after impact. Ellipses are centered at the
HAT CM, and the scale for the ellipses are shown by the circles above.
The configuration of the three links at each sample is shown as well.
Inward-pointing arrows indicate positive endpoint stiffness and damping
eigenvalues.
The stiffness is greatest in the direction along the major axis, and least in the
perpendicular direction. The arrows pointing inward at the endpoints of the major and
minor axes indicate that the stiffness and damping are positive. A positive stiffness implies
that a perturbation of the endpoint will resort in a restoring force. Likewise, positive
damping generates a force that resists the velocity of the endpoint. The restoring force is
only aligned with the direction of the perturbation if the perturbation is along the major or
minor axis of the ellipse.
In the case of subject ssy, the positive definite endpoint stiffness and damping
matrices are expected because her joint stiffness and damping matrices were also positive
definite. Note, however, that even if the Cartesian stiffness and damping are positive
definite, horizontal and vertical motion of the HAT CM only describe two of the three
degrees of freedom of the model. The third degree of freedom is associated with the
rotation of the HAT segment about its CM. Even though the translational stiffnesses and
damping may be positive, the impedance properties related to this third degree of freedom
will be negative if the joint stiffness and damping matrices are not positive definite.
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The vertical stiffness and damping estimates for the HAT CM correspond to the k,
elements of the Cartesian HAT CM stiffness and damping matrices. These vertical
impedance values are averaged across subjects and shown in Figure 5.21. They are plotted
together with the averaged vertical GRF to show the relative timing of the changes. The
vertical stiffness average is negative during the period of decline toward the early dip in the
vertical GRF, and becomes positive for the samples during which the GRF is increasing
toward the second peak.
Vertical Stiffness, Damping of HAT CM: All Subjects Grouped
0
5 10 15 20 25 30
x 10
2
> --
5 10 15 20 25 30
x
5 10 15 20 25 30
sample number (impact =1)
Figure 5.21. All-subject averages of the HAT CM vertical endpoint impedance.
Vertical components of the HAT CM endpoint Cartesian stiffness (middle)
and damping (bottom) are shown with the vertical GRF (top). Error bars
indicate i1 standard error of the mean.
Figure 5.22a presents the vertical stiffness estimates at the HAT CM for the
individual subjects. Four of the subjects (djn, aqk al, mjg) have negative vertical
stiffness in the early samples that become positive toward the end of the interval. The
vertical stiffnesses for yak and ssy are positive throughout. The vertical damping estimates
for the HAT CM are shown in Figure 5.22b. No trends are readily apparent, although
negative vertical damping estimates are observed for subjects djn, czl, mjg, and yak.
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Figure 5.22. Individual subject HAT CM endpoint vertical impedances.
a. Vertical component of the Cartesian endpoint stiffness at the HAT CM.
b. Vertical component of the Cartesian endpoint damping at the HAT CM.
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5.3.4.4. Estimated Joint VTs for Subject ssy (Position-Only VT)
Subject ssy is the only subject for whom positive definite stiffness and damping
matrices are found, and hence is the only subject for whom meaningful virtual trajectories
may be computed. First, virtual trajectories are computed using the formulation of the
equilibrium point control hypothesis (Equation 5-27) that uses only the position of the
equilibrium point. Constant joint stiffness and damping matrices are assumed throughout
the trajectory. Figure 5.23a shows the equilibrium point trajectories in relative joint angle
coordinates, plotted against the P and NO-P joint trajectories.
For each of the joints, the virtual trajectory exhibits a brief period of extension, with
the minimum flexion point corresponding to the time of the peak in the vertical GRF. At
the knee, the VT is actually hyperextended briefly, reaching a peak angle of 200. Each
angle VT then exhibits a period of rapid flexion lasting approximately 80 ms, followed by a
slow extension toward zero flexion angle. In the case of the ankle and knee, the VT
actually crosses zero, reaching approximately 50 of extension at the ankle and 25* of
hyperextension at the knee. It is clear that the virtual trajectories in joint space are not
simple monotonic functions that return to the upright standing position. The equilibrium
trajectory transformed into HAT CM translation is shown in Figure 5.23b. The VTs are
not simple in this coordinate system either, exhibiting multiple peaks and valleys.
5.3.4.5. Virtual Trajectories Incorporating Rate Commands
An analysis comparable to that of the proceeding sections is performed for the
extension of the equilibrium point hypothesis that postulates the incorporation of rate
information into the virtual trajectories, as described in Section 5.3.3.3. Figure 5.24a
shows the average stiffness and damping matrix results for all subjects combined using the
stiffness and damping estimation procedure from Equations 5-29 and 5-31. Likewise, the
estimated stiffness eigenvalues for this formulation of the equilibrium point hypothesis are
presented in Figure 5.24b for the individual subjects. As in the case where the VT uses
only a position command, negative stiffness and damping eigenvalues are found for all
subjects except ssy. Much more variability among subjects is observed for this
formulation, as judged from the error bars in Figure 5.24b.
The goodness of fit measures for this version of the equilibrium point model are
contained in Table 5.4. As before, the ratio of the residual squared errors in the model joint
torques to the variance of the torque data is computed. The results indicate that the residual
errors are very small compared to the variance in the joint torques, demonstrating that the
torque fits are generally very good for this model.
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a. Virtual trajectory in joint coordinates
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b. Virtual trajectory in HAT CM Cartesian coordinates
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Figure 5.23. Virtual trajectories for three link model (position-only VT)
a. Virtual trajectory for subject ssy in the individual joints.
b. Virtual trajectory for ssy transformed into HAT CM Cartesian
coordinates.
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Figure 5.24. Impedance estimates for VT incorporating joint rates
a. Stiffness and damping eigenvalues and matrix diagonal elements
averaged across all subjects. b. Stiffness eigenvalues for individual
subjects.
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Table 5.4. Goodness of fit measures for three link model fits (rate command in VT).
The ratio D2 indicates the size of the residual errors in proportion to the
variance in the torque data. Goodness of fit is shown for the individual
joint torques and all three torques combined.
Equilibrium point trajectories are estimated using the joint torque formulation
(Equation 5-30) that incorporates the joint rates in the equilibrium trajectory. Figure 5.25a
presents the VTs derived using this variation of the equilibrium point hypothesis. The
results are considerably different than in the case where the angles alone are used. At each
joint, an initial hyperextension is seen in the VT, although the motion is less abrupt than
that seen in the position-only VT case above. The ankle extension reaches approximately
100, while the knee VT hyperextension reaches almost 30*. The hyperextension in the hip
VT is less than 100. Following maximum (hyper)extension, the ankle and knee angles
show a period of slow flexion and re-extension, before declining slowly toward zero. The
joint angles are hyperextended past zero throughout. At the hip, a slow flexion of the joint
takes place, reaching a maximum flexion of approximately 200 before decreasing slowly
toward zero. The equilibrium point trajectory of the HAT CM is shown in Figure 5.25b.
The horizontal and vertical range of the equilibrium points is smaller in extent than seen for
the no-rate case; in general, the VTs that incorporate the joint rates are more highly damped.
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nkle otal SS 8.19e+6 4.94e+6 2.55e+7 1.41e+7 2.55e+6 6.28e+5
Res SS 6.87e+3 5.08e+3 1.43e+5 1.21e+4 2.58e+3 5.72e+2
D 0.089 0.19% 0.56% 0.09%0 0.10% 0.09%
Knee rotal SS 3.23e+6 1.57e+ 1.03e+7 5.94e+6 8.78e+5 6.02e+5
Res SS 1.35e+3 3.30e+3 2.33e+5 1.06e+3 8.57e+2 2.77e+2
1_ O.04%1 0.21% 2.26% 0.02% 0.10%t 0.05%
Hip otal SS 4.99e+5 2.46e+5 2.04e+6 1.58e+6 1.49e+5 3.90e+5
Res SS 9.94e+2 1.02e+3 1.04e+6 1.94e+2 1.27e+3 1.74e+2
j2 0.20%1 0.41% 51.12% 0.01% 0.85%3' 0.04%
All otal SS 1.19e+7 6.75e+6 3.79e+7 2.16e+7 3.58e+6 1.62e+(
oints Res SS 9.21e+3 9.39e+3 1.42e+6 1.33e+4 4.71e+3 1.02e+3
D su 0.08% 0.14%1 3.75% 0.06% 0.13%1 0.06%
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a. Virtual trajectory in joint coordinates
Subject ssy: Joint Virtual Trajectories, Rate in VT
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Figure 5.25. Virtual trajectories for three link model (rate incorporated in VT)
a. Virtual trajectory for subject ssy in the individual joints.
b. Virtual trajectory for ssy transformed into HAT CM Cartesian
coordinates.
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5.4. DiscussIoN OF JUMP LANDING MODELS
Three different models of the dynamics of human jump landings have been
presented here. Each model represents the human body at a different degree of complexity,
and the equilibrium point hypothesis is used in each case to estimate impedance properties
in the context of the model. The implications of the model fits are discussed in the
following sections. First, the relative merits of the two models of vertical CM motion
(Models 1 and 2) are considered. Next, the distinction between formulation of the VT with
and without rate command is evaluated for Model 3. Finally, the most interesting finding
from the model fits is discussed: the prevalence of estimated negative stiffness for all three
models.
5.4.1. Two Models of CM Vertical Motion
Model 1 describes the restoring force generation in the legs as the action of a linear
spring. The results of the astronaut jumping experiments indicate that fixing the
equilibrium spring length and spring stiffness at constant values can provide good fits to
the transient impact response or to the final resting position, but not both (see Figure 3.10).
Stiffnesses that give good fits to the early portion of the impact response, during which the
legs are flexed, predict final CM rest positions that lie below the experimental results. A
related difficulty is seen in the VT estimates using this model: in order to replicate the
measured CM trajectories using the estimated stiffnesses, the final equilibrium spring
length reaches a level considerably longer than the physical height of the CM above the feet
(see Figure 5.7).
Both of these limitations appear to result from the assumption of a constant force
spring. As a compound linkage, the human body approaches a singular position near
upright posture. Theoretically, the stiffness along the axis from the head to the feet should
increase to infinity as the singular position is reached. Experimentally, Greene and
McMahon [1979] do observe a substantial variation in the vertical body stiffness for
different amounts of leg flexion. A nonlinear spring that softens with increasing
compression should help to remedy the shortcomings associated with Model 1.
Greene and McMahon [1979] use a model incorporating a linear spring about the
knee joint to fit their data; Model 2 in the current study is a simplification of their model. In
Model 2, the CM VT estimates cannot require physiologically unrealistic leg lengths (see
Figure 5.11). Moreover, the joint angle VTs (see Figure 5.12) show that the knee joint VT
remains well within physiological extension limits for all subjects but ssy. In this respect,
Model 2 improves on Model 1.
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Model 2 effectively provides a nonlinear spring that softens with increasing
compression. Fits to the experimental data for subject mjg's P jumps are compared in
Figure 5.26a for Model 1 and Model 2 using constant stiffness, constant equlibrium point
springs (linear in Model 1; torsional in Model 2). In this test constant stiffness, damping
and equilibrium spring setting parameters are estimated for each model using a procedure
comparable to that described for the astronaut jumping experiments. The result observed
for astronaut jumping for Model 1 also appears to hold for Model 2: stiffness values that
allow good fits to the final rest position in upright standing results in substantial deviations
from the actual CM trajectories during the transient portion of the impact response.
The differences between the model responses and actual trajectories for each model
are shown in Figure 5.26b. This plot shows that the fit deviations from the jump data are
very similar for the two models, while the summed squared errors (shown on the plot for
each jump) are generally slightly larger for Model 2. However, examination of the
difference between the fits and the actual trajectories shows that the steady-state position for
Model 1 consistently lies below the actual CM rest position, while such a difference is not
observed in Model 2. (The dashed horizontal line shown for each trace in Figure 5.26b
indicates perfect correspondence between the model and the data.) Thus, Model 2 does
appear to provide somewhat better steady-state results than Model 1. Although this test of
one subject's results is not exhaustive, it suggests that the effective nonlinear vertical spring
of Model 2 cannot fully resolve the conflict between transient and steady-state performance
seen for Model 1 with a constant stiffness, constant equilibrium length spring.
The systematic damped sinusoidal nature of the discrepancies between the model
fits and actual jump data indicates that the models fail to capture a mode of the actual
system. It appears that a higher order model of the system dynamics would better represent
the actual impact responses. Models 1 and 2 for the human body are in fact gross
simplifications of a truly high order system. Even the dynamics of individual muscles are
known to have higher than second order dynamics [Hill, 1922]. Greene and McMahon
[1979] add a second spring to their model in series with the leg, because they find that the
vertical stiffness of the body in upright standing is only about 4 times greater than with the
knees flexed 900 (rather than becoming infinite in the fully extended posture). The
additional series spring compliance allows them to fit their experimentally measured
stiffness data, and also introduces a second vibratory mode for the system. A similar
addition to the CM motion models derived here could conceivably help to match the jump
landing responses. Nevertheless, given their extreme simplicity, the capability of Models 1
and 2 to represent the CM jump landing dynamics as well as they do is quite impressive.
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Figure 5.26. Comparison of Models 1 and 2 for constant-parameter fits.
a. Model 1 (left) and Model 2 (right) fits to P jump CM trajectories.
b. Discrepancies and summed squared error values for Models 1 and 2.
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5.4.2. Control of Velocity in the Virtual Trajectory
McIntyre and Bizzi [1993] have suggested that the equilibrium point hypothesis be
extended to include desired velocity information in the formulation of the VT. This
proposal appears plausible, and they show that it can help to explain the control of fast arm
movements. Furthermore, robotic trajectory tracking control algorithms generally make
use of the desired velocity and even acceleration to improve tracking performance [Asada
and Slotine, 1986].
This modification of the VT is evaluated here using the three link model. Figure
5.27 compares the goodness of fit measures for VTs with and without rate information,
plotting the ratio of the residual SS for the rate-supplemented VT to the residual SS for the
position-only VT. Values greater than one indicate poorer performance for the rate-
supplemented VT. Although both models provide torque estimates that match closely with
the experimental data, the quality of the fits is generally worse for the version of the
equilibrium point hypothesis that includes the term for the velocity of the virtual trajectory.
The overall performance of the rate-supplemented VT version is worse for all subjects than
the comparable position-only VT result, and the total errors are more than twice as large in
4 of the subjects for the rate-supplemented VT. The individual joint torque results show
that the position-only VT provides better model fits for 5 of 6 subjects at the ankle, 4 of 6
subjects at the knee and 3 of 6 subjects at the hip. Hence, at least for this model the
addition of rate information to the VT does not improve the fidelity of the model fits.
Goodness-of-fit comparison using rate in VT
U) 100
0l*
C13 ETotal;I
R Ankle
1
M 12Hip
0
0.01
djn aqk mig czl yak ssy
Subject
Figure 5.27. Goodness of fit for VTs with and without rate information.
Ratio of residual SS for models with and without the rate in the VT.
Values greater than 1 denote worse fits for the rate-supplemented VT.
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The original position-only VT formulation produces estimated stiffness and
damping matrices that generally are not positive definite. Since positive definite results are
required for stable control under the equlibrium point hypothesis, one reason for testing
incorporation of the rate term into the VT is to determine whether this extension can
generate positive definite stiffness and damping estimates. The outcome of the model fits
using the rate-supplemented VT formulation shows that negative stiffness and damping
eigenvalues still result, so no improvement over the original position-only formulation is
observed in this regard for the three link model.
5.4.3. Negative Stiffness and the Equilibrium Point Hypothesis
The most surprising and puzzling result from the various models is the prevalence
of negative stiffness estimates. Using the simple linear second order model (Model 1), all
of the subjects exhibit negative stiffnesses over some range of samples in the region
examined. For three of the six subjects, the average stiffness over the whole region (10
samples) is negative. However, the negative stiffnesses are generally confined to the time
corresponding to the sharp initial drop in the vertical GRF. The stiffness estimates are
found to be positive at the end of the region tested for all subjects, indicating that the
negative stiffness is of limited temporal duration, at least using this model.
Using the three link model, however, the situation appears much worse. When the
joint stiffness matrix is transformed into an endpoint stiffness at the HAT CM, the diagonal
vertical component k, shows the same behavior as the vertical stiffness for the CM vertical
model: negative stiffness over the early portion of the region corresponding to the
decreasing region of the vertical GRF, followed by gradually increasing positive stiffness
values as the GRF starts to rise again. Unfortunately, looking only at this single
component of the endpoint stiffness hides a deeper problem with the joint stiffnesses: for 5
of the 6 subjects, at least one of the joint stiffness eigenvalues is negative throughout the
region examined.
When the stiffness is negative in the equilibrium point formulation used here, the
system becomes unstable. The equilibrium trajectory is no longer a stable attractor.
Rather, a force is exerted along the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the
negative eigenvalue that tends to magnify any perturbation in that direction. Clearly,
though, the real system must be stable in a global sense. The stiffness estimates correpond
to a time segment ending 100 ms after impact. The body obviously recovers to an stable
upright stance and remains there. Models of CM vertical motion that fit a constant
equilibrium spring position give positive stiffness and damping values, and replicate the
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main features of the CM trajectory. Nevertheless, the combination of the measured NO-P
trajectory and the measured forceplate or estimated joint torques stubbornly produces
negative stiffness estimates over the 100 ms interval following impact.
In the following sections, three implications of the negative stiffness estimates are
considered. First, the negative stiffnesses may simply be the erroneous results of
inadequate models, poor equilibrium point estimates, or errors introduced by the numerical
fits. However, the negative stiffnesses may in fact accurately represent the mechanical
properties of the system, and evidence from other studies is introduced to support this
view. Finally, the implications of negative stiffness for stable trajectory control via the
equilibrium point hypothesis are discussed.
5.4.3.1. Potential Sources of Error in Impedance Estimates
At least two major criticisms of the methods used to estimate stiffness and damping
can be made: (1) the models are inadequate to capture the important dynamics of the
system, and (2) the assumption that the equilibrium point follows the free trajectories of the
NO-P jumps may be invalid. The first complaint may strike hardest at the weaknesses of
the three link model. Although this model does manage to replicate faithfully the CM
motions and GRFs, the method used to determine the joint angles for this model is
somewhat questionable, as it relies largely on the position of three points: the hip joint, the
ankle joint and the HAT CM. Matches to the actual joint angles are not exact, and the
discrepancies may introduce errors into the inverse dynamics calculations as the joint angles
are differentiated twice.
The unrealistically high ankle flexor torques computed from this model provide an
example of the potential errors that might be introduced. Furthermore, since the estimated
torques are used in the stiffness and damping calculations, these calculations may also be
compromised. In comparison, the relatively simple CM vertical motion model
incorporating a linear spring and damper is probably less susceptible to these sorts of
modeling errors. The model fit does not require a double differentiation of the position data
because the actual vertical GRFs are measured, and the virtual trajectory is estimated from
the ankle joint and the body CM, a calculation less dependent on the types of assumptions
made to provide kinematic data for the three link model.
Aside from issues regarding numerical limitations, the validity of using of low-
order, time-varying linear models of force and torque generation to describe the dynamics
of a nonlinear system of unknown but high order is questionable. The shape of the vertical
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GRF traces in the Type 2 jump landings cannot be replicated by a passive linear system of
second order (see Figure 4.9). Similarly, the systematic damped sinusoid pattern of the
residual errors between the actual CM trajectory and the fits for Models 1 and 2 (see Figure
5.26) indicates that higher order models are needed to capture the behavior of the system.
The use of a second order model of force generation to estimate impedance properties for a
system of higher order may have unpredictable consequences.
Furthermore, the time-varying linear models of force and torque generation used in
the present models ignore the known nonlinearities in the length-dependent and velocity-
dependent behavior of passive and active muscle. While such simplified models have been
used successfully to model free arm reaching motions under the equilibrium point
hypothesis [Flash, 1987; Bizzi et al., 1992], the current results show that these models
may well prove inadequate for the considerably different dynamics associated with full-
body motion and ground contact during jump landings. Winters et al. [1988] use a
physiologically based, nonlinear 8th order antagonistic muscle model of elbow joint motion
under various conditions. They conclude that incorporation into the model of nonlinearities
in parallel and series elasticity and in the position- and velocity-dependent behavior of the
contractile tissue is necessary to simulate adequately a number of different tasks.
Their work suggests that higher order models incorporating fundamental
nonlinearities are required for sufficient representation of the actual functioning of muscle-
joint systems. Likewise, a recent study by Gribble et al. [1997] finds that simple straight-
line equilbrium trajectories in the lambda equilibrium point version can be used to generate
realistic arm motions for a model that incorporates nonlinearities associated with muscle
moment arm variations, muscle force-length and force-velocity dependence, and graded
development of muscle force. They also show that attempts to reconstruct the virtual
trajectory using simplified models of force and torque generation result in virtual trajectory
estimates that are substantially different from the actual trajectory used to drive the model.
The authors conclude that inferences about the form of control signals depend strongly
upon the nature of the representation of the neuromuscular plant. Like Winters et al.
[1988], they stress that results regarding impedance properties and equilibrium point
control obtained from overly simple models must be treated with caution.
The assumption made here that the equilibrium point trajectory is close to the NO-P
jump free trajectory is also questionable. If the equilibrium point trajectory is in fact far
from the free trajectory of the limbs, the stiffness and damping estimates will be in error
and may even change sign, resulting in negative estimates of positive quantities. However,
the assumption is probably valid if the limb stiffness is high enough that the difference
between the free trajectory and the equilibrium trajectory is small relative to the difference
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between the free trajectory and the P impact trajectory. The question should be explored
further, and forms the basis for one of the concluding recommendations for future work.
This question is also difficult to address in the context of the CM motion models.
Because the lumped CM sits on ideal springs that have no internal dynamics, the virtual
trajectory is equal to the free trajectory by definition. Of course, this model effectively
ignores the actual dynamics of the legs, and this omission my have serious consequences
for a realistic estimate of the virtual trajectory.
5.4.3.2. Supporting Evidence for Negative Stiffness in Jump Landings
In spite of the difficulties discussed above, the possibility that the estimated
negative stiffnesses are representative of the true situation should not be dismissed.
Negative stiffness has been observed at the individual muscle level and at the joint level.
Other researchers reports negative muscle, joint and full body stiffness for jump landings in
both monkeys and humans.
First, negative muscle stiffness has been described in submaximally contracted
muscles subjected to high velocity stretch [Rack, 1981]. In these experiments, the stiffness
of a muscle stretched by a muscle puller depends on initial length, stretch velocity and
stimulus frequency in a complex manner. An et al. [1989] show as well that many muscles
under a fixed activation level exhibit negative stiffness over much of the physiological
length range. At the joint level, Winters et al. [1988] build a convincing case against
incautious application of an equilibrium point formulation dependent on antagonistic
springs characterized by activation-dependent length-tension curves. They find that (1) the
parallel elastic stiffness is small in the primary joint operating range, and (2) the torque-
angle relation at various joints has a low and often negative slope over large segments of
the operating range, especially for major extensors.
Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen [1984] study monkeys landing on their arms from
downward jumps. They find that the incremental muscle stiffness in the triceps increases
to a high initial value over the first 10 ms following impact, then decreases and becomes
negative for the remainder of the landing. In a later study, Dyhre-Poulsen et al. [1991] find
a similar result in humans jumping down. Again, the muscle stiffness in the ankle joint
increases over the first 10 ms, then decreases and became negative for the remainder of the
impact. In both monkeys and humans, the investigators attribute the initial high positive
stiffness (as well as part of the initial sharp rise in vertical ground reaction force) to the
short-range stiffness [Rack and Westbury, 1974] before cross-bridges are broken. The
total body stiffness is also estimated for the human study, and the calculation shows that
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the total body stiffness is very low or negative in the region when ankle stiffness is
negative.
Dyhre-Poulsen and his colleagues suggest that the negative stiffnesses are generated
intentionally based on the deceleration requirements for a jump landing. They contrast the
pattern seen for jump landings with the results seen for repetitive hopping [Dhyre-Poulen et
al., 1991]. In repetitive hopping, undamped spring-like properties in the leg are desireable.
The ground reaction forces resemble those that would be expected for a mass dropped onto
a spring, with the peak force occurring simultaneously with the maximum downward CM
deflection. Conversion of kinetic energy into elastic energy stored in tendon and muscle is
desirable, so that the upward hop can make use of the stored potential energy. In the
hopping tests, they perform the same stiffness calculations, and estimate positive
stiffnesses throughout the ground contact time.
In jump landings, however, the goal is to dissipate the kinetic energy rather than
store it as elastic potential energy. The vertical GRF traces are very different from those
seen in hopping, with the sharp early peaks that match the high velocity portion of the jump
rather than the peak deflection. Thus, true spring-like behavior would be far from ideal in
jump landings. Dyhre-Poulsen et al. [1991] hypothesize that the negative stiffness is in
effect designed to convert the muscles into damping units.
Indirect support for this hypothesis is provided by the postulated inhibition of post-
impact extensor reflex activity in different species. Evidence exists that the segmental
stretch reflexes act to maintain muscle stiffness at relatively constant level [Houk, 1979].
Inhibition of the stretch reflex would therefore prevent the feedback needed to restore
positive stiffness in the muscles, sustaining the low or negative muscle stiffness levels. In
their human study, Dyhre-Poulsen et al. [1991] show that the H-reflex is strongly inhibited
prior to and during ground contact for jump landings. In contrast, the H-reflex excitability
in repetitive hopping increases before touchdown and remains relatively high during the
stance phase. The H-reflex excitability level is believed to represent the efficacy of
transmission from Ia afferents to (x motoneurons, and hence a measure of stretch reflex
potentiation. Thus, the investigators conclude that the H-reflex results in landing reflect
stretch reflex suppression, while the hopping data indicate that the stiffness regulation
effected by stretch reflexes is desirable in that task.
The H-reflex results are consistent with findings by Melvill Jones and Watt [197 1a]
that the FSR appears to be inhibited during downward steps, while preferred hopping
frequencies seem to favor timing that makes the best use of the FSR. In monkeys [Dyhre-
Poulsen and Laursen, 1984] and in cats [McKinley and Smith, 1983], the post-landing
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extensor activity appears to be suppressed as well, in agreement with the human data. In
sum, these data provide a strong circumstantial case for the importance of negative stiffness
properties in the impact absorption phase of jumps.
5.4.3.3. Implications of Negative Stiffness for Equilibrium Point Control
The requirement for positive definite stiffness in the neighborhood of an attractor
point has been the focus of some criticism of the equilibrium point control hypothesis
[Adamovich, 1992; Hasan, 1992]. Indeed, as Bizzi et al. [1992a] admit, "... the
equilibrium-point hypothesis makes the assumption that during movement as well as
posture the limbs exhibit stability. Note that this is not a requirement for the motion of a
mechanical system. Nor is it a fundamental requirement for a biological system . . . ."
The negative stiffness results obtained in the present false platform study indicate
that for the current models the equilibrium point hypothesis alone does not suffice to
explain the control of jump landings. In fact, the attractive simplicity obtained through
formulation of the equilibrium point hypothesis as a servomechanism [McIntyre and Bizzi,
1993] may limit the utility of the hypothesis. By requiring a virtual trajectory of the same
form as the desired trajectory, the controller must ignore the dynamics of the system.
However, there is considerable evidence that the motor control system does in fact take into
account known dynamic properties of the body [Flanagan and Wing, 1993; Shadmehr and
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994]. Anticipatory postural reactions in advance of fast arm movements
provide a ready example [Gurfinkel, 1994].
Other authors suggest that the equilibrium trajectory may account for limb dynamics
by assuming a form that deviates from the desired trajectory, giving "N-shaped" virtual
trajectories for single joint movements [Latash and Gottlieb, 1991]. Variations on
feedforward control strategies have been postulated [Kuo and Zajac, 1992b; Gutman and
Gottlieb, 1992]. Gottlieb et al. [1996] and Lackner and DiZio [1994] argue that voluntary
motion explicitly accounts for expected movement dynamics and externally imposed forces,
and may actually plan movements in terms of muscle activation patterns.
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5.5. OPTIMALITY CONSIDERATIONS IN JUMP LANDINGS
One goal of this thesis is to show that an optimization procedure based on a set of
physically and biomechanically plausible variables can reproduce important features of the
experimentally observed trajectories for jump landings. Specific optimization criteria to be
examined include center of mass excursions, joint motion, joint torques and impact forces.
Optimality of the jump landing trajectories is considered in the context of two models.
First, vertical motion of the full body CM is examined using a linear quadratic regulator
(LQR) approach. Next, the optimal control problem for the three link model is formulated
in terms of a parameter optimization problem. Effects of variations in the cost functionals
for the optimizations are discussed.
5.5.1. Vertical Motion of the Full Body Mass Center
The simplest model of the jump landing phase consists of the vertical motion of
fully body CM. Two forces act on the CM: gravity and the force exerted by the legs. The
differential equation governing the CM motion can be written
mcm = F + mg
Cm = U F (5-40)
m
where yc,,, = vertical deviation of the CM from the final rest position (0)
F = leg force on CM
u= acceleration of the CM
g = gravitational acceleration = -9.8 m/s 2
Equation 5.40 can be written in state space form:
Ac[ycm +B[Z] = A. ]+ Bu
A = 0 0 (5-41)
0 1
B=
10
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A simplistic description of the control objective in landing from a jump might be: "Return
the CM to the upright stance position while limiting the forces exerted by the legs." The
tradeoff between the amount of deviation of the mass center from the final position and the
magnitude of the CM acceleration can be expressed mathematically as an objective function
to be minimized. An objective function where the cost is quadratic in the state variables
(ycm, Scm) and the control variable (u) is given in Equation 5-42:
J= ym cm]Q L Ycm + Ru 2dt (5-42)
-QP 0Q = V
where R = scalar force weight
Qp= position weight
Q,= velocity weight
The optimal control law for this linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem [Kwakernaak and
Sivan, 1972] is given in steady state by
U = -G[Ycrm
(5-43)
G = R-1 B T K
where G is the vector of optimal state feedback gains and K is the unique positive definite
solution to the algebraic Ricatti equation
Q+KA+A T K - KBR~ BT K = 0 (5-44)
The approach taken here is to determine nominal cost weights Q, Rthat give the best match
to the experimental jump data, then vary the weights about the nominal to examine the
effects on the CM trajectory and control forces. Nominal weights are found using a
Nelder-Meade simplex search method. At each step in the search, the optimal gains are
calculated using the current weights, and the model response is simulated. An objective
function is constructed from the sum of the squared differences between the model CM
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position response and the experimental data points at each integration step. The numerical
search algorithm attempts to minimize this objective function.
This procedure is performed using a representative subject, djn. The CM trajectory
used in the model fit is the average of selected P jumps (the selection procedure is described
in Section 4.2.1.6). Likewise, the vertical GRF shown throughout is the average for these
same P jumps. Based on the simplex search, the nominal weights are determined to be:
- uQ~p 0 ~
_0 Q[, ] [ 0.01651
(5-45)
R = 2.804 x104
The closed-loop poles found using the optimal feedback gains are located at -6.3±4.4i,
resulting in a natural frequency and damping ratio of
co, = 7.73 s1
(5-46)
= 0.82
Figure 5.28 shows the model fit compared to the experimental data using the
feedback gains determined from the nominal weights Q, R. The LQR solution gives a
reasonable fit to the experimental CM trajectory. As expected, however, the vertical GRF
predicted by the simple model only replicates the gross behavior of the experimentally
measured GRF. The second order LQR model predicts a smooth decay of the GRF, and
cannot account for the dip and second peak seen in the actual experimental data.
Effects of variations in the cost function weights on the CM vertical trajectory are
shown in Figure 5.29. The plots on the left describe the effect of changes on the relative
weighting of CM position deviation and CM acceleration. The bold traces indicate the
nominal weights that best fit the experimental data. As CM deviation is penalized more
heavily relative to the CM force, the CM position deviates less from zero, and returns more
quickly to the zero position. The time from impact to maximum downward deflection of
the CM decreases, as does the settling time toward the final equilibrium position.
Consequently, the peak ground reaction force is seen to increase, and the GRF drops
sharply due to the faster response in the CM trajectory. The GRF also exhibits a larger
undershoot below the 1 body weight level, corresponding to the higher deceleration as the
CM moves upward toward the final position.
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Best fit feedback gains from LQR (CM vertical motion, 2nd order model)
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Figure 5.28. Comparison of data and model simulation for best-fit LQR weights.
CM trajectory (top) and vertical ground reaction force (bottom) for model
simulation using LQR weights that give the best fit to experimental data.
Alterations in the relative costs on CM deviation and CM acceleration largely affect
the natural frequency of the response. In contrast, change in the relative cost on CM
deviation relative to CM velocity greatly affects the damping ratio of the closed loop
system. The plots on the right in Figure 5.29 show the effect of changes in the relative
costs on position and velocity. As velocity is penalized more heavily relative to position
deviation, two effects are seen. First, the maximum downward deflection of the CM is
reduced, reflecting the large penalty associated with high downward velocities, and the time
to reach the CM minimum decreases. The higher penalty associated with CM velocity also
causes a slower return to the equilibrium position, resulting in a more heavily damped
response. With an increase in the relative velocity penalty, the peak ground reaction force
in increased, reflecting the more abrupt deceleration of the CM downward motion. In this
case, however, the increased peak GRF is associated with a smaller undershoot below the
1 body weight level, corresponding to the more highly damped response.
Figure 5.30 summarizes the main effects of the variation in the relative costs of CM
position, velocity, and force. The CM position deviates less from zero as position is
weighted more heavily relative to force; however, smaller deviation of the CM from zero is
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also seen when position is penalized less relative to CM velocity. Smaller CM deviations
from zero correspond to shorter times from impact to peak CM deflection; reduced times to
CM minimum result from increased penalty on CM position deviation relative to force, or
increased penalty on CM velocity relative to position.
Smaller CM deviations and shorter times to CM minimum require larger peak
GRFs, and an increase in peak GRF may result from a higher penalty on CM deviation
relative to force. Alternatively, the increase in force may result from a higher cost placed
on the CM vertical velocity relative to the position deviation. However, these two cases
exhibit different patterns for the GRF undershoot below 1 body weight. In the more
heavily damped response, corresponding to the increased relative penalty on CM velocity,
the undershoot is less pronounced. In contrast, increase in the CM position cost relative to
force results in a less damped response with a more prominent undershoot in the GRF.
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Figure 5.29. Effects of variation in relative LQR weights on model simulations.
Relative variation of position and force weights (left) and position and
velocity weights (right); CM (top) and vertical GRFs (bottom). Bold
traces represent baseline weights that best fit experimental data.
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Figure 5.30. Summary of LQR weight variations on CM and GRF behavior.
Effects of relative variation of the weights on minimum CM vertical
position (upper left), the time to reach CM minimum (lower left),
maximum vertical GRF (upper right), and minimum GRF (lower right).
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5.5.2. Optimal Landing Trajectories for the Three Link Planar Model
As with the CM vertical motion model, the goal is to show that the important
features of the experimental data can be replicated in trajectories of the more realistic three
link model that are optimal according to an objective function based on physiologically
plausible variables. In a manner analogous to the approach used for the CM vertical motion
model, an objective function is constructed based on the states and control inputs for the
three link model.
In this case, determination of the trajectory for the three link model that optimizes
the given cost function is more complex, because the nonlinear dynamic equations prevent
the use of methods like the LQR described above. A standard approach in solving an
optimal control problem is to convert it to a parameter optimization problem, where the
optimal parameters are determined using a nonlinear programming method [Hull, 1997].
The conversion to a parameter optimization is performed by splitting the time interval of the
optimal control problem into a set of subintervals. The times at the endpoints of the
subintervals are called nodes. The states and/or controls at the nodes are the unknown
parameters to be optimized, and the full state and control histories are formed by
interpolation between the nodes.
For the three link model, the joint angles are taken to be the unknown parameters in
the problem. In order to keep the optimization problem reasonably small, the time period
of interest (samples 6-115 following impact) is divided into 7 subintervals. The initial joint
angles and rates are fixed, using the actual experimental data. At the remaining seven
nodes, the joint angles are unconstrained, giving a total of 21 parameters (3 angles at each
of 7 nodes) to be optimized. The node locations are set somewhat arbitrarily at samples 6,
12, 19, 27, 40, 70 and 115, where impact occurs at sample 1 and the node at sample 6
represents the fixed initial conditions for the problem. The nodes are spaced more closely
at the beginning of the interval because of the higher frequency content of the movement
immediately following the impact.
The complete joint angle histories are interpolated between the nodes using a cubic
spline fit. From the spline fits, the first and second derivatives of the joint angle trajectories
are determined. Using the angles and derivatives, the joint control torques required to
generate the joint trajectories are computed from the inverse dynamic Equations 5-22.
Likewise, the ground reaction forces are calculated using Equations 5-23. An appropriate
objective function is evaluated based on the state histories, and a Nelder-Meade simplex
search algorithm is used to find the node parameters that minimize the objective function.
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The objective function is formulated on a somewhat ad hoc basis, and is given in
Equation 5-47.
J = sTK [4 s +6sTK Ds + TsfKTTs + k is + kF(Fys- (547)
s=6 Y.(-7
where s = sample number (impact occurs at s = 1)
4)s = Is - Of
s= vector of joint angles
Of = vector of final joint angles
KD = diagonal matrix of weights on joint angle deviations
= vector of joint angular rates
K4  = diagonal matrix of weights on joint rates ko., i=1,2,3
k- v Oi <0
T = vector of joint torques
KT = diagonal matrix of weights on joint torques
is= XCM(HAT)s - XCM(HAT)j
XCM(HAT), = horizontal position of HAT CM
XCM(HAT)f = final horizontal position of HAT CM
kx= scalar weight on HAT CM horizontal deviation
F,, = vertical ground reaction force
w = body weight
kF = scalar weight on vertical ground reaction force
The weights in the objective function can be chosen to penalize five quantities
independently: (1) joint angle deviations from the final position, (2) joint rates, (3) joint
torques, (4) horizontal HAT CM deviations from the final position, and (5) vertical ground
reaction forces.
Initially, a cost function is chosen based only on the states (joint angles and rates)
and the control inputs (joint torques). Interestingly, such a cost function favors very rapid
decelerations of the initial joint velocities. In this case, the costs associated with joint
angles and rates are decreased because of the smaller joint angle deviations and shorter
duration of the time associated with flexional joint rates. Interestingly, the necessary
control inputs are reduced as well, because the reduced joint flexion also reduces the
mechanical advantage of forces acting relative to the joints. Thus, smaller torques are
required to effect the deceleration of the body mass and its restoration to upright posture.
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However, the rapid deceleration of the body's downward motion does result in
extremely high forces at the ground and at the joints. Since high forces at the joints may
damage the joint tissues or conceivably the bones through which the forces are transmitted,
the landing strategy employed by the CNS may attempt to limit the magnitude of these
forces. Hence, the term penalizing vertical GRFs is added to the cost function. At first,
the squared absolute magnitude of the GRF was penalized. However, this resulted in
"pathological" behavior near the end of the simulated movement, characterized by high joint
rates that created centrifugal forces to reduce the vertical GRF to near zero. Although the
costs associated with the joint rates increased, they were more than offset by the reduced
costs associated with the GRF. For this reason, the GRF cost is changed to the form
shown in Equation 5-47, and the deviation of the GRF from one body weight is penalized
instead. This effectively places a cost on the acceleration of the CM, and is equivalent to
the cost on CM acceleration used in the analysis of the CM vertical motion model above.
Two other alterations are made to the cost function. First, a term penalizing
deviations of the horizontal CM position is included. Optimizations using the cost function
without this term produce "uncoordinated" joint angle trajectories that cause large horizontal
movements of the CM ranging outside the base of support of the foot. Introduction of the
cost on CM deviation forces coordinated angle trajectories that maintain the CM within
narrower horizontal bounds. Also, the cost function is modified to place different penalties
on the joint rates depending on whether the joint motion is flexional or extensional. This
modification improves the ability of the optimization to match better both the flexional and
extensional phases in the landing trajectory. This asymmetric weighting of extensional and
flexional joint rates may be physiologically significant when the asymmetry of the muscle
force-velocity relationship in lengthening and shortening is considered.
The different weights in the cost function are adjusted using a trial and error method
to find a nominal combination that results in joint angle trajectories similar to those
observed experimentally. Again, djn is chosen as the representative subject. Figure
5.3 1shows the trajectories found to optimize the nominal cost function, superimposed on
the experimental average trajectories. Although an effort is made to determine cost weights
that result in good trajectory correspondence with the experimental data, the nominal
weights do result in some clear differences between the "optimal" and actual trajectories.
For example, the early portion of the hip angle trajectory does not match well, and the
corresponding portion of the GRF history shows discrepancies as well.
The slow convergence of the numerical search routine makes adjustment of the cost
weights an extremely time consuming process. Since the goals of the optimization
procedure are to show that a cost function based on physiologically plausible objectives can
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match the important features of the data, and to assess the effect of variations about the
nominal cost weights, the nominal trajectories shown in Figure 5.31 are deemed adequate.
No claims are made that the nominal trajectory found represents a global minimum of the
nominal cost function. However, the parameter optimization is repeated several times from
different initial parameters to show that the search does converge to a consistent, stable
local minimum.
Three Link Model
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Figure 5.31. Optimal three link trajectories for nominal cost function weights.
Nominal weights are selected to give optimal trajectories close to the
observed experimental data. Optimal joint trajectories (left) and CM
trajectories (right top and middle) are shown compared to actual data.
Optimal GRF for nominal weights is shown at lower right.
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Having found a nominal set of weights for the cost function, the different weights
are systematically varied about the nominal values to determine the effects on the joint
trajectories, torques, CM motion and GRF. Figure 5.32 shows the results of altering the
cost weight on vertical GRF. When kF is reduced by half, the results are quite similar to
those observed for a comparable variation in the CM vertical motion model. The peak
ground reaction force increases and the undershoot below the one body weight level
becomes more pronounced. Peak joint flexion is reduced, as is deviation of the CM, and
the system returns more quickly to the upright equilibrium position.
The opposite effects are observed when the weight on kF is doubled.
Interestingly, the GRF traces do not exhibit the smooth decay seen when only the CM
vertical motion is considered. Instead, the GRF decreases rapidly, then increases slightly
before continuing to decay, in a manner similar to the pattern in the actual Type 2 GRF
data. As the weight on the GRF in the cost function is increased, this second peak in the
GRF becomes more prominent.
The result of variation in the cost weight on joint angle deflections is shown in
Figure 5.33. Decreasing the cost on joint angle deflections has effects similar to those seen
when the cost on vertical GRF is increased. The peak angle deflections increase, and occur
later. The downward deflection of the CM increases, and the peak vertical GRF decreases.
Because decreasing the joint angle cost effectively increases the relative cost on joint rates,
the joint angles exhibit a more heavily damped return to the upright stance.
Figure 5.34 presents the effects of variations in the cost weights associated with
joint rates. As the joint rates are penalized more heavily, deceleration of the joint flexion
occurs more rapidly, and the peak joint flexion is decreased. A slower return of the system
to the upright also results. Corresponding changes are seen in the CM vertical motion,
including smaller downward CM deflection and slower return to the upright position. The
peak GRF increases, reflecting the more rapid deceleration of the downward CM motion.
In Figure 5.35, the impact of changing the weights on the joint torques is
displayed. Interestingly, the change in torque weights relative to the other cost weights has
an almost imperceptible effect on the CM vertical motion and vertical GRF. The knee
trajectory is virtually unchanged, and the only readily apparent results are opposing
changes in the ankle and hip angle histories, with corresponding changes in the joint
torques.
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5.5.3. Variation of Costs Weights to Explore Trajectory Tradeoffs
The optimizations undertaken here represent, at some level, curve fits to the data.
There is no assurance that the results seen using the selected objective function cannot be
replicated or improved upon with a different set of variables. However, the effort shows
that the jump landing trajectories can in fact be represented as the optimal solutions to the
control problem posed by an objective based on a relatively small number of
physiologically reasonable variables. Furthermore, variation of the cost weights from the
nominal values gives some insight into the considerations that may drive the control
strategy used by the central nervous system.
For instance, the relative unimportance of the joint control torques in the objective
function indicates that the control authority of the system is not the limiting factor in
rapidly returning the body to an upright posture. Rather, it is the need to limit the impact
forces that results in greater joint flexion, deeper deflection of the CM, and slower return
to upright. posture. In addition, the optimimum trajectories in the three link model result in
vertical GRF traces that bear some resemblance to the Type 2 landing responses.
Specifically, the force does not decrease monotonically from the peak value. Rather, the
GRF decay is interrupted by a second, smaller peak before continuing to decline. This
feature becomes more prominent as the penalty on vertical GRF is increased, indicating that
the Type 2 response may result from an attempt by the CNS to reduce the duration of high-
magnitude reaction forces.
The importance of the weight on horizontal CM deviation is also quite interesting.
It emphasizes the need for coordinated joint motion, because motions of the CM outside the
base of support will result in stepping, and control torques available at the ankle are limited
by the foot length. Horstmann and Dietz [1990] have argued that direct control of the
position of the CM is an explicit goal of the postural control system. The need to penalize
the CM deviation here provides some support for this contention. This result is comparable
to the findings of Kuo [1992], who shows that the best match to experimental data for an
linearized multilink model of postural control is provided by a cost function that penalizes
both joint angle deviations from upright and motion of the CM.
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CONCLUSIONS AND
6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The goal of this thesis is to corroborate or refute each of three hypotheses. The
outcome of the experiments with respect to these hypotheses is summarized here. Based on the
conclusions reached, additional research directions are suggested.
6.1. MICROGRAVITY ADAPTATION ALTERS CONTROL OF LEG STIFFNESS
The first hypothesis states that changes in astronaut jumping performance postflight can
be explained on the basis of altered limb impedance as the result of microgravity adaptation. A
simple model of CM vertical motion indicates that the observed kinematic changes in astronaut
jump landings postflight are best explained by changes in the lumped leg stiffness after
microgravity exposure. It is conjectured that the astronauts adapt to the reduced postural
demands in microgravity by reducing the stiffness in the legs. The "moonwalker" partial
weight unloading experiment provides support for this conjecture by demonstrating rapid
adaptation of the leg stiffness during brief reductions in the load bearing requirements on the
legs.
From an operational standpoint, the results of the astronaut study are important for
understanding how microgravity exposure might impair astronauts' abilities to perform tasks
such as an emergency egress from the Space Shuttle, or even locomotion on another planet
following an extended duration space flight. The postflight changes in the kinematics of
astronaut jump landings reported here have been attributed to changes in the control of the
lower limb impedance due to exposure to the microgravity conditions of space flight. The
decreased stiffness of the posture control system observed in the P-C group of subjects may
reflect inflight adaptation to the reduced requirements for posture control in the absence of
gravitational forces. On the ground, the nature of the body's compound inverted pendulum
structure requires the maintenance of a certain minimum stiffness for stability in an upright
position. In space, the body need not be stabilized against gravity, and the control bandwidth
and stiffness may therefore be reduced without compromising postural stability. Inflight, an
overall reduction in postural stiffness may be observed as reduction in extensor tone and
decreases in stretch reflex gain, and may be related to the loss of drop-induced H-reflex
potentiation.
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Compliant postflight behavior may result from a residual decrement in the stiffness of
the postural control system following return to earth. In contrast, stiff postflight behavior may
indicate overcompensation for reduced inflight stiffness upon return to earth, similar to the
"rebound" effect observed by Reschke et al. (1986) for the H-reflex. Thus, stiff responses
postflight may be related to the observation by Young et al. (1986) that some subjects were
able to maintain balance only within a narrow "cone of stability" postflight, especially with the
eyes closed. By using a stiffening strategy postflight, the subject minimizes deviations from
equilibrium to avoid approaching the boundaries of the cone of stability. Such stiffening in
turn requires a commensurate increase in postural control bandwidth.
In summary, the astronaut study provides evidence for adjustment of lower limb
impedance in response to microgravity exposure in space flight. The results reported here,
interpreted in light of other studies, indicate that this impedance modulation may result from a
combination of altered tonic muscular activity and changes in the pre-programmed
neuromuscular activity observed prior to and during impact absorption. Simulations using a
simple mechanical model of the CM vertical motion indicate that changes in the lumped leg
stiffness cause the differences in postflight jumping performance seen in the joint and CM
kinematics. The reduced requirements for maintenance of posture under microgravity
conditions probably contribute to the changes seen postflight, in concert with decrements in
limb proprioception and altered interpretation of otolith acceleration cues.
The results of the moonwalker experiment strengthen the conjecture that the reduced
postural demands in space flight contribute most to altered performance postflight. The partial
weight unloading protocol is not believed to affect stretch reflexes, descending vestibular
effects on muscle tone, or interpretation of vestibular acceleration signals. Hence, the
significant changes seen after moonwalker adaptation most likely result from altered open-loop
modulation of the limb trajectories and stiffness during the flight and impact phases of the
jumps.
6.2. EQUILIBRIUM POINT CONTROL IS NOT SUPPORTED BY FALSE
PLATFORM RESULTS
The simple second order models evaluated in the astronaut and moonwalker
jumping experiments indicate that the overall system dynamics can be adequately
characterized by passive stiffness and damping elements that bring the body to rest in the
upright standing position. This result is consistent with experiments in running and
hopping that show good agreement with models of the leg in these tasks as an undamped
linear spring [Alexander and Vernon, 1975; McMahon and Cheng, 1990; He et al., 1991;
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Farley and Gonzdlez, 1996]. Equilibrium point motor control models hypothesize that
spring-like properties of the neuromuscular system are not merely a descriptor of the gross
mechanical behavior, but also provide a plausible detailed model for the neural control of
posture and movement. In these models, the CNS commands a "virtual" or "equilibrium"
trajectory, and relies on the inherent elastic and dissipative properties of skeletal muscle in
concert with the stiffness and damping provided by spinal stretch reflexes to cause the
actual limb trajectory to approximate the commanded trajectory.
It is hypothesized that a control model based on the equilibrium point hypothesis
can explain the experimentally observed characteristics of human downward jumps. The
false platform experiment is designed to provide access to free limb trajectories after the
nominal impact time, which may give good approximations to the hypothesized virtual
trajectories. The data obtained for the no-platform (NO-P) jumps comprise the first
description of the unperturbed trajectories during the nominal impact absorption phase that
result from the motor commands generated during the flight and impact segments of the
landing. These results show a stereotyped pattern of leg flexion that is initiated
immediately prior to the expected moment of impact and continues for approximately 50 ms
following nominal impact. The legs then re-extend from this time until the actual impact
with the ground (approximately 100 ms after nominal impact).
The initial flexion probably reduces impulsive impact forces by partially matching
the foot velocity to the relative speed of the landing platform while removing the body from
a near-singular joint configuration. The muscle activation leading to subsequent re-
extension of the legs in the NO-P case may function to provide the required extensional
forces to arrest the downward body motion in the platform (P) jumps. This NO-P
trajectory is clearly the result of preprogrammed neuromuscular activity, as the flexion
sequence is initiated prior to the expected time of impact. Moreover, the transition from
flexion to re-extension occurs in a time span after nominal impact that is shorter than the
time in which significant muscular torques could be generated by the fastest spinal reflexes.
While the NO-P trajectories are unlikely to be affected substantially by reflex
feedback during the majority of the 100 ms interval following nominal impact, the false
platform experiment provides evidence that the stretch reflexes in the leg are active during
the impact absorption phase. The present data indicate that the activity in the gastrocnemius
and hamstrings is significantly enhanced in the NO-P jumps in comparison to the P jumps,
and that the apparent latency of muscle activation following nominal impact is consistent
with the timing of a spinal stretch reflex. This result contrasts with the supposition by
Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen (1983) and Dyhre-Poulsen et al. (1991) that the stretch reflex
is suppressed during the jump landing. Rather, it appears that the stretch reflex is triggered
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when the leg trajectory deviates from the configuration expected during normal jump
landings.
This apparent adjustment of the threshold length for activation of the stretch reflex
to reflect the expected leg motion during impact is conceptually similar to Feldman's
lambda model of equilibrium point control, in which the CNS establishes threshold muscle
lengths for alpha motoneuron recruitment and relies on afferent feedback from muscle
spindles. If, as suggested by the present results, reflex activity is triggered only when the
body configuration diverges from the nominal jump landing trajectory, it is not surprising
that other investigators [Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen, 1984; Dyhre-Poulsen et al., 1991;
McKinley and Smith, 1983] conclude that the stretch reflex plays a minor role during
normal jump landings. The knee flexor activity seen in the NO-P trials seemingly should
return the legs to the normal post-impact trajectory. The equilibrium point hypothesis
proposes that the stretch reflexes enhance the position-dependent properties tending to
restore the limbs to the equilibrium trajectory. Therefore, it is possible that the NO-P
trajectory does not meet the criteria defining a virtual trajectory according to the equilibrium
point hypothesis.
Three dynamic models of various fidelity levels are considered using the NO-P
trajectories as candidate virtual trajectories. However, the measured free trajectories,
combined with measured GRFs and estimated joint torques, result in negative stiffness
estimates in most cases. This result indicates that the NO-P trajectories do not represent
stable attractors in these models. While the model analysis does not support the existence
of a stable attractive trajectory for the system during the time segment within 100 ms
following impact, the data are insufficient to disprove the existence of a stable attractor in
the actual system. The fact that the subjects recover to an upright standing position implies
that this final position is a stable attractive configuration. At least three possibilities must be
considered: (1) the NO-P trajectory does represent a stable attractor, but the simplistic
formulation of the models results in erroneous negative stiffness estimates; (2) a stable
attractive trajectory does exist, but the NO-P trajectory is not close to this attractor and
erroneous impedance estimates are due to use of an inappropriate estimate of the virtual
trajectory; or (3) a stable attractive trajectory does not exist in the period immediately
following impact.
The first two potential explanations of the cu- -t data must be considered in the
context of studies of arm motions that use comparable models of joint torque production
and also estimate impedances about the unperturbed limb trajectory [Gomi and Kawato,
1996; Flash, 1987]. These studies estimate positive stiffness values and show that the
equilibrium point hypothesis is competent to describe arm movements given appropriate
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virtual trajectories. The false platform experiments do not disprove the equilibrium point
hypothesis, but do show that the simple models used in these studies cannot explain the
control of jump landing. The third possibility listed above implies that the equilibrium
point hypothesis is not a viable description for the control of this phase of jump landings.
Further analysis is required to address these issues.
Regardless of the existence of a stable attractor, the observed force-position
relationship during impact absorption appears to have some functional significance for
jump landings. The negative stiffness estimates for the simple linear models used here
result from decreasing vertical force during continued downward deflection of the body,
and other studies [Dyhre-Poulsen et al., 1991; Dyhre-Poulsen and Laursen, 1984] also
report negative stiffnesses in jumping. These authors theorize that low or even negative
stiffnesses are appropriate to the goals of jump landings, because these tasks require energy
dissipation rather than storage of elastic energy for rebound. Their conjecture that the
negative stiffness estimates reflect the task requirements is supported by consistently
positive stiffness estimates during repetitive hopping where spring-like behavior is
appropriate.
6.3. OPTIMIZATION EFFORT PROVIDES PLAUSIBLE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
The first two hypotheses deal with how altered environments change jump
performance, and how jump landings might be controlled. However, the tradeoffs that
underlie the selection by the CNS of particular landing trajectories is not explicitly
addressed. Therefore, optimization methods are applied to two jump landing models to
derive objective functions that can be used to generate optimal trajectories consistent with
experimental data. The results for both models indicate that cost functions incorporating a
small number of physiologically plausible variables (that are probably accessible to the
CNS) generate optimal trajectories that are quite similar to measured jump landings. Two
main limitations of the approach are noted. First, there is no evidence that the cost
functions selected here are unique, and similar results might be found using a somewhat
different set of variables. Second, the procedure applied to the three link model generates
optimal open-loop trajectories based on the cost function and model dynamics, but provides
little insight into how a closed-loop control algorithm could reproduce these trajectories.
Use of an LQR approach for the linear second order model of CM vertical motion
demonstrates that a quadratic penalty on vertical force CM position and velocity can give
optimal trajectories that capture the overall shape of the CM trajectory, but cannot replicate
the Type 2 behavior seen immediately following impact. Relative costs on vertical force
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and position deviation govern how rapidly the subject returns to the upright position.
Similarly, the relative costs on CM position and velocity govern the damping of the
response.
Application of a parameter optimization method to the three link model shows that
joint and CM trajectories approximating the experimental results minimize a cost function
based on joint angles, rates and torques, vertical ground reaction forces, and CM horizontal
deviation. Variation of the cost weights shows that joint torques are relatively unimportant
in the optimal control problem, while reducing impact forces appears to be of central
importance. In contrast with the optimization for the linear model, an inflection in the
vertical ground reaction force appears that qualitatively resembles the Type 2 force traces.
This second peak in the optimized force becomes more prominent as the cost on vertical
ground reaction force increases, indicating that the experimentally observed results may
reflect a strategy to reduce the impact forces. A cost on horizontal CM motion is also
introduced to force the CM to follow a realistic path, emphasizing the importance of
interjoint coordination in keeping the CM above the base of support.
6.4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Recommendations for future work include proposed improvements to the
experimental protocols, additional modeling work to clarify the results found here, and
additional studies to build on the foundation laid by this thesis.
Modifications to Experimental Protocols
The astronaut and moonwalker experiments strongly suggest that adaptive changes
in preprogrammed activity during the flight and impact phases of the jumps lead to altered
leg stiffness properties. EMG data in the current false platform experiment and other
studies cited previously support the hypothesis that muscle activation is programmed prior
to impact, and significant co-contraction of antagonist muscles may set impedance
properties before landing. EMG data could provide further insight into how leg stiffness is
set differently after exposure to reduced load bearing demands. EMG data are available for
a small number of astronaut subjects, and should be examined for muscle activation
patterns that correlate with the P-C and P-S performance patterns. Likewise, EMG data
could be easily collected to supplement the moonwalker studies, while force plate data from
astronauts jumping would be very useful in interpreting both the astronaut kinematic data
and the moonwalker force plate results.
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Some improvements to the moonwalker experiment can be made. First, a higher
ceiling would permit a greater cable length between the subject attachment point and the
overhead pulleys, decreasing the resultant horizontal forces for a given movement away
from the point beneath the overhead attachment. A higher ceiling would also allow the use
of longer, less stiff springs, effectively reducing the variation in vertical force as the subject
moves vertically. Alternatively, a negator spring arrangement might be designed to provide
a constant vertical force. A redesigned harness could place the suspension point closer to
the mass center, provide greater mobility and remove the horizontal strap forces that tend to
force the subject into a slightly forward-inclined position while suspended.
Some additions to the false platform experiment would provide better data. A
significant difficulty with the current arrangement is the loss of foot data when the paper
target folds up to hide the foot array in the NO-P jumps. A better design would supply
useful foot and ankle data throughout the free-fall portion of the NO-P jumps, improving
the estimates of the NO-P trajectory for the equilibrium point control analysis. Improved
EMG recording techniques could reduce or eliminate the substantial movement artifacts
associated with landing and allow reliable analysis of the muscle activation data
immediately after impact. A more extensive series of baseline jump data could clarify the
time course associated with reaching a "steady-state" jumping pattern, and increase insight
into the relationship between the "Type 1" and "Type 2" landings. More baseline jumps
could also distinguish whether the higher prevalence of the "Type 2" landings is related to
the uncertainty in landing surface location in the false platform series.
Further Modeling Approaches
The assumption that the NO-P trajectories provide good estimates of the
hypothesized equilibrium trajectories should be considered more carefully in future work.
If dynamic effects due to inertial and velocity dependent terms are not negligible during the
time following nominal impact in the NO-P jumps, the difference between the postulated
equilibrium trajectory and the measured NO-P trajectory might be significant, leading to
erroneous estimates of stiffness and damping. First, the magnitude of the torques needed
to replicate the free trajectory kinematics should be assessed relative to the actual impact-
related torques. If the joint torques are significant in the NO-P jumps, an iterative
technique might be employed to estimate stiffness and damping matrices and a virtual
trajectory that fit both the P and NO-P data. If positive definite stiffness and damping
matrices can be found along with a virtual trajectory to match both sets of data, the apparent
inconsistency of the current results with the equilibrium point hypothesis will be resolved.
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The models examined in this thesis could also be extended the examine the
influence of more realistic representations of force and torque generation. First, the effects
of system order on the estimated stiffness and damping values could be examined in the
context of the linear model. The vertical ground reaction forces are difficult to explain with
a passive second order model, especially for "Type 2" landings. The possibility should be
tested that a third or higher order model of force generation might better match the vertical
CM motion data and provide non-negative stiffness and damping estimates. Similarly,
higher order torque generation models could be evaluated in the three link case. A more
ambitious effort could address some of the known nonlinearities in the torque generation by
explicitly accounting for muscle passive length-tension characteristics, force-velocity
relationships, and graded force development in the muscle [Winters et al., 1988; Gribble et
al., 1997]. Likewise, time delays in stretch reflex feedback could be explicitly taken into
account.
More complex multilink models could also be considered The addition to the three-
link model of a foot segment would add considerably to the model verisimilitude, as the
ankle is known to lift off of the floor during the impact absorption phase of landings.
While additional degrees of freedom such as abduction and external rotation of the leg
segments could be included, care should be taken to ensure that model complexity does not
rise to the point where useful insight is prevented by excessive detail.
Additional Experiments
The results of this thesis indicate several avenues for additional exploration. First,
the demonstration that adaptation to reduced load bearing requirements can result in
decreased leg stiffness suggests a number of experiments that would determine the range of
leg stiffness properties when different environmental conditions are varied. Tests should
be performed to determine if the effective leg stiffness can be increased by temporary
adaptation while supporting extra weight. Furthermore, the leg stiffness during partial
weight unloading and during increased load bearing could be evaluated for comparison
with the adapted cases under normal loading, and the time course of readaptation after
exposure could be addressed. Extension of the trajectory optimization techniques
introduced in this thesis might be used to predict optimal values of leg stiffness for jump
landings during or after increased or decreased load bearing.
An interesting experiment would measure the effective limb stiffness after a sudden
change in loading during the flight phase of the jump. In the moonwalker experiment
described here, the subjects' leg stiffness probably begins to adjust to a level appropriate
for normal weight bearing as soon as the suspension cables are released. An electrically
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controlled cable brake similar to that used by Wicke and Oman [1982] could be used to
release the weight borne by the suspension harness after takeoff. Such an experiment
might help to evaluate separate contributions of pre-programmed and reflex activity to the
effective leg stiffness. Furthermore, the contribution of otolith sensing of downward
acceleration to the stiffness of the legs in landing could be assessed, using a variable
downward acceleration comparable to the protocol devised for sudden falls by Wicke and
Oman [1982].
The apparent task-dependent differences in leg stiffness modulation seen in
comparisons of jumping with hopping or running could be investigated. In repetitive
hopping or running, it appears that spring-like behavior and elastic energy storage is much
more important than in jump landings. Two experimental results in the literAture prompt
further experimentation: (1) In contrast to the results found for jumping in this thesis, the
effective leg stiffness during running appears to be unaltered during partial weight
unloading [He et al., 1991]; and (2) Dyhre-Poulsen et al. [1991] find positive incremental
leg stiffness in repetitive hopping that contrasts with the negative incremental stiffness they
observe during jump landings. The first result suggests that the leg stiffness during
repetitive hopping may be unaltered under extra weight carrying or partial weight unloading
conditions. The second finding would be interesting to investigate further using a test
similar to the false platform experiments that allows the landing platform to be lowered
abruptly while the subject is airborne between hops. It is hypothesized that an analysis
similar to that performed for the jumps in this thesis would reveal positive stiffness and
relatively small damping estimates about the NO-P hopping trajectory. An appropriately
controlled platform could also be used to deliver measured perturbations during jump
landings or the ground contact phase of hopping, permitting better controlled estimates of
leg stiffness and damping.
The optimization analysis indicates that the CNS balances the competing
requirements of quick recovery to upright with low impact and joint forces. Since landing
on more compliant surfaces could reduce impact loads even for stiff landings, it would be
interesting to investigate how the controlled leg stiffness varies with the expected
compliance of the landing surface. Studies by McKinley and Pedotti [1992] show that
ankle range of motion is reduced during jump landings on more compliant surfaces,
potentially indicating higher stiffness about the ankle joint. However, tuned track designs
are based on the assumption of constant leg stiffness independent of the surface compliance
[McMahon and Greene, 1979]. Extension of the model optimization could be used to
predict leg stiffness as a function of surface compliance, and the predictions could be tested
on landing surfaces of different compliance.
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6.5. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis describes the results of three experiments related to the control of
downward jump landings in humans. The first two experiments test the effect of
microgravity exposure and partial weight unloading on jumping performance. They show
that adaptation to reduced load bearing requirements results in changes in the leg impedance
during jump landings. Furthermore, the leg impedance appears to be preprogrammed prior
to impact. Changes in the lumped leg stiffness adequately explain the key changes in body
kinematics after adaptation. The moonwalker experiments also demonstrate that short term
partial weight unloading can provide a useful terrestrial analogue for certain adaptation
effects in motor control induced by microgravity exposure.
The false platform tests described here provide a unique set of data showing the
pattern of flexion and re-extension in the free limb trajectories that is commanded by the
CNS during the 100 ms following nominal impact. The EMG results from the NO-P trials
show that the stretch reflex is active in jump landings, rather than suppressed as reported
by other investigators. The false platform experiment also provides the first test of the
equilibrium point hypothesis for control of a lower limb or full body trajectories during
contact with the environment. Model fits using the NO-P trajectories as estimates of virtual
trajectories result in negative stiffness values. Hence, the model fits do not support the
existence of a stable attractive trajectory for the time period immediately following impact.
This result is especially intriguing, and merits further investigation using more realistic
models of force and torque generation.
Trajectory optimization using dynamic models of jump landings indicate that cost
functions based on physiologically plausible variables are sufficient to replicate important
features of measured landing data. Results indicate that impact forces rather than required
joint torques limit the speed of return to upright posture. The apparent need for a cost
weight on the CM horizontal position indicates that explicit control of this variable may be
important for coordinated movement in Earth's gravity field.
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APPENDIX A. EXEIETLSBEC OSN 
OM
A copy of the experimental subject informed consent statement is signed by each
subject before beginning the test. Signed forms are kept on file. Sample consent forms for
the experiments performed at M.I.T. and MGH are contained below.
A.1. CONSENT FORM FOR MOONWALKER EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM
Adaptive effects of exposure to simulated partial gravity
on downward jump landings
Principal Investigator: Co-Investigator:
D. Keoki Jackson' Prof. Dava J. Newman2
I. VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION. RIGHT TO WITHDRAW
Participation in this experiment is voluntary and the subject may withdraw consent
and discontinue participation in this experiment at any time without prejudice.
H. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE OF EXPERIMENT
Upon returning to Earth's gravity, astronauts demonstrate altered performance in
landing from small downward jumps. The goal of this experiment is to examine the effects
of short-term exposure to simulated partial gravity to permit better understanding of the
effects seen in astronauts following space flight.
The experiment in which I will be participating consists of measuring body segment
kinematics and ground reaction forces in a series of jumps performed before and after
exposure to simulated partial gravity. Partial gravity simulation is accomplished using the
"moonwalker" suspension apparatus, which consists of a climbing-style harness
suspended from the ceiling. The amount of weight unloaded by the harness can be
adjusted using a battery powered winch.. Body segment kinematics are measured using a
video camera viewing markers placed at the subject's joints. Ground reaction forces are
recorded using an instrumented forceplate.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
I will be asked by the investigator about the general condition of my health, and
specifically about any orthopedic or musculoskeletal conditions relevant to the jump
experiment. I agree to inform the test operator of any prior or persistent bone, joint or
muscle injuries which might be aggravated by the test procedure.
I will perform several downward jumps from a 1 ft (30 cm) high step onto an
instrumented force platform. After performing pre-exposure baseline jumps, I will perform
multiple repetitions of the following sequence:
(1) Several "adaptation" jumps under simulated partial gravity, while suspended in
the "moonwalker" apparatus so that I am supporting approximately 40% of my
body weight.
'Ph.D. Candidate, Dept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, MIT 37-219.
2Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics, MIT, 33-119.
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(2) A single jump under normal loading conditions, in which I am unhooked from
the "moonwalker."
Following the sequence of partial-gravity adaptation jumping, I will perform post-
exposure baseline jumps under normal loading conditions. Throughout the tests, my body
segment kinematics will be recorded using a video camera. I will wear black tights on my
legs and arms, on which white markers will be placed to facilitate joint angle measurement.
IV. FORESEEABLE INCONVENIENCE. DISCOMFORT. AND RISKS TO THE
SUBJECT
A. Delayed-onset muscle soreness may occur due to physical exercise performed
as part of the experiment.
B. Hoisting the subject on a suspended harness may cause minor discomfort
during the period of locomotion.
C. Standard risks associated with small voluntary jumps.
V. RISK MINIMIZATION
A. Treatment for sore muscles and other injuries incurred from participation in this
experiment will be available through the M.I.T. Medical Department, at the expense of the
subject's insurance carrier where applicable.
B. It will be possible for the experimenter to release the suspension at any point in
the experiment without danger to the subject. All subjects will be familiarized with the
equipment before beginning the experiment.
VI. REMEDY IN THE EVENT OF INJURY
In the unlikely event of physical injury resulting from participation in this research,
the subject understands that medical treatment will be available from the MIT Medical
Department, including first aid emergency treatment and follow-up care as needed, and that
his/her insurance carrier may be billed for the cost of such treatment. However, no
compensation can be provided for medical care apart from the foregoing. The subject
further understands that making such medical treatment available, or providing it, does not
imply that such injury is the investigator's fault. The subject also understands that by
his/her participation in this study he/she is not waiving any of his/her legal rights.*!.
VII. VIDEOTAPED AND PHOTOGRAPHED IMAGES OF SUBJECTS
Permission for the investigator to use videotaped or photographed images of the
subject is granted voluntarily by the subject, and may be withdrawn at any time without
prejudice. The subject may be videotaped or photographed during the experimental
process, and such images may be used in the analysis of data and the presentation of
experiment results.
VIII. COMPENSATION
The subject will receive no compensation for participating in this experiment.
IX. ANSWERS TO OUESTIONS
The subject may receive answers to any questions related to this experiment by
contacting the Principal Investigator at (617) 253-5487.
X. IN THE EVENT OF UNFAIR TREATMENT
The subject understands that he/she may also contact the Chairman of the
Committee on the use of Humans as Experimental Subjects, M.I.T. (617) 253-6787, if the
subject feels that he/she has been treated unfairly as a subject.
*Further information may be obtained by calling the Institute's Insurance and
Legal Affairs Office at (617) 253-2822.
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XI. SIGNATURE
I, , have read and understand the information contained
(Subject's Printed Name)
in this consent form and agree to participate as a subject in this experiment.
(Date)(Subject's Signature)
(Witness)
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A.2. CONSENT FORM FOR FALSE PLATFORM EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM
Limb and body trajectories in jump landings
on solid surfaces and false platforms
Principal Investigator:
D. Keoki Jackson 3
Co-Investigators:
Prof. Dava J. Newman 4, Dr. David Krebs5
I. VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION, RIGHT TO WITHDRAW
Participation in this experiment is voluntary and the subject may withdraw consent
and discontinue participation in this experiment at any time without prejudice.
II. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE OF EXPERIMENT
The goal of this experiment is to determine the free trajectory of the limbs and body
during a small downward jump when the landing surface is removed unexpectedly. The
experiment in which I will be participating consists of measuring body segment kinematics,
muscular commands and ground reaction forces during a series of voluntary jumps from a
small height (1 ft, or 30 cm.) In a few jumps, the landing surface will be removed
unexpectedly, such that the subject continues to fall for approximately 100 ms. (an
additional 1 ft, or 30 cm) following the normal time of impact. These jumps are readily
performed by a healthy person. Some jumps may be performed with the eyes closed.
Tests on over 20 astronaut subjects at the NASA Johnson Space Center indicate that
subjects have no difficulty performing stable landings with the eyes closed.
Lightweight arrays of light emitting diodes (LEDs) will be strapped to various body
segments to enable recording of limb and body kinematics with high speed cameras. A set
of electromyographic (EMG) electrodes mounted in plastic capsules containing EMG
preamplifiers will furnish EMG signals from my leg and other postural muscles. Ground
reaction forces at landing will be recorded using an instrumented forceplate.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
I agree to be examined by a physician to certify that I am free from any neuro-
vestibular defects which might impair my balance, posture control or performance in the
tests described below. This examination will include standard clinical testing on a posture
platform to check responses to postural perturbations. Caloric testing (irrigation of the ear
canal with cold or warm water) will also be performed to verify the vestibulo-ocular reflex.
The caloric test may cause mild spatial disorientation, and infrequently may induce nausea.
3Ph.D. Candidate, Dept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, MIT 37-219.
4 Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics, MIT, 33-119.
5 Biornotion Laboratory, Massachusetts General Hospital
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I will be asked by the investigator about the general condition of my health, and
specifically about any orthopedic or musculoskeletal conditions relevant to the jump
experiment. I agree to inform the test operator of any prior or persistent bone, joint or
muscle injuries which might be aggravated by the test procedure.
I will perform several downward jumps from a 1 ft (30 cm) high step onto a paper
target which conceals the underlying surface. I understand my instructions will be to land
normally on the paper target. In the majority of these jumps, a solid landing surface will lie
a fraction of an inch beneath the paper. However, in a few randomly selected jumps, the
solid landing platform will be removed, and I will fall through the paper target. I
understand that I will not know in advance which of the jumps will involve the false
platform. Following each jump, I agree to don a blindfold and earphones playing masking
noise to permit setup of the next jump without my knowledge of the upcoming landing
surface. Some jumps may be performed with the eyes closed.
In the false platform jumps, the actual landing surface will lie a maximum of 1 ft
(30 cm) below the paper target. The unexpected nature of the falls in the false platform
condition may not allow a landing which is as well controlled as under normal
circumstances. Various safety measures have been incorporated to minimize the jolts in
case I react inaccurately. The landing surface will consist of an athletic mat to minimize
impact forces, and the step from which I jump will be well padded. I will wear close-
fitting boots or high-topped athletic shoes to provide ankle support and minimize the
possibility of ankle strain.
One of the following methods will be used to prevent potentially dangerous falls:
(1) thick foam pads of the type used in high jump landing pits will be placed forward and to
the sides of the landing area, or (2) a parachute-style safety harness connected to an
overhead anchor point will prevent me from collapsing completely. The harness
suspension will normally be slack to prevent interference with the jump. However, it will
provide support if I fall more than 4 inches below the level reached in a normally controlled
jump landing. Elastic shock cords will be used to minimize jolts upon loading of the
harness.
Short (-5 minute) rest periods will be taken between blocks of about 10 jumps.
IV. FORESEEABLE INCONVENIENCE, DISCOMFORT, AND RISKS TO THE
SUBJECT
There is a slight risk of fractures, dislocations or sprains, but the design of the
safety devices makes such accidents unlikely. If I notice any persistent joint or muscular
pain, I should disqualify myself from further testing. Delayed-onset muscle soreness may
occur due to the physical exercise performed as part of the experiment. Some apprehension
may result from the uncertain nature of the landing surface. I may also experience minor
discomfort due to suspension in the safety harness.
V. RISK MINIMIZATION
As described above, care has been taken in the experiment design to prevent injury
due to uncontrolled landings. Treatment for sore muscles or other injuries incurred from
participation in this experiment will be available through the M.I.T. Medical Department, at
the expense of the subject's insurance carrier where applicable.
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VI. REMEDY IN THE EVENT OF INJURY
In the unlikely event of physical injury resulting from participation in this research,
the subject understands that medical treatment will be available from the MIT Medical
Department, including first aid emergency treatment and follow-up care as needed, and that
his/her insurance carrier may be billed for the cost of such treatment. However, no
compensation can be provided for medical care apart from the foregoing. The subject
further understands that making such medical treatment available, or providing it, does not
imply that such injury is the investigator's fault. The subject also understands that by
his/her participation in this study he/she is not waiving any of his/her legal rights.*.
VII. COMPENSATION
The subject will receive no compensation for participating in this experiment.
VIII. ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
The subject may receive answers to any questions related to this experiment by
asking the test conductor or contacting the Principal Investigator at (617) 253-5487.
IX. IN THE EVENT OF UNFAIR TREATMENT
The subject understands that he/she may also contact the Chairman of the
Committee on the use of Humans as Experimental Subjects, M.I.T. (617) 253-6787, if the
subject feels that he/she has been treated unfairly as a subject.
X. SIGNATURE
I,
(Subject's Printed Name)
have read and understand the information contained
in this consent form and agree to participate as a subject in this experiment.
(Subject's Signature) (Date)
(Witness)
information may be obtained by
Affairs Office at (617) 253-2822.
calling the Institute's
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* Further
and Legal
Insurance
APPENDIX B. ATX*TSSFR.UPN U.ET
The tests described here are based on the work of Fregly & Graybiel, 1966: "An Ataxia
Test Battery Not Requiring the Use of Rails." NASA/NAMI Joint Report NAMI-985.
All tests are performed on a hard linoleum surface. The subjects wear hard-soled
shoes with low heels (preferably lace-up shoes with leather or hard rubber soles). No
boots or running shoes are permitted. Two tests are performed: (1) the Sharpened
Romberg quiet standing test with the eyes closed, and (2) Walking a line with the eyes
closed.
Sharpened Romberg (SR)
The subject stands with eyes closed in the "Sharpened Romberg" position (heel-to-
toe, with the feet aligned in the anterior-posterior direction). The subject may put either
foot in front, based on individual preference. The arms are crossed across the chest in the
following position: with the forearms approximately horizontal, one hand is placed on
opposite the side, while the other hand holds the opposite arm just above the elbow.
A maximum of 4 trials are administered. The individual trial duration is 60
seconds. Testing is discontinued when the criterion score of 60 seconds standing time is
reached on any one trial. The subject may close her eyes at any time after assuming the
correct body and foot position. Timing begins when the subject closes her eyes. The trial
ends when (1) 60 seconds is reached; (2) the subject takes a step or releases her arms from
the crossed position to maintain balance; or (3) the eyes are opened.
The time for each trial is recorded, and the overall test is scored as follows. A score
of 60 seconds on the first trial is weighted 4 (60x4 = 240, perfect score). A perfect score
on the second trial is weighted 3 (60x3 = 180), and the overall score is 180 plus the
number of seconds obtained on the first trial. A perfect score on the third trial is weighted
2 (60x2 = 120) and the overall score is 120 plus the combined number of seconds achieved
in the first and second trials. For subjects requiring a fourth trial, the total score is the sum
of the individual trial times.
The results of Fregly and Graybiel [1966] indicate that perfect SR scores (240)
represent 99th percentile performance for vestibular normal females in the 18-29 year age
group. A score of 130 represents ranks at the 18th percentile for normals in the same age
group. In contrast, bilateral labyrinthine deficient (LD) subjects had average scores of 18
(standard deviation = 8). Unilateral LDs scored an average of 13.3 (standard deviation =
2.5) and vertigo patients scored an average of 40.8 (standard deviation = 66.7).
Walk a Line Eves-Closed (WALEC)
The subject walks as straight as possible along a 12-foot line on the floor with the
eyes closed. The arms are folded across the chest as described above. Each step is taken
heel-to-toe, with the feet placed in tandem so that they are aligned in the anterior-posterior
direction.
Trials during which the foot position is violated either by non-tandem alignment of
feet or by toe not touching heel are not scored. A maximum of 5 nonscorable trials is
permitted. Each scorable trial requires that the subject walk the entire 12-foot distance.
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The subject performs 3 scorable trials (unless 5 non-scorable trials are performed,
at which point the test is halted). The score on the scorable trials is the number of inches of
deviation from the line (measured to the nearest inch from the center of the foot) at the end
of the 12-foot length). For each trial (both scorable and non-scorable), the number of steps
taken without violating the foot position is recorded. Non-scorable trials are labeled
"unable to perform," or UTP.
Two overall measures are derived:
1. Number of successful steps = total of best 3 of 5 trials, where the individual trial
measure is the number of successful steps taken after the first two, up to a maximum of 10.
(3x10 = 30 is perfect score.)
2. Inches deviation from centerline = total of best 2 of 3 scorable trials.
Fregly and Graybiel [1966] find that none of their unilateral or bilateral LD subjects
are able to meet the criterion of a single scorable trial on the WALEC test. All of these LD
patients side-step, and attempts to walk without side-stepping invariably result in marked
veering and immediate loss of balance, usually within 2 to 5 steps. In contrast, all normal
subjects tested to date prove able to achieve perfect scores of 30 steps. Scores of 1, 10, 19
and 30 for the inches from centerline measure correspond to percentile performance levels
of 99, 49, 10 and 2 respectively. The authors find that the inches from centerline score is a
better measure of spatial orientation than of ataxia.
B.I. MOONWALKER SUBJECT ATAXIA RESULTS
The results of the ataxia tests for the moonwalker subjects are shown for the SR test in
Table B. 1 and for the WALEC test in Table B.2. All subjects achieved perfect scores on
the SR test. All subjects except H also achieved perfect scores for number of successful
steps in the WALEC test. All subjects except H clearly perform at a level unachievable by
the LD and vertigo patients, and are found to be normal on the basis of these tests.
Subject H performed perfectly in the SR test, but only had one scorable trial in the
WALEC test and did not achieve a perfect score for number of successful steps. Based on
her SR score and the fact that she was able to complete one WALEC trial, she is believed to
perform at a level not achievable by LD patients. However, the subject commented that she
had recently suffered a severe case of the flu, and that hearing tests taken before and after
the illness indicated a decrement afterward. If these hearing tests were accurate, it is
conceivable that the illness also affected her vestibular system, contributing to her poor
performance in the WALEC test. As her jumping tests were performed prior to her illness,
vestibular complications from the illness would not have affected her performance during
the actual moonwalker experiment.
Table B.1. Sharpened Romberg scores for moonwalker experimental subjects.
Scores are in seconds. A perfect score is 240.
Subject CodelB _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SR TOTAL 240 240 240 240 240 240 240
SR #1 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
SR -- -- -- --
SR-- -- -- -- -- -- -
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Table B.2. WALEC scores for moonwalker experimental subjects.
Number of successful step scores are shown first for each trial
(perfect score = 30). Inches from centerline scores follow (in
parentheses).
Subject Code
EB
Steps 30 30 30 30 30 3 24
(inches) (27) (2) (11) (16) (4) (8) (UTP)
Trial #1 12(UTP 2 (UTP) 15(15) 14(12) 14(4) 15(4) 1 (UTP)
Trial #2 13(23) 14(2) 10 (UTP) 14(16) 8 (UTP) 6 (UTP) 1 (UTP)
Trial #3 13(11) 14(3) 15(0) 14(4) 14(14) 5 (UTP) 4 (UTP)
Trial #4 13(16) 3 (UTP) 15(11) 13 (UTP) 4 (UTP) 14 (11)
Trial #5 -- 3 (UTP) -- -- 2 (UTP) 4 (UTP) 12 (UTP)
Trial #6 -- 14 (0) -- -- 2 (UTP) 14(4) 4 (UTP)
Trial#7 -- -- -- -- 14(0) 14(8)
B.2. FALSE PLATFORM SUBJECT ATAXIA RESULTS
The scores for the false platform experimental subjects for the SR and WALEC
tests are shown in Table B.3 and Table B.4. All subjects achieved perfect scores for
number of successful steps in the WALEC test. Three of the subjects also achieved perfect
scores on the SR test, while the other three subjects (mijg, yak, ssy) performed above the
18th percentile level for SR. Based on these results, all subjects are judged free of
abnormality.
C D
Table B.3. Sharpened Romberg scores for false platform experimental subjects.
Scores are in seconds. A perfect score is 240.
Subject Code
din aqk czl m g yak ssy
SR TOTAL 240 240 240 186 205 136
SR #1 60 60 60 6 25 9
SR #2 -- -- -- 60 60 7
SR #3 -- I -- I_ -- 60
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Table B.4. WALEC scores for false platform experimental subjects.
Number of successful step scores are shown first for each trial
(perfect score = 30). Inches from centerline scores follow (in
parentheses).
Subject Code
aqkditn
Steps 30 30 3 30 0
(inches) (30) (7) (5) (22) (17) (UTP)
Trial #1 16 (19) 4 (UTP) 14 (3) 8 (UTP) 15 (13) 12 (UTP)
Trial #2 11 (UTP) 16 (7) 14 (5) 15 (9) 1 (UTP) 3 (UTP)
Trial #3 15(14) 16(14) 15(2) 15(13) 3 (UTP) 10 (UTP)
Trial #4 15 (16) 16 (0) -- 15 (30) 15 (27) 9 (UTP)
Trial #5 -- -- -- -- 4 (UTP) I1 (UTP)
Trial #6 -- -- -- -- 15(4) --
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APPENDIX C. THREE LINK MODEL CODE
C.1. AUTOLEV CODE FOR THREE LINK MODEL
The file below contains the AutoLev commands used to construct the dynamic
equations and derive the constraint forces for the three link model. Lines preceded by
"->" are AutoLev responses, and all other lines are command inputs. Links A, B and C
represent the shank, thigh and HAT segments, respectively. Points 0, P and Q represent
the ankle, knee and hip respectively. Generalized coordinates U 1, U2 and U3 correspond
to the angular velocities of the shank, thigh and HAT segments. Generalized coordinates
U4 and U5 are the horizontal and vertical velocity components of the (fixed) point 0, and
are used to define constraint equations to solve for the ground reaction forces. Lines
Lines 113 and 115 give the derived expressions for the forces at the ankle. Lines 126, 127
and 128 give the equations of motion for the linkage in terms of the generalized
coordinates.
(1) %File: fb_31ink.al
(2) % For: fixed-based 3-link inverted pendulum model
(3) NETONIAN N
(4) BODIES A, B, C
(5) POINTS 0
(6) POINTS P, Q, R
(7) %VARIABLES U{3}'
(8) VARIABLES U{5}'
(9) VARIABLES THA', THB', THC'
(10) VARIABLES FA(2), FB{2}, FC{2)
(11) CONSTANTS G
(12) CONSTANTS LA, LB
(13) CONSTANTS LCA, LCB, LCC
(14) CONSTANTS MA, MB, MC
(15) CONSTANTS IA, IB, IC
(16) MASS A=MA, B=MB, C=MC
(17) INERTIA A, 0, 0, IA
-> (18) IAAO>> = IA*A3>*A3>
(19) INERTIA B, 0, 0, IB
-> (20) I_B_BO>> = IB*B3>*B3>
(21) INERTIA C, 0, 0, IC
-> (22) I_C_CO>> = IC*C3>*C3>
(23) SIMPROT(N,A,3,-THA)
-> (24) NA = [COS(THA), SIN(THA), 0; -SIN(THA), COS(THA), 0; 0, 0, 1]
(25) SIMPROT(N,B,3,THB)
-> (26) NB = [COS(THB), -SIN(THB), 0; SIN(THB), COS(THB), 0; 0, 0, 1]
(27) SIMPROT(N,C,3,-THC)
-> (28) NC = [COS(THC), SIN(THC), 0; -SIN(THC), COS(THC), 0; 0, 0, 1]
(29) %POSITION VECTORS
(30) P_0_P> = LA*Al>
-> (31) P_O_P> = LA*Al>
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(32) PPQ> = LB*Bl>
-> (33) PPQ> = LB*B1>
(34) POLAo> = LCA*Al>
-> (35) POAO> = LCA*A1>
(36) P_PBo> = LCB*B1>
-> (37) PPBO> = LCB*Bl>
(38) P.QCo> = LCC*C1>
-> (39) PQCO> = LCC*C1>
(40) %KINEMATIC DIFF. EQS.
(41) THA' = Ul
- (42) THAI = U1
(43) THB' = U2
-> (44) THB' = U2
(45) THC' = U3
- (46) THC' = U3
(47) %ANGULAR VELOCITIES
(48) WAN> = -THA '*A3>
- (49) WA-N> = -UI*A3>
(50) WBN> = THB'*B3>
-> (51) WBN> = U2*B3>
(52) WCN> = -ThC'*C3>
- (53) WCN> = -U3*C3>
(54) %VELOCITIES
(55) %VO_N> = 0>
(56) VON> = U4*N1> + U5*N2>
-> (57) VQN> = U4*N1> + U5*N2>
(58) V2PTS(N,A,O,Ao)
-> (59) VA0_N> = -LCA*U1*A2> + U4*N1> + U5*N2>
(60) V2PTS(N,A,0,P)
- (61) V'PN> = -LA*Ul*A2> + U4*N1> + U5*N2>
(62) V2PTS(N,B,P,Bo)
- (63) VBON> = -LA*U1*A2> + LCB*U2*B2> + U4*N1> + U5*N2>
(64) V2PTS(N,B,P,Q)
-> (65) VQN> = -LA*Ul*A2> + LB*U2*B2> + U4*N1> + U5*N2>
(66) V2PTS(N,C,Q,Co)
-> (67) VSCON> = -LA*Ul*A2> + LB*U2*B2> - LCC*U3*C2> + U4*N1> + U5*N2>
(68) %MOTION CONSTRAINTS
(69) AUXILIARY[1] = DOT(V0_0_N>,N1>) %No base motion in Ni>
-> (70) AUXILIARY[1) = U4
(71) AUXILIARY[2] = DOT(VON>,N2>) %No base motion in N2>
-> (72) AUXILIARY[2] = U5
(73) CONSTRAIN(AUXILIARY[U4,U5]) %Solve for U4, U5
-> (74) U4 = 0
-> (75) U5 = 0
-> (76) U4' = 0
-> (77) US' = 0
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(78) %ANGULAR ACCELERATION
(79) ALF_A.N> = DT (WAN>, N)
-> (80) ALF_A_N> = -U1'*A3>
(81) ALF_B_N> = DT(WBN>, N)
- (82) ALF_B_N> = U2'*B3>
(83) ALF_C_N> = DT (WCN>, N)
- (84) ALF_CN> = -U3'*C3>
(85) %ACCELERATIONS OF MASS CENTERS AND POINTS
(86) A_0_N> = 0>
- (87) A_0_N> = 0>
(88) A2PTS(N,A,O,Ao)
-> (89) AAO_N> = -LCA*U1^2*A1> - LCA*Ul'*A2>
(90) A2PTS(N,A,O,P)
- (91) APN> = -LA*Ul^2*A1> - LA*U1'*A2>
(92) A2PTS (N, B, P, Bo)
- (93) ABON> = -LA*U^2*A1> - LA*U1'*A2> - LCB*U2^2*B1> + LCB*U2'*B2>
(94) A2PTS (N, B, P, Q)
- (95) AQN> = -LA*U^2*A1> - LA*U1'*A2> - LB*U2A2*B1> + LB*U2'*B2>
(96) A2PTS(N,C,Q,Co)
- (97) A_CO_N> = -LA*U1^2*A1> - LA*U'*A2> - LB*U2^2*B1> + LB*U2'*B2> - LCC*
U3^2*C1> - LCC*U3'*C2>
(98) %FORCES
(99) GRAVITY(G*N1>)
-> (100) FORCEAO> = G*MA*N1>
-> (101) FORCEBO> = G*MB*N1>
- (102) FORCECO> = G*MC*N1>
(103) %FORCEO> = FA1*N1> + FA2*N2>
(104) %FORCEP> = FB1*N1> + FB2*N2>
(105) %FORCEQ> = FC1*N1> + FC2*N2>
(106) FORCEQ> = -MC*G*N1> + MC*A_Co_N>
- (107) FORCEQ> = -LA*MC*UA2*A1> - LA*MC*U1'*A2> - LB*MC*U2^2*B1> + LB*MC*
U2'*B2> - LCC*MC*U3^A2*C1> - LCC*MC*U3'*C2> - G*MC*N1>
(108) FORCEP> = FORCEQ> - MB*G*N1> + MB*ABoN>
-> (109) FORCEP> = -LA*(MB+MC)*U^2*Al> - LA*(MB+MC)*U1'*A2> - (LB*MC+LCB*MB)*
U2^2*B1> + (LB*MC+LCB*M)*U2'*B2> - LCC*MC*U3A2*C1> - LCC*MC*U3'*C2>
- G*(MB+MC)*N1>
(110) FORCE_0> = FORCEP> - MA*G*N1> + MA*AAo-N>
- (111) FORCEO> = -(LCA*MA+LA*(MB+MC) )*UA2*A1> - (LCA*MA+LA*(MB+MC))*Ul'*A2>
- (LB*MC+LCB*MB)*U22*B> + (LB*MC+LCB*MB)*U2'*B2> - LCC*MC*U3^2*C1>
- LCC*MC*U3'*C2> - G*(MA+MB+MC)*N1>
(112) FA = DOT(FORCEO>,N1>)
- (113) FAl = -G*(MA+MB+MC) - LCC*MC*COS(THC)*U3^2 - (LB*MC+LCB*MB)*COS(THB)*
U2^2 - (LCA*MA+LA* (MB+MC)) *COS (THA) *U1A2 - LCC*MC*SIN (THC)*U3' - (LB*
MC+LCB*MB) *SIN (THB) *U2' - (LCA*MA+LA* (MB+MC) ) *SIN (THA) *Ul
(114) FA2 = DOT(FORCEO>,N2>)
-> (115) FA2 = LCC*MC*SIN(THC)*U3^2 + (LCA*MA+LA* (MB+MC)) *SIN (THA) *Ul^2 + (LB*
MC+LCB*MB)*COS(THB)*U2' - (LB*MC+LCB*MB)*SIN(THB)*U2A2 - LCC*MC*COS(
THC) *U3' - (LCA*MA+LA* (MB+MC) ) *COS (THA) *U1 '
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(116) FB1 = DOT(FORCE'P>,N1>)
- (117) FB1 = -G*(MB+MC) - LCC*MC*COS(THC)*U3^2 - LA*(MB+MC)*COS(THA)*Ul2 -
LB*MC+LCB*B) *COS(THB) *U2^2 - LCC*MC*SIN(THC) *U3' - LA* (MB+MC) *SIN (THA
)*U1' - (LB*MC+LCB*MB) *SIN ( THB) *U2 '
(118) FB2 = DOT(FORCEP>,N2>)
- (119) FB2 = LCC*MC*SIN(THC)*U3A2 + LA*(MB+MC)*SIN(THA)*Ul^2 + (LB*MC+LCB*MB)
*COS(THB) *U2' - (LB*MC+LCB*B) *SIN(THB) *U2^2 - LCC*MC*COS(THC) *U3' -
LA* (MB+MC) *COS(THA) *Ul'
(120) FC1 = DOT(FORCEQ>,N1>)
-> (121) FC1 = -MC* (G+LA*COS (THA) *U12+LB*COS (THB) *U22+LCC*COS (THC) *U3A2+LA*
SIN (THA) *U1 '+LB*SIN (THB) *U2 '+LCC*SIN (THC) *U3')
(122) FC2 = DOT(FORCEQ>,N2>)
- (123) FC2 = MC*(LA*SIN(THA) *UA2+LCC*SIN(THC)*U3^2+LB*COS(THB)*U2'-LB*SIN(
THB) *U2A2-LA*COS(THA) *U '-LCC*COS (THC) *U3')
(124) %EQUATIONS OF MOTION
(125) ZERO = FR() + FRSTAR()
- (126) ZERO[1] = LA*(LB*MC+LCB*MB)*COS(THA+THB)*U2' + LA*(G*(MB+MC)*SIN(THA)+
LCC*MC*SIN(THA-THC) *U3^2+ (LB*MC+LCB*MB) *SIN(THA+THB) *U22+LA* (MB+MC) *
Ul '+LCC*MC*COS (THA-THC) *U3 '-(LB*MC+LCB*MB) *COS (THA+THB) *U2') - G*LA*
MB*SIN(THA ) - G*LA*MC*SIN(THA) - G*LCA*MA*SIN(THA) - LA*(LCB*MB*SIN(
THA+THB)*U2^2+MC*(LB*SIN(THA+THB)*U2A2+LCC*SIN(THA-THC)*U3A2)) - LA*
LCC*MC*COS(THA-THC)*U3' - (IA+MA*LCA^2+MB*LAA2+MC*LA^2)*Ul' - LA*MC*(
LB*COS (THA+THB) *U2 '-G*SIN(THA) -LB*SIN(THA+THB) *U2^2-LCC*SIN(THA-THC) *
U3^2-LA*U1 '-LCC*COS (THA-THC) *U3')
(127) ZERO[2] = LB*LCC*MC*COS(THB+THC)*U3' + LA*(LB*MC+LCB*MB)*COS(THA+THB)*
Ul' + LB*MC* (G*SIN(THB)+LA*SIN(THA+THB) *U1^2+LCC*SIN(THB+THC) *U3A2+LB*
U2'-LA*COS(THA+THB)*U1'-LCC*COS(THB+THC)*U3') - G*LB*MC*SIN(THB) - G*
LCB*MB*SIN (THB) - LA*LCB*MB*SIN (THA+THB) *U1l^2 - LB*MC* (LA*SIN (THA+THB)
*U1^2+LCC*SIN(TlB+THC)*U3^2) - (IB+MB*LCB^2+MC*LB^2)*U2'
(128) ZERO[3] = LB*LCC*MC*COS(THB+T2C)*U2' - G*LCC*MC*SIN(THC) - LCC*MC*(LB*
SIN(THB+THC)*U2^2-LA*SIN(THA-THC)*Ul^2) - (IC+MC*LCC^2)4U3' - LA*LCC*
MC*COS (THA-THC) *U1'
(129) ZERO[4] = G*MA + G*MB + G*MC + LCA*MA*COS(THA)*U1A2 + MB*(LA*COS(THA)*
U1^2+LCB*COS(THB) *U2^2) + MC* (LA*COS(THA) *U1A2+LB*COS(THB) *U2A2+LCC*
COS(THC)*U3^2) + (LA*MB+LA*MC+LCA*MA)*SIN(THA)*U1' - G*(MB+MC) -G*(
MA+MB+MC) - 2*LCC*MC*COS(THC)*U3^2 - LA*(MB+MC)*COS(THA)*U^2 - 2*(LB*
MC+LCB*MB)*COS(THB)*U2^A2 - (LCA*MA+LA*(MB+MC))*COS(THA)*U1^2 - LCC*MC*
SIN(THC)*U3' - LA*(MB+MC)*SIN(THA)*U1' - (LB*MC+LCB*MB)*SIN(THB)*U2'
- (LCA*MA+LA* (MB+MC) ) *SIN (THA) *U1' - MC* (G+LA*COS (THA) *UA2+LB*COS(
THB)*U2^2+LCC*COS(THC) *U3^2+LA*SIN(THA) *U1'+LB*SIN(THB) *U2'+LCC*SIN(
THC) *U3' )
- (130) ZERO[5] = 2*LCC*MC*SIN(THC)*U3^2 + LA*(MB+MC)*SIN(THA)*U1A2 + (LCA*MA+
LA* (MB+MC) ) *SIN(THA) *Ul^2 + MC* (LB*SIN(THB) *U2^2-LA*SIN(THA) *U^2-LCC*
SIN(THC) *U3^2) + (LB*MC+LCB*MB) *COS (THB) *U2' + (LA*MB+LA*DC+LCA*MA)*
COS (THA) *Ul + MC* (LA*SIN(THA) *UA2+LCC*SIN(THC) *U3A2+LB*COS(THB) *U2-
LB*SIN(THB) *U2^2-LA*COS(THA)*U1' -LCC*COS(THC) *U3 ') - LCA*MA*SIN(THA) *
UA2 - 2* (LB*MC+LCB*MB) *SIN(THB) *U2^2 - MB* (LA*SIN(THA) *U1^2-CB*SIN(
THB)*U2A2) - LCC*MC*COS(THC)*U3* - LA*(MB+MC)*COS(THA)*Ul' - (LCA*MA+
LA* (MB+MC) ) *COS (THA) *U1'
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C.2. MATLAB CODE FOR THREE LINK MODEL
The function torq_3 2ink_invdyn. m performs the inverse dynamics
calculations for the three link model. It takes the angles, angular velocities and angular
accelerations as inputs, and returns the generalized torques and constraint forces for each
joint. This function calls three subroutines that calculate the acceleration dependent,
velocity dependent, and gravitational terms separately (acc_torq_3 link . i,
veltorq_3link.m, stattorq_3link.m).
tora 31ink invdyn.m
function [tau, Fy, Fx] = torg_3linkinvdyn(theta, dtheta, ddtheta,
LINKPARAMS);
%function [tau, Fy, Fx] = torq_3link_invdyn(theta, dtheta, ddtheta,
LINKPARAMS);
%note returns torques in *theta* generalized forces (no conversion)
Fy-g, Fxg]
Fy-v, Fx-v]
Fy-a, Fx-a ]
= stat_torq_31ink(theta,LINKPARAMS);
= veltorq_3link(theta,dtheta,LINKPARAMS);
= acctorq_31ink(theta,ddtheta,LINKPARAMS);
tau = taug + tauv + taua;
Fy = Fyg + Fyv + Fy_a;
Fx = Fx-g + Fxv + Fx_a;
acc tora 31ink.m
function [tau, Fy, Fx] = acctorq_3link (theta, ddtheta,LINKPARAMS);
%function [tau, Fy, Fx] = acc-torq_3link (theta, ddtheta,LINKPARAMS);
%returns acceleration-dependent torques and forces
%modified to take vector inputs
11 = LINKPARAMS (1, 1) ; lcl = LINKPARAMS (1, 2) ;
= LINKPARAMS(1,4);
12 = LINKPARAMS(2,1); lc2 = LINKPARAMS(2,2);
= LINKPARAMS(2,4);
13 = LINKPARAMS(3,1);- lc3 = LINKPARAMS(3,2);
= LINKPARAMS(3,4);
H11 = ml*lcl^2 + m2*11^'2 + m3*11^2 + ii;
H12 = -(m2*11*lc2 + m3*l1*12)*cos(theta(:,l) +
H21 = H12;
H13 = m3*ll*1c3*cos(theta(:,1) - theta(:,3));
H31 = H13;
H22 = m2*lc2A2 + m3*12^2 + i2;
H23 = -m3*12*lc3*cos(theta(:,2) + theta(:,3));
H32 = H23;
H33 = m3*lc3^2 + i3;
ml = LINKPARAMS(1,3); il
m2 = LINKPARAMS(2,3); i2
m3 = LINKPARAMS(3,3); i3
theta(:,2));
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[taug,
tau-v,
[tau-a,
H11*ddtheta(:,1)
H21.*ddtheta(:,4)
H31.*ddtheta(:,1)
+ H12.*ddtheta(:,2) + Hi3.*ddtheta(:,3)
+ H22*ddtheta(:,2) + H23.*ddtheta(:,3)
+ H32.*ddtheta(:,2) + H33*ddtheta(:,3)
tau = [Q1, Q2, Q31;
Fy_1 = - lc3*m3*sin(theta(:,3)).*ddtheta(:,3) ...
- (12*m3+c2*m2)*sin(theta(:,2)).*ddtheta(:,2) ...
- (lcl*ml+1l*(m2+m3))*sin(theta(:,1)).*ddtheta(:,1);
Fx-1 = -( - lc3*m3*cos(theta(:,3)).*ddtheta(:,3) ...
+ (12*m3+1c2*m2)*cos(theta(:,2)).*ddtheta(:,2) ...
- (lcl*ml+11*(m2+m3))*cos(theta(:,1)).*ddtheta(:,1)
Fy_2 = - lc3*m3*sin(theta(:,3)).*ddtheta(:,3) ...
- (12*m3+c2*m2)*sin(theta(:,2)).*ddtheta(:,2) ...
- 11*(m2+m3)*sin(theta(:,1)).*ddtheta(:,1);
Fx_2 = -( -lc3*m3*cos(theta(:,3)).*ddtheta(:,3) ...
+ (12*m3+1c2*m2)*cos(theta(:,2)).*ddtheta(:,2) ...
- l1*(m2+m3)*cos(theta(:,1)).*ddtheta(:,1) );
Fy_3 = -m3*( ll*sin(theta(:,1)).*ddtheta(:,1) ...
+ 12*sin(theta(:,2)).*ddtheta(:,2) ...
+ lc3*sin(theta(:,3)).*ddtheta(:,3));
Fx_3 = -( m3-( -11*cos(theta(:,1)).*ddtheta(:,1) ...
+ 12*cos(theta(:,2)).*ddtheta(:,2) ...
- 1c3*cos(theta(:,3)).*ddtheta(:,3)) );
Fy = [Fy_1, Fy_2,
Fx = [Fx_1, Fx 2,
Fy_3];
Fx3];
vel tora 31ink.m
function [tau, Fy, Fxl = veltorq_3link(theta, dtheta, LINKPARAMS);
%function [tau, Fy, Fx] = vel_torq_3link(theta, dtheta, LINKPARAMS);
%returns velocity dependent components of torques and forces
%modified to take vector inputs
%11 = 0.4247; 12 = 0.4718; 13 = 0.8307;
%1c1 = 0.2617; 1c2 = 0.2690; lc3 = 0.3064;
%ml = 7.94; m2 = 19.00; m3 = 45.57;
11 = LINKPARAMS(1,1); lcl = LINK-PARAMS(1,2); ml
= LINK_PARAMS(1,4);
12 = LINKPARAMS(2,1); lc2 = LINKPARAMS(2,2); m2
= LINK_PARAMS(2,4);
13 = LINK.PARAMS(3,1); lc3 = LINK-PARAMS(3,2); m3
= LINK_PARAMS(3,4);
h122
h2 11
h133
h3 11
h3 22
= LINKPARAMS(1,3); il
= LINKPARAMS(2,3); i2
= LINKPARAMS(3,3); i3
11*(m2*1c2 + m3*12)*sin(theta(:,1) + theta(:,2));
h122;
m3*11*1c3*sin(theta(:,1) - theta(:,3));
-h133;
m3*12*1c3*sin(theta(:,2) + theta(:,3));
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Q1 =
Q2 =
Q3 =
h233 = h322;
Qi =
Q2 =
Q3 =
h122
h211
h3 11
.*(dtheta(:,2).^2) + h133.*(dtheta(:,3).A2);
.*(dtheta(:,1).^2) + h233.*(dtheta(:,3).^2);
.*(dtheta(:,l).^2) + h322.*(dtheta(:,2).^2);
tau = [Q1, Q2, Q3];
%Forces (distal on proximal)
Fy_1 = - lc3*m3*cos(theta(:,3)).*(dtheta(:,3).^2)
- (12*m3+lc2*m2)*cos(theta(:,2)).*(dtheta(:,2).^2) ...
- (lcl*ml+l1*(m2+m3))*cos(theta(:,1)).*(dtheta(:,1).^2);
Fx_1 = -( lc3*m3*sin(theta(:,3)).*(dtheta(:,3).^2) ...
+ (lcl*ml+ll*(m2+m3))*sin(theta(:,1)).*(dtheta(:,1).^2)
- (12*m3+1c2*m2)*sin(theta(:,2)).*(dtheta(:,2).^2) );
Fy_2 = - lc3*m3*cos(theta(:,3)).*(dtheta(:,3).^2) ...
- ll*(m2+m3)*cos(theta(:,l)).*(dtheta(:,l).^2)
- (12*m3+c2*m2)*cos(theta(:,2)).*(dtheta(:,2)
Fx_2 = -( lc3*m3*sin(theta(:,3)).*(dtheta(:,3).^2) ...
+ ll*(m2+m3)*sin(theta(:,1)).*(dtheta(:,l).^2)
- (12*m3+1c2*m2)*sin(theta(:,2)).*(dtheta(:,2)
.^2);
.^2) );
Fy_3 = -m3* (ll*cos(theta(:,1)).*(dtheta(:,l).^2)
+ 12*cos(theta(:,2)).*(dtheta(:,2)
+ lc3*cos(theta(:,3)).*(dtheta(:
Fx_3 = -( m3*(11*sin(theta(:,1)).*(dtheta(:,1).^2)
+ lc3*sin(theta(:,3)).*(dtheta(:
- 12*sin(theta(:,2)).*(dtheta(
Fy = [Fy_1, Fy_2, Fy_-3];
Fx = [Fxl, Fx_2, Fx_3];
stat torg 31ink.m
..2)
,3).^2) );
3)."2)
,2).^2)) );
function [tau, Fy, Fx] = stattorg_3link(theta,LINKPARAMS);
%function [tau, Fy, Fx] = stat_torq_3link(theta,LINKPARAMS);
%returns static gravity dependent force and torque terms
%modified to take vector inputs
g = -9.8; %m/s^2
%11 = 0.4247; 12 = 0.4718; 13 = 0.8307;
%Jcl = 0.2617; lc2 = 0.2690; lc3 = 0.3064;
%ml = 7.94; m2 = 19.00; m3 = 45.57;
11 = LINKPARAMS(1,l); lcl = LINKPARAMS(1,2); ml = LINKPARAMS(1,3); il
= LINKPARAMS(1,4);
12 = LINKPARAMS(2,1); 1c2 = LINKPARAMS(2,2); m2 = LINKPARAMS(2,3); i2
= LINKPA-RAMS(2,4);
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,
:
13 = LINKPARAMS(3,1); 1c3 = LINKPARAMS(3,2); m3 = LINKPARAMS(3,3); i3
= LINKPARAMS(3,4);
GI = rn1*g*lcl*sin(theta(:,
m3*g*11*sin(theta(:,1));
G2 = ir2*g*1c2*sin(theta(:,
G3 = m3*g*1c3*sin(theta(:,
Qi
Q2
Q3
1)) + m2*g*11*sin(theta(:,1))
2)) +
3));
+
m3*g*12*sin(theta(:,2));
Gi;
G2;
G3;
tau = [Qi, Q2, Q3];
[nsamp,crap] = size(theta);
v1 = ones(nsamp,1);
Fy_1 = -g*(mi + m2 + m3);
Fy_2 = -g*(m2 + m3);
Fy_3 = -g*(m3);
Fy = [Fy_1*vl, Fy_2*vl, Fy_3*vlJ;
Fx = O*theta;
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